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Preface

Rays of hope are beginning to penetrate the heavy curtain of
despair that has long hung over our public hospitals for the
mentally ill. Por decades these isolated institutions were viewed
primarily as places of custody that seemed to swallow up not only
increasing numbers of patients, but of staff who could do little

more than survive the deadening effects of the mental hospital’s

way of life.

In recent years converging medical and social developments

have begun to stir new interest in the care of psychiatric pa-

tients. Perhaps the greatest hope for improvement lies in the very

diversity of ideas, plans, experiments that are currently making
themselves felt. The growing success of somatic treatments in-

cluding chemotherapy, increased use of individual and group

psychotherapy in the treatment of schizophrenia, developing

assumption of responsibility by the nursing profession for the

preparation and staffing of psychiatric hospitals wth nurses and

aides—these are trends that have strengthened the belief that

early and intensive treatment of psychosis may not only be pos-

sible, but may keep the public hospital from continuing to be a

dumping ground for thousands of “chronic cases.”

Intensified studies and experimental work going on in psychi-

atric teaching and research institutes, in special research pro-

grams, in pharmaceutical laboratories* and in univereity depart-

ments of social science testify to new zeal in a renewed attack

upon the problem of mental illness. The growing realization that

greatly enlarged financial provision must be made for the training

and remuneration ofpersonnel—not only psychiatric and nursing

personnel, but occupational and recreational tlicrapists, social

workers, clinical and social psychologists, sociologists, and social

7



8 REMOTIVATING THE ilENTAL PATTENT

anthropologiste-is perhaps the most significant indication that

change is taking place.
, ur

Even the architecture and location of those huge public mental

hospitals dotting the breadth of the United States are no\v being

subjected to critical scrutiny, as cognizance is taken of the tact

that the form and situation of buildings are determinants of

psychological as well as physical aspects of patient care. Possibly

much smaller hospitals, planned to incorporate more of the posi-

tive aspects of home and community living, so thinking runs,

might become therapeutic instrumentalities in themselves. In the

location of mental hospitals consideration %vould be given to

proximity not only to professional schools and general hospitals

but to sources of recruitment of ancillary personnel, to the popu-

lation served, and to cities that can provide the hospital with

intellectual and recreational stimulation. Probably very different

Idnds of institutions should be built for those patients needing

intensive psychiatric treatment and those, primarily elderly, tvho

have experienced severe cerebral damage.

Thinking that has envisaged potential changes of this order has

opened the door to the initiation of many small but encouraging

experiments. Day or night hospital \mits have begun to find a
place for themselves as a sendee to patients who can get along
without complete hospitalization. A few “half-way houses” have
appeared as bridges between institutional and community living

for persons who may go to work during the day, but need the
comfort of acquaintances and a homelike environment at night
during a difficult transitional period. Outpatient departments,
long unknown to most state hospitals, in some places have be-
come flourishing services designed to keep the maximum number
of persom from having to be admitted to the institution or to
penmt discharge sooner. Realization that many patients can take
earlier and greater responsibility for themselves and for others
than had formerly been assumed possible is finding expression in
^penments with patient government, group discussion units,
increased foster-home placements, job retraining, and so on. Dis-
cmsion groups for relatives, tried in a few instances, suggest their
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usefulness in preparing families to care more successfully for
discharged patients.

Such developments begin to make the mental hospital appear
potentially very unlike the isolated, locked-door and baired-
window kind of place where both patients and staff were shut
away from the world. The barriers bettveen the institution and
life outside it are slo’vvly becoming more permeable. And as this

happens, interest is created in taldng a more careful look at what
is being accomplished in other countries that might yield helpful

guides.

Care of the mentally ill in Denmark, for example, had at-

tracted little attention until recently. Enthusiasm ^vas roused,

however, when the national ministry for mental health an-

nounced that no new psychiatric hospital was to exceed 400 beds,

since “it is being demonstrated that smaller hospitals present less

difficult problems of design, security, safety, segregation, classifi-

cation, administration and maintenance than do larger psychi-

atric hospitals, initially planned mainly for custodial care.”*

Already Denmark’s “large” hospitals (\viih a maximum of

800 to 1,000 beds) are being or have been divided and are pro-

vided with a complete professional staff for women and another

for men patients. New hospitals are being built as rapidly as funds

become available in order to replace the larger hospitals \vith

smaller, more functional, and pleasant institutions that permit an

active work program ^vith a minimum of “security.” The new

hospitals, moreover, are to be built in conjunction ^vith, or ad-

jacent to, general hospitals. It is intended that they shall also be

more convenient to relatives, cultural advantages, and recruit-

ment of staff.

In addition, “special ward homes” are planned for chronic,

mainly senile, patients, who are essentially in need of nursing in a

homelike environment. The first of these homes has just been

completed in Copenhagen. Its provisions for the care ofsome 250

persons are, indeed, impressive. The ministry assumes that the

' Gutterson, Alston G.,
'

Hospitals, April, 1956, p. at

Switzerland arc moving in

"Ideas Underlying Danish Hospital Planning," Afrtlat

. It should be noted that the Netherlands, Sweden, and

directions similar to Denmark.
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attractive, uncrowded setting wiU foster better social adjustment
even among mentally confused persons.
But there is another aspect of psychiatric patient care inDenmark that attacts the attention of the American visitor quite

^
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PREFACE II

to some psychiatrists in the United States. Here was a town that
had had a religious mission since the Middle Ages to care for the
disturbed of mind that flocked to it. Since no such motivation
existed in this country, physicians reasoned, it could not afford a
useful pattern for us. But current reexamination reveals that

certain components of its success in keeping 2,500 patients in

foster homes may rest not merely on the town^s sense of mission

or the need of many families to supplement their monthly in-

come, but on realistic provisions applicable to other countries

interested in developing similar programs. It is a tenet of faith at

Geel that a family can be found on second, third, or even fourth

trial, if not the first, in which the particular patient will feel

relative comfort and security. This very tenet precludes the hos-

pital from assuming that a patient’s initial failure is proof of his

inability to live outside institutional walls.

The fact that the town is divided into four districts, each with a

physician and t\vo nurses, provides professional and psychological

support to families and patients alike. Every family knows that

the doctor or nurse will presently be making a regular call on it

and the patient, that help can be requested at any time, that an

ambulance is at hand to take a badly disturbed patient back to

the hospital immediately. Everyone is accustomed to those in-

formal visits when the superintendent of the hospital himself

unexpectedly calls, generally at the back door, for a fe^v minutes

of pleasant conversation with, and a ^vord of praise for, his

neighbors and their charge who is also his charge. Under circum-

stances such as these, families can feel more confidence in under-

taking and perseveringin the far from easytask ofhavingmentally

sick persons in their home.

Of particular interest to those who are attempting to inform

themselves about developments in other countries is a report.

Mental Illness and P^'chiairic Care in Israel, presented recently by

Ur. Armand Sunier, chief of the Mental Health Section of the

Municipal Medical and Health Center of Amsterdam.* The

1 Copies of this mimeographed report, which was prcs«3ifcd to the of

Health of Israel, the World Health Organization, and the AmencanJomt
tion Committee, may be obtained throt^h the Comantm s ofRce at 1 19 Rue bt,

Dominique, Paris.
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report, designed to assist Israel in long-term planning for the
needs of emononally disturbed persons, emphasizes the impor-
tance of a wide variety of psychiatric community resources and

constellation of such

StSSf
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readily available alternative types of care. Need existed, in his
opinion, for no more than 150 to 200 additional beds, and even
they should be made available in diagnostic and short-term care
centers in general hospitals.

He emphasized, however, the immediate necessity for expand-
ing the use of nonhospital facilities. Envisaged was an increase of
provision for patients in agricultural working villages and the
development of hostels, boarding homes, day-care services, and
long-stay annexes to mental hospitals. Envisaged, further, was the

enlargement and strengthening of the three government mental
hygiene clinics, each of which would be expected to cover a
region of the country by motor transport. The staff of these

clinics would be expected to undertake prompt examination of

patients newly referred for care, and also the psychiatric and
social after-care of ambulatory patients. Employment, housing,

and other social services would be included in the program of

after-care.

Finally, Dr. Sunicr pointed to the need for a central coordinat-

ing committee charged with long-range planning for the full

utilization of facilities and services, and Nvith questions of long-

rzinge professional development of psychiatrists, ps>xhiatric

nurses, and psychiatric social workers.

Such are the ideas and current practices pertaining to the care

of the mentally ill in the United States and other countries that

are exerting an influence upon state departments of mental

health and planning agencies and upon the informed American

public generally. All are agreed that broad change and larger

positive accomplishment are possible and imperative. Attention

is coming more and more to be directed to two major ques-

tions r how can the entire mental institution be converted in-

to a therapeutic center with diverse but coordinated forms of

therapy provided by many different groups of staff, and what

is the place of the hospital among various kinds of treatment

facilities?

Numerous individual institutions, however, arc c.xpcricncing

difficulty in raising their sights to the level of seeking answers to
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better coordinated utUizauon of the resources of *e hospital as a

whole and of the communit>’ beyond the hospital walls. Gen-

erally present in such undertakings are staff, and sometimes

volunteers, who refuse to accept the “Legend of Chronicity,

bcUeving that conditions can be improved and that patients

reflect the improvement. Motivated by this belicfj they exercise

much patience, kindly persuasion, and systematic prodding in

encouraging patients to maintain better personal appearance,

relearn habits of hygiene and social conformity, and mov'e in the

direcdon of greater social competence. Moreover, they show

great ingenuity in restructuring relationships between staff and

patients, and among the patients. Their goals are intensely' prac-

tical and rarely extend beyond immediate and sharply' defined

ends. The results that they frequently produce are of an order

that makes the ward unrecognizable to a visitor who has seen it

only six months or a year earlier.

All too often, however, staff face the successful conclusion of an

undertaking to which they have made considerable emotional

commitment Mth the query', “\Vhat can we do now?*’ The task

has been accomplished. It was not initiated or viewed as one step

in a sequence of planned efforts to help the patient move to the
highest level of social competence of which he is capable. Many
ward staffs or those connected with various services can, to be
sure, assist patients to take further steps as they themselves be-
come more practiced in patient care and in planning for it.

\Vhat is currently needed, therefore, is the development of a
philosophy of hospitaitvide rehabilitation and a long-term plan
for putting that philosophy into operation. Gratifying as many of
the attempts at social remotivatioa have been, they have gen-
erally been directed to one level of adjustment and one type of
patient. The test of the usefulness of the total social context of
hospit^ life as a factor in treatment vviU lie in a program that is
geared to patients on all levels of adjustment and that changes its
cmp^is as the indivdduai patient improves. The test, moreover,
of me capacity of staff continuously to improve their practice
and broaden thevr perceptiveness -sstII similarly he in such a
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The initiation of institutionwide remotivation, as Dr. von

Mering and Dr. King note, requires the integration of treatment

facilities throughout the hospital. It also requires the close co-

operation of medical and nonmedicai staff in formulating a tenta-

tive plan, testing that plan in practice, changing it as principles

evolve and experience deepens, and interpreting and reinterpret-

ing it until the staff of every ward or service can see themselves

fitting into a treatment chain. Only then will potential means be

at hand to help every patient maximize whatever social skill he

possesses.

Esther Lucsle Brown, Ph.D.

May I, 1957



1. Introduction

The daily care of great numbers of chronic and aging mental
patients, often under adverse conditions of housing and equip-

ment, is a persistent problem for the staffs of large public mental
hospitals. Their efforts to provide treatment, not to speak of

meeting the demands of ordinary living, often encounter frustra-

tion. Buildings are frequently old and overcrowded, qualified

penonnel are scarce because of low salary scales, operating

budgets are inadequate, and the interest of legislative bodies

indifferent. Of equal importance is the behavior of the patients,

who frequendy show a declining ability for acceptable social be-

havior. Improvement, if it occurs, is slow and tenuous. Thus, the

mental hospital personnel must often deal with a philosophy of

pessimism regarding any cure for those individuals who have

been committed to their care.

The focus of public and professional interest has been increas-

ingly brought to bear on these unique dilemmas, which are of

everyday concern to hospital administrators, staff psychiatrists,

nurses, and aides. IThe purpose of this book, however, is not to

add to the picture of frustration, but rather to tell of some of the

courageous and promising attempts to resolve the situation that

are being made in large public mental hospitals in different parts

of the country. The presentation of discouraging and frustrating

material is not to be an end in itself but only a means of affording

a better appreciation of positive endeavors. We hope that this

report \vill give support for more hopeful attitudes to\vard the

mentally ill, and fill at least some of the gaps in our knowledge

about the treatment of the chronic mental patient.^

The background problem is of some magnitude. Thcrc_jig

approximately 750,000 pajients in menial hospitals in the United

*9
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States, occupying more than one out of every two hospital beds
avSnSble. Ninety-seven per cent of these patients are cared for in
public institutions, such as state, county, city, or Veterans Ad-
ministration hospitals. Available accommodations cannot keep
up with the annual increase of more than 15,000 patients, with
the result that there is widespread overcrowding. It has been
estimated that 74 per cent of all state mental institutions are

areTnl^sJrTr “!! available beds
areinobsolete,deteriorated,andsometimescondemned

buildings.*
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This book -will present further examples of such efforts, placing
them against the background of social processes in traditional

ward care, and analyzing them for common factors that can be
applied to other hospital settings.

The material is drawn from a fourteen-month national survey
of 20 state-operated hospitals, 3 Veterans Administration hos-
pitals, 4 joint university and state receiving and teaching institu-

tions, and 3 private sanitariums. The survey was made possible

by the interest of Russell Sage Foundation in ward patient care

in mental hospitals. In 1951 the Trustees of the Foundation made
provision for an extended study of ward patient care that would
be carried out in two phases and in two distinctly different ways.

The first phase was to be an experimental effort to improve

ward patient care in a selected teaching and research institute, a

representative state hospital, and a Veterans Administration

neuropsychiatric hospital. The second was to be a nationwide

survey of encouraging trends in ward patient care.

The first phase has been described in a previous report.*

Centering around Boston Psychopathic Hospital {now the Massa-

chusetts Mental Health Center) and utilizing two other hospitals

in the Boston area, an experimental program of ward manage-

ment was designed and carried out. The ward management

endeavors together with expanded occupational and recreational

activities resulted in significant improvement in patient care.

The second phase of the project, the nationwide survey, was

initiated by the senior author in the autumn of 1953- In selecting

the hospitals to be visited, 20 authorities in the field of mental

health were consulted. They were asked to draw up a list of

hospitals, keeping in mind two important criteria. First, each

D. H., "The Rehabilitation of Clironic Open-Ward Ncuropsychiatric PaUents”;

Miller and Clancy, "An Approach to the So^I Rehabilitation ofChronic r^hohe
Patients"; Peters and Jenkins, "Improvement of Chronic Schirophrenic 1

with Guided Problem-Solving, Motivated by Hunger”; Stanton and Schwartz,

"The Management of a Type of Institutional Participation in Mental Illness ; and

WiUner, "Preliminary Report of the Introduction of Group Psychotherapy on a

Chronic Ward in a Mcnt^ Hospital.”

’ Grecnblatt, hfilton, Richard H. VorS^ and Esther LuciIeBroivn, T/o«

to Thnapniiic Cart in MtnUtl Hospitals. RttSseU Sage Foundation, ^c»v y ork, J95b-
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hospital was to be representative of the prevailing conditions of
patient care in one of four major geographical regions of the
United States, the East Coast, Deep South, Midwest, and the

t

econd, each hospital was to be one which had been
some areas of treatment new and promising

addition t
despite generally adverse conditions. In

direct T u
experience, the 20 authorities had

files of
° relevant information that is available in the

the National
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emphasis on the comparative approach and the necessity for a
balanced outlook. To\rard the end of the visitation period time
was spent on two to four wards in the admission and intensive

treatment building.

Finally, the administrative staff were again visited in order to

dear up any misconceptions and misapprehensions that might
have arisen concerning the functioning of the hospital as a whole
or some of its parts. It was made dear that the purpose of the
study was not to criticize efforts at patient care, nor to surv^ey the

quality of care as such in state hospitals as a whole. Emphasis was
placed on the usefulness of inquiring into the nature of recurrent

ward situations that hospital personnel have to face and are

solving in one way or another in large institutions-

The general data-gathering approach was comparable to the

standard anthropological technique; that is, the investigator de-

pended on observation of activity, use of informants, and direct

interviews with persons, usually aides and nurses, who were im-

portant to an understanding of ward conditions. He asked what

went on, watched what ^vent on, came back to the same ward

situation at different times during the day and night, and listened

to staffand patients tell about their problems and ways of dealing

with different situations.*

In the observation of ward behavior, certain factors, or frames

of reference, were utilized in organizing the material. One of

these was based on the Social Activity Index of Kandler and

Hyde/ where patients are classified’info inactive, active but not

“socializing,” and active and “socializing.” In addition to this,

the ward geography was kept in mind, the placement of chairs,

tables, and other equipment in relation to the door, pantry,

walls, and windows. The association between social activity and

ward geography was carefully noted, a factor that ivill assume

some importance in the description of certain ward situations

f
Banks, E. P., “Methodological Fmblems ia the Study of Psyxhtatrlc Wards,"

Social Forces, vol. 34, *956, pp. 377-480.
• Kandler, Harriet M., and Robert W. Hyde. “Socialiration Activily Indel for a

Mental Hoipital,” Xursmr Wcrld, vol. Id,. 1951, PP- 343
-345 - See also Monmoto

Ftaneolse R., “A Technique for Measuring fnteractions of Patients and Personnel

in Mental Hospitals,” Xursing Research, vol. 4, *955* PP- 74~78*
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later on in this book. The observer also was sensitive to the

various kinds of roles that were being filled by the patients,

such as “wall standers,*’ “cigarette bummers,” and “the oracle.”

Again this will take on more meaning in the presentation of

material later on.

The obser\^er was also concerned with another aspect of the
problem, the value that certain social organizations, such as the
organization of a particular ward, have for patients and staff.

What purposes do these social structures serve, what benefits do
they bestow, what is their effect on the management of ill people?
Such questions were constantly being raised in the observer’smmd and constituted another frame of reference which he
brought to his observations.

In bnef, the preceding paragraphs describe the way in which
the second phase of the Russell Sage Foundation project of ward
^tient care m mental hospitals was conceived and carried out.
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present a number of ease histories of actual situations where
remotivation has been put into practice. We have selected cases
that illustrate tlje process ofsocial remotivation on many different
kinds of wards and with rather different techniques. The cases

come from many different hospitals across the country. Finally,

Chapter 9 tvill present the philosophy behind social remotivation,
and discuss ^vays in tvhich the material from the case histories can
be generalized to other hospital situations.

We have adopted certain conventions relative to the presenta-

tion of our material ^vhtch the reader should keep in mind in

succeeding chapters. In describing ward situations the term
“observer** will often be used. By this we specifically mean the

senior author, who did indeed fulfill that role. Whenever we refer

to “the Survey” or “the Survey visit,’* we have in mind the

Russell Sage Foundation Survey. Throughout the descriptions of

remotivation programs and in the final discussion chapter we
have used the word “aide” to designate the group of workers

variously called “attendants,” “aides,” and “psychiatric tech-

nicians.” To us, aide connotes more clearly than attendant or

technician the personal, helping function of staff members that is

essential to social remotivation. Finally, the names of hospitals

and of people have been changed. In addition to the specific case

histories included, there were many others that were equally

exciting and encouraging and which contributed to the writing of

this book. Also, there were numerous physicians, nurses, and aides

who were doing a superb job of remotivating patients, yet who
could not be mentioned because ofspace limitations. Therefore, it

seemed that the fairest way to give credit to the efforts of so many

workers would be to use fictitious names for places and people.

The reader will note that much is left unsaid conceraing the

care of mental patients. The purely physical and medical aspects

are not discussed unless they bear on the planning for total ^vard

care and treatment. Our main focus is on the social milieu, on the

possibilities that exist within the social situation for an improved

understanding of the patient and new outlooks for his rehabilita-

tion. We do not wish to imply that the physical and medical

aspects of care are not vitally important, including the develop-
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mcnt and proper use of the tranquUizing drugs. Rather, we would

hope to add another dimension to the situation so that the tradi-

tional procedures of care and treatment in mental hospitals may
be more effectively utilized. Our aim is also to bring staff mem-
bers of mental hospitals to a greater awareness of what they can

do together with the patient in releasing his latent forces toward

health. This hope would be fulfilled if they become better able to

judge and utilize the patient’s innate capacities and skills in

terms of what is possible rather than in terms of the here and now
of traditional ward life. Thus, they may not only see the prob-
lems that confront them in a different light but may also find the
courage and willingness to adapt to their own hospitals features
of the situations presented here-
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the day’s routine. If he has had little experience with mental
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“Siberia” or that those who are “badly deteriorated live in the

“Umbo” building. Sections of the hospital are often known as the

“back wards” and «aff members talk about their custodial

patients.
^ ^ *• 4.

•

Such a social assessment and classification of the patient is a

natural development in most large mental hospitals. In part, this

is the result of the need and striving for order that takes place

whenever a large body of people have to live and work together

for a long period. In part, it is attributable to the need for

utilizing the patient for ward housekeeping duties and for keeping

an eye on his actions with limited supervisory personnel. The

staiFhave to depend on the patient to help with the daily routine.

Therefore, aspects of the patient’s behavior that bear on the man-

agement of patients or housekeeping necessities assume real im-

portance. The nature of the patient’s difficulties, of what he can

and cannot do, is often stated in terms of how much work he is

capable of or hcnv much he facilitates or hinders the management

of other patients on the ward.

There are some clear implications of this social classification of

patients as far as treatment is concerned. For example, it is easy

for the paUent’s work capacity as such rather than the thera-

peutic value of ivork and need for play to become all important.

With the necessity for emphasis on efficient operation and patient

management, the awareness of treatment principles and practice

can grow dim. In fact, when the patient’s illness is measured
wholly in terms of degrees of social deficit or conformity to

standards of ward conduct, the concept of “patient” can be lost.

The basic problem of knowing how the patient became ill, in
order to know hotv he can get well, can be changed to kno^ving
only tNhat the patient is like now and how useful he can be to
make both ward work and living with him as easy as possible.
The emphasis on social classification of patients rather than

specific diagnosuc and treatment classification has several basic
constituents. First, there is relative absence in most mental hos-
pitals of medical or psychiatric activity specifically designed for
the treatment of long-term or chronic patients. Even the tran-
qmlizmg drugs have proved inadequate to produce major or last-
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ing changes by their use alone. The second factor is the difficulty
that all people have in applying the social definition of the sick
role* to mental patients in general, and in particular to the
chronic cases. In contrast to the patient with a physical disease,

the mental patient often does not realize that he is sick, a state

of mind that becomes more prevalent the longer he is hospital-

ized. Furthermore, the mental patient often does not kno^v what
part he is expected to play in the process of getting well and may
find it difficult to cooperate tvith the ph)'sician or nurse. Also, it is

often difficult for the physician to tell the patient in simple

language what he should do.

Efforts at the remotivation ofchronic mental patients toward a
more realistic social adjustment must first face the social classifi-

cation of patients on ivards as a reality factor. It is easy for such a

classification to become rigid, thus precluding the tentative and

exploring attitude totvard the treatment of the long-term and
severely disturbed patients ivhich is so necessary to any program

that seeks to release the latent social and creative forces in the

individual.

THE LEGEND OF CHRONICITY

If a sophisticated observer visits many hospitals and is ^viIling

to spend the time in getting to know the psychiatrists, nurses, and

aides, he goes away ^vith the impression that a distinct attitude

tends to pervade the thoughts and actions of the staff relative

to their charges. This we have chosen to call the Legend of

Ghronicity,* and it is the second important variable which con-

tributes to lack of progress in patient improvement.

The Legend of Chronicity has without question gro^vn out ofa

multitude of situational factors that are fairly ty-pical of the

larger public mental institutions in the United States, and have

been for many years past. Not the least of these factors is the large

1 T7 of the social definition ofthe sici roJe the reader b referred to

SttSTur. and D,panne Peaeo.: The Caae of jitodem HedicaJ

.ferine, Otto, "Lesen** and Ftoref of Patient Gjre,”

33. “> 3. 936. PP. .-3.
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number of long-term patients for which there are insufficient

s^ed personnel and inadequate facilities for giving patients an

existence conducive to a reawakening of interest in the outside

world. There is also the disease process itself, which becomes

more intractable with longer duration, intractable in the sense

that it is less amenable to standard medical and psychological

treatment. Thus, it is a combination of having insufficient or im-

proper tools on the one hand, and on the other dealing -with a

process that is most resistive to therapeutic approaches, some-

thing that occurs ^v^th much less frequency in physical medicine,

that accounts for the widespread acceptance of the Legend of

Chronicity as an explanation of why “things are the way they

are.”

The primary manifestation of the Legend is that the words

“acute” and “chronic” come to be differentiated more sharply in

terms of the consequences in therapeutic action than is generally

the case in physical medicine. As a rule, when a mental patient is

designated as having an acute illness he is regarded as belonging

to a still treatable classitication, irrespective of the specific diag-

nosis, and is therefore a worthwhile prospect for an individualized

treatment plan. When the mental patient is designated as having
a chronic illness, he is regarded by and large as bdonging to an
untxeatable classification, irrespective of the specific diagnosis

and is therefore not a good candidate for the individual thera-
peutic approach. The designation “chronic’* usually does not
carry such consequences for therapeutic action in physical illness.

Tor example, even in the case of incurable cancer, one thera-
peutic measure after another is tried, often to heroic proportions,
in the hope that some benefit might accrue and the patient’s life

be prolonged. The individualized, clinical approach is more
likely to be continued \vith the chronic patient who is physically
ill, while with the chronic patient in a mental hospital it is easier
\o give up this approach because of the feeling that a priori it is a
hopeless proposition.

^

In large mental hKpitals the shift from ajudgment of acute to a
judgment ol chronic Is accompanied by a subtle and covert
Change m the c-xpectations of staff relative to the patient’s future.
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The change in expectation is largely unspokeoj for it means an
admission of failure, an admission which is difficult to accept for
anyone connected with medicine. However, implicit acceptance
of a change in expectations can be noted in the statements of staff
about individual patients when they express the hopelessness of
any active treatment, for they know the patient will not get well.^

A secondary manifestation of the Legend of Chronicity occurs
in the perception of patients. The majority of long-term patients

easily become clinically unknown entities, frqpj which it is just a
step to unknown entities in terms of persons or personalities.

Remarks of staff members that some patients are “things that are

not quite human, not quite living,” indicate the distance traveled

toward the unknown. Another example of change in perception

is evident in the idea that patients do not suffer, exemplified in

the statement of a nurse: “He’s so regressed that he simply

doesn’t care any more.” A different nurse phrased it this way:

“He’s reached a primitive form of adaptation, a kind of simple

equilibrium.” And one who was more sophisticated in the use of

language indicated that “any apparent observed change of

behavior is merely a case of pseudo-reversibility of chronic be-

havior.” The implication of the changed perception of the pa-

tient is that he is a person who is outside society, someone in the

process of social dying, a social reject.

One may justly view the Legend of Chronicity as a type of

defense mechanism adopted by the staff^vho are charged \vdth the

care of the long-term mental patient. As a defense mechanism it

serves to reduce the sense of frustration that the staffcan scarcely

avoid feeling ^vhen they consider their helplessness as far as active

and effective treatment is concerned. It defends the staff against

the personal responsibility for continued failure to help many

patients, and thereby reduces guilt. Rather than reacting to

frustration with fight or redoubled efforts, those who accept the

Legend of Chronicity respond with flight or inaction.

The unfortunate by-product of the Legend is that it has con-

tributed to the increase in the numbers of long-term patients, for

^The subtle charffc in expecUtions b not limited to larpe mental hwpifaU, as

witnessed by the statement frequently heard In smaller msutuUons, ‘ Thu pauent

has rcccivOT the maximum benefit possible here.”
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it supports staff inaction and the acceptance of an equilibrium m

patient care, allowing patients to tvithdraw more completely and

securely into worlds of their own.

The Legend of Chronicity and a social classihcation of patients

tend to sustain each other. The natural inclination to be inter-

ested in the minute-by-minute actions of patients as they affect

the tasks that a charge aide or nurse must get done on a ward is

enhanced by the implicit feeling that the chronic patient cannot

get ivell and that one must devise acceptable ways of dealing with

him day after day. That these ways of dealing with him center

around the demands of ward maintenance and administration

rather th an the needs of the patient should now come as no

surprise. What begins as an interest in human interaction can

easily become rigidihed in a pattern designed for the day-to-day

occurrences of an interminable stay.

PATTERNS OF PATIENT CARE

The problem of patient care has been met in a number of

ways in practically all large mental hospitals. In the course of the

Russell Sage Foundation Survey the observer was struck not only

by the factors that lie behind the care of long-term patients, that

is, social classification and the Legend of Chronicity, but also by
the patterns of care that have developed. Although there were
variations ivithin and between hospitals, there seemed to be three
main types, ivhich we have called the Museum Ward, the Mov-
ing Ward, and the Faimly Ward. In the following sections we
present a composite sketch of each type, drawn from the observa-
tioi^ of many ^vards, but representing the “ideal type” from
which variations can be seen in any large mental hospital. Each
tries in its otvn way to meet the problems of the daily care of the
mental patient in the hospital.

Museum Word
Starting a careful examination of patient life on some repre

scntativc wards, the visitor is told that he will have to wait a fet

adc to Ward A. The goidc explains that the patients are unpre
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dictablc and that it is not wise to take chances. When at length
the attendant arrives, tlie door is unlocked, and the visiting party
enters tlie ward, the visitor may %vonder why so many precau-
tions were necessary. The ward is relatively quiet, Avith most of the
patients in regulation overalls and scuffies, sitting on benches or
chairs, or on the floor in the dayroom. A few arc pacing the hall

^vith measured tread, but their heads are down and they seem to

take no notice of the strangers. In one comer of the dayroom
there is some activity. A number of patients can be seen walking
around, gesticulating, remonstrating with imaginary compan-
ions. The area in which their activity takes place appears to be
bounded by a fe^v heavy benches set out from the wall as a kind
of fence. A sense of subdued orderliness pervades the scene, but

there is no welcoming sign from the inhabitants.

The visitor is escorted to the charge attendant's desk, which he

notices is located so that the attendant with a quick glance can

survey the dayroom and connecting hall. Seated at his desk,

reading a magazine, the attendant periodically view's the scene

in front of him, then returns to his reading.

The visitor pauses at the desk to look at the ward from this

vantage point. He notes that the patients are seated in a rough

kind of order, those closest to the desk in rocking chairs, the next

row in straight chairs, the last row on benches. Beyond, a few

patients are sitting on the floor against the wall, or lie sprawled

in a comer. They seem to be asleep, although their eyes are open.

At one side of the rows a few patients sit around a table as if they

were deliberating in a conference, yet on closer inspection each

acts as though he were there alone. This is ward geography, the

observer realizes, a definite arrangement of the \vard furniture

and patients according to a preconceived pattern.

He turns next to the human clement, the faces of those arrayed

in front of him. They seem passive and ^vithd^awn, hardly asvare

of his presence. However, a closer look suggests that the wsitor’s

every move is under scrutiny. A vigilant gaze is turned on the

^vard scene while patients permit flics to crawl on their noses

without nvitching a muscle. Although retracted into their own

private worlds the intrusion is noted, noted and combined with
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an apparent indication of resentment or even hostility. The blank

stare does not seem quite so blank as it did at first.

The visitor’s attention moves back to the physical character-

istics of the ward again. The furniture is durable, mostly heavy

oak, but hard and uncomfortable looking. There seem to be no

personalized comforts, such as mgs, or draperies at the windows;

no pictures on the walls, or mirrors, nothing to break the

monotony of drab, brown walls, dark furniture, and screened

windows. The ward is clean though, the floors polished, and the

smell of pine oil strong in the nostrils; drab and uncomfortable

but clean.

Knowing the staff’s inclination to type patients according to

social characteristics and the roles they play, the observer is eager

to know what types there are on this ward. He can pick out

several readily. The Sitters, Standers, and Squatters are obvious.

So are the Pacers and the Hallucinators. He soon learns that

there are also Mutterers, patients who talk to themselves or to the

air, often inaudibly, and usually without making much sense.

There are Oracles or High Priests, patients whose behavior is

marked by obvious mannerisms or ritualistic acts, which set them
off from the other patients. For example, he sees one patient at

the back of the dayroom, shuffling bits of paper back and forth

between his hands and making a repetitive noise which becomes
louder in cycles. The attendant tells him that there are a few
Pringers, those who unravel their clothes thread by thread. There
are also many Sneaky Petes, hence the need for the escort at-

tendant when he came to visit. The patients who sit around the
table off to the side from the rov^ of chairs and benches are
known as the Board of Directors.

Although the classification categories are quite numerous,
there arc many that seem to be missing. There are no Clowns, no
Gripers, no Readers, no Traders (indeed, there is little if any-
thing that they could use for their wares). There are no Lover-
bo>'s patients who arc reported to have attempted to relate to a
female patient or staff member in a sexual manner. There may
be an occasional CigaretteBummer, but there are no Teasers. The
patient who deliberately annoys other patients cannot live here.
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room caUed die Bullpen, where the more agitated, potentially
assaultive padents are kept, is often used as a place of punish-
ment. If someone does not want to go to dinner, he may be told
that he wiU not get a chance to eat later. Seclusion is always
vadable, both
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time each day the physician appears at the entrance to the ward,
his presence signaled by the Lookout. Usually he is flanked by
attendants or the supertnsing nurse, who will tell him whidi
patients should be seen. Since the ward is so large, and there are
niany similar ^vards for which the physician has responsibility, it

IS impossible for him to know all the patients, or to see more than
a few. Primarily, he deals with the little emergencies that arise,

dispensing a platitude with every poultice,” lingers briefly at the

charge attendant’s desk, signs the orders, and leaves.

If the visitor returns to the ^vard frequently he will find every-
thing in the same order each time, the withdra^vn, passive, yet

hostile faces of the patients, the Wall Standers and Bench Warm-
ers in the same place. He gets a similar feeling after a visit to a

museum, of types, of exhibits in order, of unchanging and un-

varied pattern. Then he understands why the place of gestures

and faces, of order and silence has been called a Museum Ward.

The Moving Ward

As our visitor walks on to the next ward he will be rather sur-

prised to find so few patients there. The ward looks almost de-

serted. A question to the attendant who is present reveals that

most of the patients are in various parts of the hospital, engaged

in different recreational and occupational activities. The ob-

server is told that he ^vzll have to come back to the ward at meal-

time or in the evening in order to find the full roster of patients

present. Even then, he could be disappointed, for some of the

patients may be attending a movie or a ^veekly dance.

Not only does the >vard look different because there are so fc\v

patients present, it also has a different ward geography. In one

corner of the room there is a television set encircled by a group of

chairs. Another comer is occupied by a pool table. The ward

office is at the side and chairs of various kinds arc scattered about

the room. The rigid order of w'ard geography found on the

Museum Ward is absent here, although there is order to the

geography focused around the radio or TV sets, the pool tabic,

and the magazine racks.
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A question about the patients who can be seen on the ward

brings tbe informauon that there arc t^vo kinds, the Goose hggs

and the Ward Helpers- The former are patients who show no

sign of making a good enough adjustment for ward tvork or

occupational therapy. The latter are valuable adjuncts to the

housekeeping force and the care of other patients. Among the

Goose Eggs one can recognize familiar types, the Bench Warmers,

Sitters, and Standees, even a few Pacers. In addition, there is

something new, the T'V Addict, who sits in front of the television

screen for hours, seemingly absorbed in every'thing that is shown.

In terms of the previous classification the visitor will probably

decide that most of these patients are Watchers of Doers.

The visitor notes that smoking is pemutted, that the charge

attendant may be out on the porch, that no patients are in

restraint. The situation is so different in so many ways from the

Museum Ward that our visitor's curiosity is aroused and he is

eager to find out more from the staff about this kind of %vard

behavior. What are the reasons behind it? He learns that the

patients ivho are away from die ward are in hospital industry

or on a special “total push” program. Staff action is motivated

by the belief that the social regression of the chronic psychotic

patient can be arrested and overcome only by pushing him into

continuous social contact with other patients and hospital per-
sonnel. In addition, the aim is to bring him into continuous con-
tact with the kinds of activities that are part of life outside the
hospital. The staff agree that if left to his oNvn devices the patient
would shrink farther from the world. It is assumed that only by
constantly urgjng him to participate in situations from which he
seeks to escape can he learn to handle these situations and im-
prove his social adjustment. In the hope of counteracting regres-
sion, the plan is to have each patient daily face a specific schedule
of activity, that is, work at some kind of regular job or spend a
given amount of time in occupational therapy. He is supposed to
make social contacts through participation in social events or
attendance at recreational affairs such as dances, movies, or other
gat enngs. The program is a total push to overcome inertia, an
emphasis on movement, hence the terra “Moving Ward.”
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there is time set aside for showers, and on Sunday night the time

is devoted to recreation under the direction of “Special Settees.

This, indeed, is a different day from that experienced by the

patients on the Museum ^Va^d.
.

The d^y schedule foUows a regular pattern, set up well m
advance and posted in the ward office. In addidon, there is a

sheet for each patient so that the amount of time he spends at

occupational, recreational, corrective, educational, or physical

therapy can be noted. For those who are on total push treatment

their lives are run by the chart and they are constantly on the

move, lining up to go to meals, or ajob, or the auditorium, or the

ball park. It is easy to see ivhy Moving Ward is an exceedingly

apt name.

Here is a ivard that is half empty during most of the day, that

has a great deal of equipment for recreation, that allows much

more freedom of movement and interaction to those who remain

on the ward. The question arises as to the need for control meas-

ures. The visitor is told that hydrotherapy and packs are always

avjulable and used occasionally, as is seclusion. The frequency of

use, however, does not seem to be so great as on the Museum
Ward. The ivard staff express the opinion that this is due in part

to the fact that many of the patients find an outlet for their

energies in the round of their d^y activities. For those who re-

main on the ward supervision can come from Patient Helpers and
the staff can have more time to do things with them. The visitor

is told also that these patients may not be so sick as those whom
he has seen on other ivards. Some of the staff, however, raise the
question ivhethcr the fact that the patients appear less regressed
is a function of the degree of their illness or a function of the
siimuialion and push on this ward.

Patient-staff interaction on this ward does take place. The only
trouble is that there is very little time for it in the groups of
patients Nvho move all day long. Thus, although the possibility
OCU 15 , u nc\’cr develops into real relationship. The situation is

different with the Goose Tggs and Patient Helpers. On the ward
most of the time, they have the opportunity for continuous social
interaction with the staff. They arc sccond-dass citizens, how-
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ever, below those \vho arc in hospital industry or on a total push
program; thus, they do not get so much attention as time might
permit.

After the order and conformity of the Museum Ward, the
Moving Ward seems one of movement and permission. It is

deceptive though, and the visitor wonders if the daily schedule of
activity may not be as productive ofconformity as the rules of the
Museum Ward. He will puzzle over this for some time.

The Family Ward
Our Visitor^s reception on the next ward is different from any

he has had yet. The patients and staff greet him; he does not
have to greet them. He senses that they act like different people
but he knows patients are as ill here as on the other wards. As he
develops a feeling for the patients and ward events, he may have
the impression that the activity is like that in a small rural com-
munity where life goes on unhurried. On closer obseiwation he
notices a variety of interpersoncil relationships that resemble those

in an old-fashioned household with many children, grandchil-

dren, and relatives. It is almost like a big family. There is a sizab le. ^

group of younger and older ward veterans who constitute a rela-

tively stable ward society, around which transient patients come
and go.

There is a deceptive normalcy to the behavior of patients on

this chronic ward. The visitor notes an informality and intimacy

among patients and personnel that he did not see on the other

wards. He also observes a differentiation ofsocial roles that he did

not see so clearly on the Museum or Moving Wards.

The observer soon picks out the Ward Hero. Often he func-

tions as the Wise Man or Ward Diagnostician to the other pa-

tients. Usually a ward veteran, with many years of experience

with staff and patients behind him, he is well informed about the

differences in degree and type of illness of each patient. Able to

see early signs of returning agitation in a withdrawn patient, he

reports to the attendant what he finds. Subsequently he may help

the attendant persuade this person to move to a less stimulating

part of the ward. When a new patient arrives, the \Vard Hero is
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often the one who lends him emotional support by introducing

him to the various ward groups. From time to time he may even

check the patient’s progress in relation to various ward cliques to

see how he is getting along.

"When a disagreement between two patients threatens to end in

a quarrel or real brawl, theWard Hero will attempt to forestall it.

Knowing the other patients well, he is very sensitive to the

“manicky” patient who is approaching recovery. He knows at

this time the patient may want especially to express his need for

leadership and seek to organize the “boys with the sideway looks

and backward glances.” He also knows that this patient would

only stir things up with his methods and may help to steer him to

other tasks that wll help to drain off his excess energy.

The Ward Hero feels that he is not just another patient. His

'

knowledge of the ward and its occupants makes him a staff ally.

He has made illness his occupation and, thus, he can deny the

existence of his own illness or at least its dangers. His reward

is the role of Ward Hero.

The Ward Clown or Fool is as essential in this patient com-
munity as the Hero. He is “a weak one,” often avoided by other

patients at meals and bedtime because of his bizarre manners.
Yet he has a repertoire of funny stories and he entertains patients

as he impersonates the, frailties or mannerisms of others. At such
times they can laugh at him, or when he is intentionally clumsy.
They need him because he provides comic relief; but they do not
laugh with him. He reminds them of what not to be, if they want
to be normal.

The visitor soon learns something about the perennial problem
patients of the ward. One of several such “villains” that may
come to his attention is the Con Man. He shams and ingratiates
himself with the others. He mulcts the Clown who believes in him
but he cannot abscond very far -with the Clown’s cherished ball
of tmfoil before he is stopped by the attendant. He may try to
persuade an aged patient to give up his favorite rocking chair in
return for getting him up and helping him to the bathroom.
However, he often meets his Waterloo at the hands of his tradi-
tional adversary, the Shopkeeper.
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them to seek each other’s company, as iTit granted them the right

to dissent from its way of life. The visitor hears a nurse express

herself to the effect that they may be in mute rebellion again

those who seek to make the ward into the image of the out-

siae.
. ;

The ward family has a name for almost every patient, i here is

the Whiner and Complainer, who always tries to shirk his dutira.

Another is referred to as the Informer or Tatdetale. He carries

stories about other patients to the staff, and he sidles up to super-

visory personnel on their daily rounds to inform on the ward

staff. Frequently, he has a run-in with the Go-bettveen, who

generally is well liked by both patients and staff. The latter’s role

is appreciated because he tries to settle differences of opinion

about necessary ^va^d chores and the like, as tveU as interceding

on behalf of his fellow patients with the charge nurse or aide.

In addition to this description of the Family Ward in terms of

role classifications, the visitor will carry away impressions about

certain of the social processes that run through ward life. One of

these is the emphzisis on cooperation. The limited living facilities

and comforts, the restricted space, have put a premium on co-

operation. By and large the patients know that what they can do
depends on ^vhat others do and plan to do. Also, the staff appear
to foster and maintain this attitude in a number of ways. For
example, they seem eager to preserve an equable division oflabor
and of special functions according to the ability, interest, and age
of the patients. In such planning they are not averse to soliciting

the tacit support of the ward veterans, so that there is a good deal
of interdependence between patients and staff. Both have a sense
of belonging.

Along with a spirit of cooperation and helpfulness there is also
much compMhiou and comenlion. For the control of this be-
havior there are both subtle and overt forms of social sanction.
T^c patients know that they cannot order each other around as
the)- might sometimes wish. They realize that there would be re-
sistance from other patients to their attempts at aggression, also a
stem reproof and perhaps loss of privileges from the nurse or
charge aide. In addition, the patients punish the “sassy” patient
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However, praclicatty every large hospital has owe or more of

them, developed out of the need for compromise between made-

quate facilities and an overload of patients, or from serious ex-

perimental endeavor or permissive concern with ill people. We

feel it is important, therefore, at tinsjuncture to point out certain

features of each pattern that are important in patient care.

In the first case, the Museum Ward, the care of the patient is

management through the use of rigid rules. The emphasis is on

maintenance of the ward and on control functions of the staff.

The prevailing pattern is prevention and security, rules and an

enforced patient submission. lo the Moving Ward care is really

controlled treatment through the manipulation of the patient, the

puslung into a schedule of activity. The prevailing pattern is

activity and decision by the staff, and an induced lack of patient

initiative. In the Family Ward care comes through ward roles

and responsibility training, with a pattern of discipline and

decision-making that is largely maintained by and for the pa-

tients themselves. The pattern is informality, hard work, and
service for both patients and staff.

Another feature of staff-patient relationships lies in the distinc-

tion between ill and normal. The distinction is sharpest on the

hluseum Ward and the social distance between st^ and pa-
tients is great, exemplified in the remark of one physician that his

ward ^vas filled ^vith “woody, old vegetables.” The distance is due
partly to the fact that the Legend of Chronicity is accepted here
and the restoration of patients to health or a better hospital
adjustment is not usually expected. The distinction between ill

and normal is less sharp but still present on the Moving Ward.
It is prcsen’cd because the staff do not have an adequate oppor-
tunity to form lasting relationships with the patients and because
they still retain the exclusive power of decision. However, the
lessened social distance results in part from the fact that the
Legend of Chronicity is avoided because staff pretend that it does
not exist and an improvement in social adjustment is anticipated,
nic disiinciion between ill and normal is minimized on the
l amily Ward, for here the staff adopt the attitude of being an
integral part of the ward patient universe. They are inclined to
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Finally, there is a varying effect on staff members in each of

the three ward situations. In the Museum Ward it is so easy for

the nurse or attendant to lose sight of the fact that the patients
are human beings, not just types or bits of movement in the ward
geography. The situation also provides the staff an outlet for
unspent aggressive urges, especially those that may arise from the
frustration of dealing with long-term mental illness. On a Mu-
seum Ward it is difficult to channel aggression into productive
activity.

The staff of a Moving Ward may have a different attitude
toward their patients, beUeving that they can get weU and need
to be pushed, hut the danger Ues in the ritual of motion. On the
one hMd, so much time can be spent in keeping records and
being busy with the schedule that the individual can be over-
looked or forgotten On the other hand, the schedule of activities
can become an end m itself, or a substitute gratification for goal-
directed patterns of care.
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Sodal classification of patients can be useful rather than detri-

mental if placed in the proper perspective and with positive en s

in view. In coUoquial language, social classification isn t bad U

you know what to do with it. The action component of the

definition is therefore important. In certain ward situations, for

example, the Museum Ward, social classification is used pri-

marily as a way of sorting patients m order to keep the ivard

routine operating. In social remouvation the classification is used

to emphasize positive patient roles, or those aspects of patient

behavior that can contribute to improved skills in interpersonal

relations. It is never used to emphasize negative personality char-

acteristics, as in the case of Drips and Drags or Goose Eggs.

‘'Beyond the Legend of Chronicity,*' a phrase used as the title

of the last chapter, indicates that social remotivation cannot ac-

cept the definition of chronic that emphasizes hopelessness or

minimal expectations for patient improvement. In fact, social

remotivation is the antithesis of the Legend of Chronicity,

Finally, remotivation draws from the Museum, Moving, and

Fanuly Wards those features of each which can be used for the

benefit of the patient. For example, the rules and authority of the

Museum IVard may be most valuable in reducing anxiety of

some patients about the force of urges within themselves. Even as

the growing cluld becomes anxious without some setting of limits

by his parents, so the psy chotic patient may be overivhelmed by a
completely penm^ive environment. Rules and order are used,
however, with the needs of particular patients constantly in mind,
to benefit ill people, rather than for the ends of control and
conformity alone.

The push and direction found on the Moving Ward are valu-
able assets to counteract the natural withdrawal tendencies of the
person who cannot face the problems of the world. Without help
by the staff toward the reestablishment of worthwhUe relations
wth others, many patients would merely rigidify their with-
drawal patterns. Push and direction are used to build a con-
idcncc m self, not only to make the person acceptable to others;
and cannon must be exercised that movement does not become
an end in itself.
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^Vard j-4 at LYNWOOD STATE HOSPITAL, a closcd Ward for chronic

male patients, is clean and homelike. No offensive odors are

present even though many of the patients are old and quite

regressed. There are few restraints necessary and all patients are

fully clothed, including shoes. A small but steady flow of dis-

cKarges taiiics place from this ward to other wards where patients

show an improved ability for social adjustment. It has not always

been as described here; in fact, until recently it %vas classified as

one of the hospital’s back wards. At the present time it presents

one side of a contrast so striking as to be almost unbelievable.

A few years ago this ward was not a pretty sight nor a pleasant

place to visit. Built to house 70 patients it had a population of go,

ranging in age from eighteen to eighty-nine years of age. Sixty

per cent of these patients had been in Lynwood State Hospital

for more than fifteen years, while only 1 o per cent had been there

less thcin five years. The psychological condition of the patients

was one of severe deterioration, but of those Nvhose diagnosis

could be identified 18 were mental defectives, 8 were paretics,

and 7 were epileptics. Diagnostically spealdng, they '‘ran from
one t^-pe of illness to the other."

The behavior of the ward in general was characterized by
intermittent bursts of excitement, necessitating the use of con-
tinuous restraint for a third of the patients. These 30 were nude,
tearing clothes off immedialdy if any were put on them. One
patient had been existing tvilh wrist restraints in a shower room
under a shower for more than a year because of incontinence. In
fact, most of the patients were incontinent in urinary excretion
at one time or another during the day or night. Nearly a third
were stool smearers.

54
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crrove and the aides did little else but get patients to do soraethmg

or stop doing things. They coaxed, they tried being stern, they

mentioned unheard-of privileges. They tried to get patients to

initiate things, such as pushing a broom, or putting on clothes, or

using better table manners. They ate with the patients and

brought in extra patient help from other wards to assist them.

The problems involved in establishing the habit training

routine were not all the fault of the patients. The staff had some

problems of their own, fears that they might lose control over the

situation and some patients might escape or injure other pa-

tients, fears that the program might not work out.

After three or four months there was a feeling that the patients

were better, at least both staff and patients seemed to have more

confidence in each other. Learning to know each other better

meant that mistrust was giving tvay to understanding. Patients

told the staff that they were kinder people and staff began to

think that now they could start reducing restraints.

Progress was slow, but after about nine months patients began

to help each other, mostly because they wanted to please the

aides and Mrs. Ckisgrove. Finally, this seemed to turn into a
genuine thoughtfulness for each other. They still talked like sick

people, stilted and rambling, but at least they talked more; and
they tended to listen to those who spoke to them, and not just to

fantasy voices. This all meant that the work that had to be done
on the ward became more interesting to the patients and Mrs.
Cosgrove could begin assigning jobs in accordance with patients’
capabilities.

Things had come a long way by the end of a year. It was not
necessary all the time to tell patients what to do; often they
would come to ask what needed to be done, or even start a job
on their own initiative. The staff made a point of not asking
anyone to do a job just for the sake of doing something, for they
thought that such was just busy work and not therapeutically
helpful. Slowly the patients came to realize that there was a goodr^n for doing everything. The result of this work interest by
the patients was more leisure time for everyone, because the
chores got done faster. That meant that the staff then had time
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Factors to be considered in the rating of patients can be seen in

Chart 1. Mrs. Cosgrove posted this in the ward office so that all

shifts could become familiar with it and learn how to assess the
potential value of different patients. She hoped that this would
encourage staff on other shifts to select patients for special atten-
tion and retraining, once they began to show progress in bladder
and boNvel control.

men the ward was visited in 1954 there were 7 patients who
had an A rating, 6 with B rating, 5 with C rating, and approxi-
mately 40 vnth D rating. The rest of the ward members were the
unemployed. When the program was initiated, most of the
patients would have been classified in the last category.
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CHART a. JOB CLASSHICATW
Numbi

Job description and grouping

Number of

patients working

Group 1

Toilet drill assistants

Tooth-brushing routine

Morning care assistjmts

Assbtant face washerS ?=STu.c paurn. liaa

Assistant patient bathers

Total

Group 2
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Total
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North dorm bed maken a

Total
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an aide’s ignorance and palming off his job on another patient,
especiaUy one who might not be ready yet for the responsibUity.
The daily acdvit>" schedule of Ward J-4 began at 6:50 in the

morning. The time from then until eight o’clock W'as given over
to brushing of teeth, face washing, hair combing, and breakfast.
There were two sittings of 45 patients each at breakfast, two
paUents bemg spoon-fed and frvo on a special diet tray. These
four patients were cared for by other patients. ToUet drill took
p ace at eight o’clock. At 8:45 there was a twenty-minute walk for

panents except those on working details or apprentice details,
e latter commencmg their jobs at this time. The walk, in the
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Rewards for good work -were partly inherent in the situation,

namely, heightened status and the approval of Mrs. Cosgrove.

Other rewards \vere added as well, including extra time off the

ward, special recreational opportunities, and the prospect of

transfer to a ward that was closer to eventual discharge.

In describing the changes that Mrs. Cosgrove was able to bring

about, we must mention the various ways she contributed to

establishing a more homelike atmosphere. For example, the cur-

tains at the windows and flowers in window boxes in the dining

room, innovations which she initiated, made the surroundings

more pleasant. Both the curtains and flowers %vere destroyed

several times by patients, which was enough to discourage any-

body, Each time, however, they were replaced, until the patients

finally came to accept them as part of their environment. After a

year and a half Mrs. Cosgrove added a canary bird and ttvo love

birds to the dining room, which is also used as a visiting room.
The birds and flowers are cared for by Mr. Kane, a schizo-

phrenic patient with marked depressive behavior. Noting his

frequent crying episodes and realizing how difficult it was to

establish good rapport with him, Mrs. Cosgrove tried to find out
what kind of work would interest him. By chance conversation
she discovered that he had considerable knowledge of flowers and
asked lum to take charge of the window boxes. Gradually he
became keeper of the birds as well. Finally, he ^vas able to assume
responsibilities in the kitchen. The crying spells have disappeared
and occasionally one even finds him smiling as he cares for the
birds or finds a new flower blooming.

Another improvement was in the form of a large bulletin
board, winch %vas placed to the left of the solarium entrance.
Items of interest to the patients, cartoons, and pictures were
placed there byme^ of scotch tape. These were supplied by the
St at first but this responsibility was gradually taken over by
the patients, those who were able to help, alternating ^veekly in
the job. Now even relatives and visitors have begun to bring in
matcnal. ^

Many of the results of the remotivation procedures on Ward J-anave been apparent in our description of the habit training
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Development of occupational roles, a form of social classifica-

tion, was another factor which should be noted. The status of

Patient Helper, Clothesroom Man, and Symptom Spotter are all

examples of the positive use of a social classification. Further-

more, the occupational roles were organized into graded levels of

acluevement, ^vith re^vards and prestige accruing to each level.

Thejob classification rating, fromA to D, offered visible evidence

to the patients of therapeutic progress, not to mention the bene-

ficial influence it had on staff attitudes. Mr. On*, the former

master painter, or Mr. Kane, who loved the birds, \vere examples

of definite improvement.

A further point was the fact that the staff found out that pa-

tient got better by doing many different things. They told the

observer that some got better by “sorting clothes, others by serv-

ing food, still others by scrubbing the shower and toilet. Then

there were those who improved when they felt they had a stake in

redoing the walls of the ward, or painting pictures, or making

hooked rugs.” In commenting on this observation, Miss Lane and
Mrs. Cosgrove said, “All these activities are useful, we think, but

there’s got to be a purpose in all you do, and you have to do and
be with patients and think with them, not just do things for them
or leave them alone. Also, the patients have to see results, just

like anybody else.”

Our final comment is that the habit training program on J-4
utilized the existing resources of the hospital. It did not require
the expenditure of extra funds, or the addition ofnew equipment.
Witlfin the realities of the everyday ward situation, using the
furniture already there, getting along with limited toilet facilities,

a successful program ofsocial remotivation ^vas put into operation.
The crucial factor was the imagination and initiative of Mrs.
Cosgrove, and the Nvilling support given by her staff. The ingredi-
ents of imagination and initiative, factors in Mrs. Cosgrove’s
personality, had been sharpened and directed by the psychiatric
aide class at Lynwood Stale Hospital. From beginning to end, the
program onWard J-4was a result of the judicious rearrangement
and utilization of staff and equipment, sparked by the belief that
something could be done to help the chronic mental patient.
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hospital, a (Afferent procedure to be characteristic of another

hospital. Together they added up to a total program that might

be utilized in any institution that had the resourcefulness to put

it into practice. We are therefore presenting our story in three

stages, as a composite picture, beginning wth a program of basic

retraining in a large western hospital. Then we move east to con-

sider a plan of “side-room treatment” for those patients ^vho

appear to be least affected by retraining. Finally, tve return to

the West, to a small hospital that developed a helpful program

of group (hscussions ^^nth relatives.

A LOBOTOMY RETRAINING WARD
One of the key hospitals in a large state system is the setting for

the first aspect of lobotomy patient remotivation. Because of its

large size, there were many chronic patients on its wards who

were likely candidates for lobotomy; in addition, patients were

transferred there from other hospitals for psychological evalua-

tion and possible surgery. Care of the lobotomized patient, con-

sequently, \vas an ever-present problem.

The impact of remodvation is most striking \vhen considered

against the backgroimd of the “old ward,” the place where the

neurosurgical padents were housed prior to the retraining

project. The patients, all women, had been seriously ill, ^vithout

even temporary remission, for about two years, and most had
been, patients for about five to seven years. The picture of the
wards from which they had come was quite uniform, die patients

continually confined to the ward, and thought too disturbed to be
taken to the hospital dances. Even occupational therapy was not
available. Occasionally one of them would try to sew, but other
patients would interfere and nothing much resulted. Most of the
movement on the ward was due to dependable and docile pa-
tient tvorkers, the “occasional mood worker,” and the “fringe
workers.” The patients who were noisy and disturbed tended to
absorb most of the energy of the attendants. Others squatted
around the ^valls, or lay scattered on the floor, often in the same
place from one day to the next. From time to time one patient
tvould attack another, or an attendant, for no apparent reason,
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The ward was located in a one-story building and had bed

space for 6o patients. The division of the ward was not unusual,

consisting of two 30-bed dormitories, a dining room, a dayroom

that could accommodate all the patients at one time, a clothes-

room, a pantry and ironing room, and two side rooms. A long

wide corridor opened into the dormitories, the dayroom, and an

enclosed patio-type yard. The furnishing of the ^vard ^vas im-

usual, for the furniture was new and comfortable. There were

varicolored easy chairs, covered in plastic, mirrors on the wall,

and many unscreened windows (those that faced the enclosed

yard). Finally, the walls were freshly painted in pastel colors.

The staffing pattern for the ward was increased, so that the

morning shift consisted of the supervisor, usually a nurse, three

to four aides, two aide trainees, and one student nurse. The after-

noon shift was usually in chaise of the chief aide, with two or

three aides and two aide trainees. The night shift consisted of tsvo

aides. It must be admitted at the outset that had the ward not

been designated an aide training area the project would probably

not have been possible.

Initiating the program presented difficulties. The head nurse

and chief aide were pleased to be offered a position of responsi-

bility in the venture but had never worked on a neurosurpcal
ward. Therefore, they accepted with some reluctance. Matters
were not helped by the resentment of the veteran staff who had
come from, the previous lobotomy ward regime. These people
gave the patients good physical care but often ignored or ridi-

culed the suggestions of the head nurse or chief aide for in-

corporating ideas of psychiatric nursing into neurosurgical
nursing.

In spite of this stress a schedule was quickly established for the
daily activities of the patients on the ward. This was varied from
patient to patient in keeping with the nature of the population,
some being oldtimers, others newly admitted patients, some most
promising m adjustment, others much less so. The schedule
emphashed retraining in basic areas like sphincter and bladder
wntrol, eating habits and table manners, in the use of hands and

y in various skills, and in other areas like recreadon, social
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rcsponslbUity, and music. The gencml daily schedule is repro-

duced below;
, ,
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.
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4’45 P-m- prepare for supper,

jnsp.m. Supper.

KMi; p.m. Toilet drill.
.

6:<to p.m. RecreatioUj conristing of reading, games, and music, all

of which are held outside when the weather permits.

8:15 p.m. Preparation for bed.

9:00 p.m. Lights out.

During the night the patients who had been operated on

recently were taken to the toilet every t%vo or three hours, undl

they stopped bedwetting; then, as often as necessary according

to their in^vidual needs.

“Paint and Powder" end Other Normal Activities

Patients were allowed to go to bed an hour later on Saturday

night and get up an hour later on Sunday rooming. The hope

was that to a certain extent this would make life on the ^vard

seem like life outside the hospital. This was met in other ways as

well. On special occasions the nurses or aides would take selected

patients to the circus or county fair, or relatives ^ve^e encouraged

to take patients on picnics or home for the weekend. The
emphasis was on the utilization of any activities which were

associated Nsdth normal living.

One interesting example of this emphasis ^vas in the use of

cosmetics. The ^vard staff felt that lipstick and powder were as

important to the female patients as shaving was to the men, and
began to bring in cosmetics for the patients. The head nurse on
the w<ird was rather unhappy about this, for it was an expense to

the staff which she felt they should not have to bear. Each ward
received three dollars a month for incidentals for patient care but
this could not be used for cosmetics since it was already budgeted
for other purpose. Discussion vn\h the superintendent of nursing
service and eventually with the medical superintendent brought
the decision that these articles could be purchased through
the pharmacy. Thus, the application of potvder and lipstick be-
came a daily aspect of patient care. But now that the faces
looked well cared for, the staff did not like the white stockinette
caps that the postoperative patients \vore. The ans%ver to this was
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Other aspects of life outside the hospital were not neglected.

One of these was religion. The second Monday and Tuesday of

every month rvas scheduled for a visit by a Jewish rabbi. Every

Wednesday a Bible class was conducted for Protestant patients

and on Saturday evening confessions were held for Roman

Catholics. Mass for Catholics was at 8:30 Sunday morning, fol-

lowed by a Christian Science service twice a month at i :oo p.m.

and a Protestant service at 2:45. Patients who were able and rvere

interested could join the choir, which practiced every Friday

afternoon and sang at the Sunday services.

A few months after the retraining project was begun a physical

therapist organized a percussion or rhythm band, in which both

the patients and staff soon became active participants. It proved

to be noteworthy because it was one activity that could engage

the interest of all the patients on the ward, even those whose

lobotomy was quite recent. Again, this was an activity that united

both staff and patients in spirit as well as in active participation.

Part of one day each week, Saturday morning, was set aside for

letter writing. In this, the aides helped and encouraged the pa-

tients to reestablish a vital link with other people, and especially

with the outside world.

The Room’* Hxper/ence

The feature social occasion every week was afternoon tea, an
event which must be seen in the wider context of an interesting
technique in remotivation, which we have called the “family
room” experience.

One of the side rooms on the ward had been designed for use as
a nurse s station and was equipped with a 220 volt electrical line,
hot and cold water outlets, and a drain which could be connected
to a sink. It ^vas not too difficult to make the room into a kitchen,
then to add some small tables, captain’s chairs, and a couch,
^us the side room became a family room, much like the old-
fashioned kitchen around wVuch at one time most of the social
activities of the house revolved.
^ose women who had improved sufficiendy in their social

skills were allowed the privileges of the family room and given the
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responsibility of preparing afternoon tea and also the refresh-
ments for special ^vard parties or for social gatherings after an
evening movie. With the assistance of the nurses or aides the pa-
tients went shopping for the supplies, then divided the tasks in-
volved in food preparation and serving. Some tvere responsible
for baking cookies and making fancy sandwiches, others for set-

ting the tables, some for arranging flowers which had been
brought in by the aides, and still others for “cleaning up’* and
^vashmg the dishes. The ward staff were careful to make sure that

these tasks rotated among the patients and that the washing of

dishes did not always fall to the same women. Actually, the expe-
rience of preparing afternoon tea provided the opportunity for

teaching valuable social skills, especially those related to the

division of labor and the necessity of cooperation. Rotating the

tasks gave each patient the chance to practice gradually the

varied aspects of ordinary social living.

In time, the family room came to be utilized for other activities

connected with food. Baking of cookies for afternoon tea had
proved so successful that those patients who were able were

encouraged to try their hand at baking pies and cakes. Baking

contests ivcre held, and at the time of the Survey visit some of the

women proudly displayed to the observer the ribbons they had

won for prize cakes. Some even felt it their duty to relieve the

simplicity of hospital diet with their cooking and share their

special apple pie with all the other patients on the ward. For

them, the ultimate reward came through requests of other pa-

tients and staff for their recipes.

There Avere potential dangers in the operation of the family

room, dangers of which fortunately the staffAverc aware from the

beginning. Jealousy and complaints about tAvo classes of citizens

on the ward could disrupt harmonious relations among patients

and possibly retard the rcmotivational process. HoAsxver, it Avas

made clear at all times that the privilege of being a “hostess” in

the family room was open to all members of the Avard, the only

requirement being an improvement in personal habits and in the

ability to make good social relationships Avith other patients. The

fact Avas underscored when the women saw particular patients
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improve and immediately be accepted in the “hostess” status.

Potentid social stress and irustration was thus channeled into

constructive ends, as seen in the remarks of the ward physician:

“You can’t have effort without some frustration and anger, the

only problem is whether the energy is used in a constructive

manner. Frustration is not bad for anyone; it only becomes so

when it is associated with a feeling of helplessness or futility. We
try to channel the patient’s emotional energies by helping her,

often despite herself.”

Not only was the privilege of the family room held out as a

reward for improved social behavior, but those who enjoyed its

membership were not allowed to exploit their position in a

SQclaliy destructive sense. Indeed, the staff impressed them with

the fact that with added privilege goes added responsibility.

Those women who were more advanced in social relations were

led to understand that they had an obligation to assist those less

advanced, and to help them in simple tasks that were a part of

preparing for teatime or odier social events. Furthermore, the

staff made it clear that participation in the family room activities

was not automatic or irrevocable, that responsibilities must be
met regularly if privilege was to be continued.

Those activities in the family room that revolved around the

preparation, serving, and consuming of food became the most
successful of all ward activities in helping the disturbed and non-
verbal patients again to pick up slowly the skill of conversation
and social interaction. Since the food activities were usually in

connection with an important occasion on the ward, there was an
opportunity to linger and chat with ward friends, staff, and
guests. The consuming of food was no longer merely a biological
necessity but became a time of relaxation and conversation, a ful-
fillment of the symbolic values that our culture has long asso-
ciated with eating. Evidence of the importance of these activities
to all patients on the ward could be seen in changes in eating
habits of the disturbed patients at regular mealtimes; no longer
grabbing and gulping, or sitting mute and refusing, but slowly
matching the pattern of those who had made greater progress
toward Finding their way back to normal social relations.
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Bvaluathn: Changes in Paltenfs and Staff

As vacancies due to transfers and discharges occurred during
the next few years, newly lobotomized patients were admitted to

the ^vard for remotivation and reintegration. When they im-
proved sufficiently, they were transferred to open ^vards, or even
directly to the community. The turnover was not rapid and there

were discouraging failures but it was noted that once the program
was in full swing, marked improvement could be seen in patients

newly admitted. Successes were not so spectacular with those

whose operations had taken place a year or more prior to their

tTcmsfer to the retraining ward.

Partial evidence for the success of remotivation is found in the

record of hydrotherapy and wet-pack treatments. When the

schedule ^vas first established, definite times were set aside each

day for “hydro” and packs, a third of the patients needing this

kind of treatment. As the program continued this need diminished.

However, patients were transferred to the \vard from time to time

who did not belong there because of overc^o^vding on other

wards. Furthermore, some of the most regressed patients required

“hydro” or packs after even a year of continued effort. But the

total number dwindled from the third that had existed at the

beginning to a handful after the first year.

In trying to evaluate the effects of a retraining program one

needs to look not only at the status of the patients but to leam

something also about the feelings of the staff. The reader wll

remember that the old lobotomy ward was unpopular and the

cause of numerous requests for staff transfers. On it there Nvas a

feeling of frustration and failure. This changed rather strikingly

on the ne^v ward as the retraining program became established;

in fact, a common expression was that “It’s a miracle what has

happened to this place and to the patients.” It seemed appro-

priate to us that the feeling on the part of the staff should be

reflected in our chapter title; hence, “The House of Miracles.”

THE "SIDE-ROOM TREATMENT"
Even miracles have a way of paling under certain circum-

stances. As we indicated above, there was a hard core of re-
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gressed patients that made little or no progress \vith the retrainmg

program. They were a constant reminder that the effort had not

been completely successful. Actually, the hospital had gone about

as far as it could in working with the lobotomy patient; it had

made a substantial emotional investment as well as one of per-

sonnel and time in the new retraining ward. The staff accom-

plished a great deal but were not able under the circumstances to

take the next step, that is, to find a way of helping the regressed

patient who seemed to resist ail their efforts. Events in a hospital

far to the east prowded the material for this next step in our

description of remotivation of lobotomy patients. In essence, the

program we are about to describe represents an expansion and

gro%vth of an activity which was present in a more informal way
in the first hospital.* This reflects no discredit on the first institu-

tion, for its contribution in general retraining is noteworthy;

rather, the following account shotvs another facet of what is

needed to make a total program.

“Infensive Social Reinlegroflon Program"

The title of this section is the complete name of what was
popularly called “side-room treatment.”^ It was a remotivation

program tailored for a selected group of socially isolated

lobotomy patients whose reaction to the general ward program
was only sporadic or mechanical in nature. The plan was to

bring together lo to 12 patients, one nurse, and one aide in such
circumstances that they could develop a dose and enduring rela-
tionship for a period of not less than nine months. The hope was
that through this personal and intensive association some of the
most intractable lobotomy patients might come to achieve a bet-
ter hospital adjustment. It also provided an excellent opportunity

,
schedule, presented on page 75, the reader will note that under Uieaunties Bt Q-15 aan.pauenis v.ho\kere not able to leave the ward but could do

therapy, %»ent to a side room on the ward vvhere theyVfere tupen'ued by an aide. ’

TOY.imlUrM one cotried outM n hojpiuJ in Giascow.
J- K- 1>- La:"?, A. McGhic

i auect and ^.urte, £««*?, voC pp. t3'a4-.T3BS.
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to train nurses and aides on an inservice basis in interpersonal and
occupational therapy skills.

The place selected for the special treatment program was one
of the larger side rooms of the tvard, off the main corridor. It was
bright and well furnished and had a many-windo\ved view of the
well-kept but busy hospital grounds. Also it contained maga-
zines, knitting material, rags for making hooked rugs, reeds for

baskets, and drawing, painting, and clay materials.

Treatment began at 9*30 in the morning, five days a week,
continued to 1 1 :3o, began again at 1 :30 p.m. and lasted until

4:30. Thus, the patients spent five of their waking hours in this

fashion. The nurse and aide who carried the responsibility for the

program shared general ward duties until 9:30, then later in the

day wrote up their daily report between 4:30 and 5:00 p.m. In

addition, they had weekly discussions %rith the medical staff and

nursing education department. Fortunately, it was an honor to be

selected for the task; otherwise, the heavy schedule might have

made some reluctant to consider a position of this kind.

For the first few months the side-room staff expended most of

their efforts on getting patients to do things, or preventing them

from doing things, more often the latter. In their regressed stale

they clung to their meager possessions, simple things that they

brought Nvith them from (he \vard, or their positions in the room.

Guarding their chairs ^vas an intense preoccupation. Sometimes

the anxiety and weariness of being in contact ivith these social

isolates for such a length of time showed in the nurses* faces, or in

their actions in sedating some of the patients who were overactive

and thought of the side room merely as an extension of the l^’a^d.

As the months rolled by the patients and staff got to know each

other better and to do things together. Actually, the first sign of

improvement dated from the time that both the nurse and aide

and the patients began to think that the other had changed. TIic

improvement was first observable in the patients* personal habits

and general appearance, then in improved relations with each

other. Soon the patients began to do special little tasks of their

o\vn. Many of the types ofactivity that were conducted here were

like those going on in the rest of the ward, but die occupational,
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recreational, and physical therapists who visited the ward pro-

vided a source of professional advice that enabled the staff to

adapt activities to simple levels. Much of the work was in the

form of arts and crafts, making simple presents for friends or

relatives, knick-knacks for the ward, covers for the seats of chairs,

pulls for the blinds, mats for the tables. The patients worked as a

group, or at least this was so as time went on, and the staff were

careful to initiate activities that had a purpose or goal; the

articles were decorative but also useful. The room came to be

regarded as something special, something apart from the ward

routine, a place where you did things with people who felt the

same way as you did. To sum up, the emphasis was twofold, to

form close personal relationslups among patients and between pa-

tients and staff, and to guide the patients into activities that were

useful and self-satisfying.

From time to time the patients in the side room would join the

rest of the ward at teatime; gradually as their esprit de corps

increased they began to have their own teas and invited other

patients from the ward to be their guests. This extension of the

self to others occurred somewhere between the sixth and eighth

months of the project and was the major sign that objectives were
being fulfilled. The room began to take on the appearance of a
sewing circle; that is, the patients came to be truly interested in

each other and helped each other in many small ways. The staff

now found the atmosphere there so comfortable that they ceased
to make notes about it in their daily reports.

Since the end of the minimum treatment period in the side

room had been reached, the clinical director felt that past efforts

were well worth the evident gains. Therefore, it was decided to
continue the program for an additional three months with the
hope of consolidating the gains. Plans for the next three months
were twofold; to use more complex activities like cooking or off-
ward recreation, and to start the process of weaning the patients
away from the close security of the side-room group. The staff
were ever mindful of the damaging effect of sudden changes on
these women who only recently had been in so regressed a
state.
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The patients were oveijoyed ivhen they were permitted finally

to use the simple cooking facilities that had been set up for the
rest of the patients in the other side room. Further evidence of
these passed-over patients becoming useful members of the hos-
pital community came during the ninth and tenth months when
some of them offered to help with ward chores^ which they had
consistently refused to do until this time.

To\vard the end of the eleventh or uvelfth month the patients

were no longer social isolates and had begun to participate in

some of the off-ward activities with other patients. Obscene,
irrelevant, and stilted speech was largely replaced by more
appropriate language. As verbal communication improved and
the staff did not have to rely so heavily on the interpretation of

gestures, interpersonal relations became warmer and more
normal. It was evident that mutual barriers had been removed

and that these patients could perform a variety of tasks formerly

unimaginable.

It would be incorrect to imply that the project always ran

smoothly and without problems. The reader can undoubtedly

anticipate many of the things that were bound to happen. One
of these problems was jealousy, a feeling by the patients in the

side room that they were ^‘special,” and a feeling of envy on the

part of the rest of the ward inhabitants. The answer to this was

slow in coming, and only became obvious \vhen it was learned

that the side-room patients could become good general ward

helpers; for example, they could, if wiling, help in making beds.

Furthermore, since the supplies and money for the side-room

program were not handled separately from the general ward

funds, the head nurse felt a certain amount of both administra-

tive and emotional investment in the project- Eventually, ward

staff members came to point with pride to their ward as the one

that was selected for this special therapeutic effort and inservice

training.

The staff probably learned as much as did the patients. As

important as anything was the ability to anticipate felt needs of

the patients, to be willing to lake a chance on the ability of the

patient to plan for himself. This came to replace the former con-
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recreational, and physical therapists who visited the ward pro-

vided a source of professional advice that enabled the staff to

adapt activities to simple levels. Much of the work was in the

form of arts and crafts, making simple presents for friends or

relatives, knick-knacks for the ward, covers for the seats of chairs,

pulls for the blinds, mats for the tables. The patients worked as a

group, or at least this was so as time went on, and the staff were

careful to initiate activities that had a purpose or goal; the

articles were decorative hut also useful. The room came to be

regarded as something special, something apart from the ^vard

routine, a place \vhere you did things with people who felt the

same way as you did. To sum up, the emphasis was twofold, to

form close personal relationships among patients and between pa-

tients and staff, and to guide the patients into activities that were

useful and self-satisfying.

From time to time the patients in die side room would join the

rest of the ward at teatime; gradually as their esprit de corps

increased they began to have their otvn teas and invited other

patients from the ward to be their guests. This extension of the

self to others occurred somewhere between the sixth and eighth

months of the project and was the major sign that objectives were
being fulfilled. The room began to take on the appearance of a
sc^ving circle; that is, the patients came to be truly interested in

each other and helped each other in many small ways. The staff

now found the atmosphere there so comfortable that they ceased
to make notes about it in their daily reports.

Since the end of the minimum treatment period in the side
room had been reached, the clinical director felt that past efforts

Nvere ^vell ^vo^th the evident gains. Therefore, it ^vas decided to
continue the program for an additional three months with the
hope of consolidating the gains. Plans for the next three months
were twofold; to use more complex activities like cooking or off-
ward recreation, and to start the process of weaning the patients
away from the close security of the side-room group. The staff
ucrc ever mindful of the damaging eficct of sudden changes on
these women who only recently had been in so regressed a
stale.
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The patients were oveijoyed when they were permitted iinaliy

to use the simple cooking facilities that had been set up for the
rest of the patients in the other side room. Further evidence of
these passed-over patients becoming useful members of the hos-
pital community came during the ninth and tenth months when
some of them offered to help tvith ward chores, ivhich they had
consistently refused to do until this time.

Toward the end of the eleventh or twelfth month the patients

^ve^e no longer social isolates and had begun to participate in

some of the off-ward activities with other patients. Obscene,

irrelevant, and stilted speech ^vas largely replaced by more
appropriate language. As verbal communication improved and
the staff did not have to rely so heavily on the interpretation of

gestures, interpersonal relations became ^va^me^ and more
normal. It was evident that mutual barriers had been removed

and that these patients could perform a variety of tasks formerly

unimaginable.

It would be incorrect to imply that the project always ran

smoothly and tvithout problems. The reader can undoubtedly

anticipate many of the things that were bound to happen. One
of these problems ^vas jealousy, a feeling by the patients in the

side room that they were “special,” and a feeling of envy on the

part of the rest of the ward inhabitants. The aIls^ver to this was

slow in coming, and only became obvious ^vhen it ^vas learned

that the side-room patients could become good general ^va^d

helpers; for example, they could, if drilling, hdp in making beds.

Furthermore, since the supplies and money for the side-room

program ^vere not handled separately from the general ward

funds, the head nurse felt a certain amount of both administra-

tive and emotional investment in the project. Eventually, ward

staff members came to point wth pride to their ^va^d as the one

that was selected for this special therapeutic effort and inscrvdcc

training.

The staff probably learned as much as did the patients. As

important as anything was the ability to anticipate felt needs of

the patients, to be willing to take a chance on the ability of the

patient to plan for himself. This came to replace the former con-
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cem svith prohibition of unwanted or asocial activities. Direct

intervention was slowly replaced by greater reliance on the pa-

tient and his own foresightful planning in terms of his perception

of ^va^d reality.

One of the older aides expressed her feelings about it as follows:

I never thought I could get to like these padents, but I do like to

bewth them now. They look up to me and try hard when they kno^v

you like them. It doesn't matter what they try to do, it seems to me;

they want your understanding and to know that you care more. Of

course, you don’t make them do difficult things at first, just go along

wth them easylike.

^Vhen the year ^vas over a new special treatment group %vith

two ne^v staff trainees ^vas formed. The results at the end of eight

months %vith this new group were such that the administration

decided the length of the program could be shortened to nine

months, especially since the rest of the ward staff had become

more skilled in the meantime and could absorb the new group of

room*retramed padents without too much trouble.

A RELATIVES’ ORIENTATION PROGRAM
If patients arc to be remotivated for eventual discharge, the

hospital cannot neglect preparing the relatives to receive them.
This is an essential part of preparadon of the environment, of

equal importance with finding jobs and living quarters, and
making financial arrangements. The remodvation program in

the large state hospital \vith which .we opened this chapter
stressed work with the reladvcs of lobotomy patients as an im-
portant function in its retraining aedvities. The efforts of that
hospital, however, were not developed to so high a degree as
those of another western institution visited in the course of the
Survey. Wc turn, then, to the latter institution for a description of
the third aspect of remodvation for lobotomy padents, work with
the reladvcs.

Refofives Fool Anxious end fnodequofe
It was the common experience of nurses and aides on the

lobotomy ward that relatives liad many quesdons about the
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progress of patients. Many seemed genuinely interested in any
improvement which might be brought about, but when it was
suggested that they take the patient out for a few hours or home
for overnight they were quite apprehensive. They had learned
from previous occasions during the patient’s hospitalization that
they could not handle her when on visit. They were even more
hesitant about assuming the responsibility of taking the patient

home for an extended visit or on trial discharge. In addition to

their fear of the patient the obvious personality changes, such as

lack of initiative, motor and mental retardation, bedwetting,

irresponsibility, lack of organization, and lack of interest were
overwhelming. And, finally, the amount of supervision and in-

struction that the patient required after surgery created appre-

hension and feelings of inadequacy in the relatives, especially in

regard to the duration of the need for this type of care.

Not only were these important factors in the postoperative

adjustment of the patient, so was the time consumed in answering

individual questions by the relatives and by giving support and

assurance. The retraining program made heavy demands on

staff time in itself; additional time for individual relatives ^vas a

definite strain.

Thus it was that in July of 1952 the head nurse and the

assistant charge aide on the lobotomy ward proposed that one

hour a week be scheduled for meeting with relatives. Initially,

they planned to tell the relatives about the nursing problems they

encountered on the ward and how they handled them, and to

answer questions about the behavior of individual patients. They

hoped that this would encourage relatives to take patients home

for short visits and give them the courage to attempt more perma-

nent arrangements. When this latter stage was reached, the group

meeting could provide support and information for the problems

encountered in the home.

Potential trouble lurked in a proposal of this kind. Both the

medical staff and social workcre might have good reason to feci

threatened, the former because of the fear that the nurses might

become overinv’olved in emotional problems, the latter because

work with relatives was their traditional domain. Besides, there
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was no hospital tradition of nurses doing group work, with either

relatives or patients, which could be cited to strengthen their

position. Awareness of these dangers had two effects on the nurse

and aide who wished to start the meetings. In a positive direction,

they were inclined to stress primarily the physical and nursing

aspects of the care of the post-lobotomy patient. This meant

concentration on patients’ immediate problems. In a more nega-

tive way, they were hypersensitive to medical supervision of the

meetings. They wanted to lead the meetings themselves, feeling

they had the ability to do so, but were afraid that where it was not

customary for nurses to lead groups they might lose the initiative

to the medical staff. The qualms of both the nurses and the chief

of service at this point in the development of the program were

understandable. After some initial suspicion and heightened feel-

ings, during which the continuous liaison by the nurse supervisor

between the ward staff and chief of service did much to allay

anxiety, confidence in the ability of the nurses was gained. Their

hypersensitiveness turned to security and the relative orientation

program settled into an accepted hospital practice.

RelafiVes Come fo Aleetings

Each new group member was given information on the pa-
tient’s postoperative behavior, with emphasis on specific manage-
ment problems which the staff had encountered. At this time the
relatives could be helped to recognize that the patient’s behavior
should shoNV definite changes after surgery, and the aims of the
hospital for the patient could be clarified. As time approached for

trial visit or discharge of the patient, attention was focused on the
activities which might interest him when living at home, such as
housework, gardening, movies, sightseeing tours, shopping,
walking, and the like.

Participation by the relatives increased considerably once the
patient left the hospital, for now tliey had everyday problems
with which to deal. Presentation of these problems provided
much material for ilic group to discuss, but the relatives also
l>cgan to fulfill anoUicr group function at this point—support and
assistance to other members of the group. The problems they had
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to present varied greatly, depending on the home situation and
the difficulties in the patient’s illness. Questions like the following
were often heard: How do you get the patient up in the morning;
how do you get her to bathe herself; how to get her into bed; how
long to have her rest during the day; how to get her activated;

how to develop interest in her appearance; ho^v to get her to eat
properly; how much to talk to the patient about her illness and
surgery; what activities can she take part in; how to cope ^vith

the patient’s hostility, tactlessness, and foolish and irresponsible

behavior; and how to get her to socialize on a more acceptable

level? Questions of this kind could not be asked apart from feel-

ings about the behavior of the patient. Responses which the

relative had made to various actions of the patient were brought

out and discussed. Frequendy other relatives had suggestions to

make but they were most helpful to the questioning relative ivhen

they described ho^v they had encountered similar difficulties.

This often proved to be fully as reassuring as the support of the

hospital staff.

In most patient-relative situations a critical point was reached

when the patient began to assume more responsibility for her

behavior and the relatives to decrease their supervision. One
result was an expression of resentment by the patient that the

relatives went to the hospital, while the patient herself was not

being seen. In some cases it even resulted in a refusal by the

patient to respond further to supervision by the relative. A hope-

ful sign, this critical point was met by the nurses’ scheduling time

for the patient when they could give ideas and suggestions for

activities directly to her as a responsible adult. What rmght have

been a slump or leveling off in the patient’s progression to^va^d

better social adjustment was thereby often turned into positive

effort in the achievement of responsibility.

Consequences of Relatives* Orientation

When the observer visited the hospital in 1954» orientation

program had been in operation for two years. In that period the

relatives of 24 patients had been members of the group, the

length of time they attended varying from one to ten montlis,
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depending on the condition of the padent and the needs of the

relative. Of the 24 patient-relative situations, 18 lobotomy pa-

tients had been able to remain at home and make a satisfactory

social adjustment. Eight of these were working and contributing

to the economic needs of the family, while the other ten were

helping with the housework under a minimum of supervision.

The conclusion dra^vn by the nurses and rest of the hospital

staff is that when relatives can be reached and assisted they are

more willing to approach the problem of home care for the

patient. Furthermore, by the use of group meetings a greater

number of relatives can be reached, \vith the result that a greater

number of padents can be retrained for useful membership in

society.

A CASE STUDY
hlany of the points which have been made in this chapter are

brought out in the following case presentation. The situation

leading to lobotomy, difficulties foUoNving operation, results of

retraining on the tsnrd, vicissitudes at home when discharged, all

these are evident in the case of Mrs. Doran, as she will be
designated.

She was a forty-two-year-old white woman wdth a college edu-
cation and some experience as a saleswoman and as a piano
teacher. During her childhood she was a passive, submissive
indmdual who never ^vent out on dates or had much social life.

Following graduation from high school she demanded to go away
to college, where she met and later married a music teacher. She
had one child, a hoy, by this marriage. After thirteen years she
divorced her husband, only to remarry him a short time later.

Within six months she was mentally ill and was hospitalized in
*944' At this time she expressed paranoid ideas about people
reading her mind, poisoning her, and so on. For the next eight
years she was in and out of the hospital, receiving during this
period four courses of electric shocli treatment and a course of 56
msulm comas. Improvement was at the best transient and in
July. 1952, she was again admitted to the hospital for evaluation
and possible lobotomy.
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On admissioHj Mrs. Doran appeared to be a neat, well-
groomed woman with flattened affect, ^vithd^awn, and showing
reduced motor activity. She spent her time sitting, staring into

space or out the window. She showed some ritual mannerisms
in eating and walldng and expressed the feeling that every-
thing going on in her environment was done deliberately to an-
noy her. Only with urging would she participate in any ward
activities, and then with a bored and tolerant expression on her
face.

Two months later hirs. Doran underwent lobotomy. At first,

she was extremely slow in all her activities, requiring spoon-

feeding for the first week, and supervision in other activities such

as dressing, elimination, and the general ward routine. She was

started immediately on the retraining program, being urged to

feed herself and to tend to her o\vn toilet needs. Soon she was

eating by herself and in about ten days she ^vould go to the toilet

without being reminded. However, she would sit on the toilet for

long periods, so that it became necessary on many occasions to

force her to get up. She was urged to join the many ward activi-

ties, like the rhythm band and the occupational therapy classes,

and to come to the weekly afternoon tea. The staff prodded her

to make more decisions on her own. There was gradual improve-

ment in the acceptance of responsibility and the carrying out of

decisions, but supervision was still necessary.

She >vas sarcastic and insolent in her behavior, would keep her

eyes closed, and dance about the hallway laughing in an inap-

propriate manner when not participating in organized or super-

vised activities.

Five weeks following lobotomy, the staff decided that the pa-

tient had improved sufficiently for a trial home visit. Inasmuch as

her husband had by now divorced her a second time, the mother

was the only available relative with whom she could live. It was

the consensus that this arrangement should be tried in spite of the

known hostility beUveen the two. Apprehensive to the point of

being overwhelmed by' what she would do ^vith hfrs. Doran at

home, tlic mother was invited to join the relatives orientation

group.
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Mrs. Doran’s mother was relieved at this suggestion and eager

to join the group. She Hrst met with the others when she began

taking her daughter out on an occasional pass. At this time the

general problems encountered with all postoperative patients

were reviewed with her, also problems encountered with Mrs.

Doran in particular and modes of handling them were discussed.

The nurses told her of the patient’s slowness in dressing, her

reluctance to get off the toilet, and especially her facetiousness

and sarcasm.

Mrs. Doran was then discharged to her mother’s supervision,

with the group meetings to be continued every week. There were

many problems. The daughter would not get up in the morning,

would not take a bath, or if she did, would refuse to get out of the

tub. She refused to dress properly and resisted being activated in

any manner. Bodily assistance was often necessary, to which she

retaliated iivith assaultiveness, so that on many occasions it be-

came necessary to call for outside help.

Hostility toward her mother reached the point at the end of

two months that Mrs. Doran would refuse to do anything that

her mother suggested, wo\dd not talk to her except to criticize or

nag, and refused to call her ‘‘mother.” It is hardly surprising

that the mother became anxious and upset, trying to push her

daughter harder and harder but getting fewer results. At this

point it ^vas suggested that the nurses see the patient in order that

suggestions for behavior would come from a tlurd person, thereby
lessening the tension between the two \vomen. Mrs. Doran came
to the hospital for a half-hour conference each week just before
the group meeting. She was most appreciative of the interest and
responded readily to suggestions made by the nurses. Each week
under the nurses’ supervision she prepared a written schedule of
actiritics, which helped to motivate her and get her back into
social activities. The following week she would report on the
results, and the reasons she did not accomplish certain things
were discussed. Her mother was kept informed of these events but
asked not to become involved in pushing the patient, but rather
to be available as needed. This procedure was continued for
several months, during which Mrs. Doran learned greater inde-
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pendencc but relied less and Jess on her witten schedules. The
prevailing attitude on the part of the hospital was that she was
capable of being self-sufficient and expected to be so.

The overt hostility toward her mother gradually diminished,
and six months after surgery it was decided that they could be on
their own to a greater extent. They moved to a small town which
both of them lihed but they kept in touch with the hospital staff

by mail and visits every two or three months. Mrs. Doran took
the initiative in caring for her own appearance, volunteered to

serve on the civil defense air watch, took up work in her spare

time as a Gray Lady, and attended classes for self-improvement.

She again found employment as a saleswoman and helped her

mother with housekeeping, preparation of meals, and shopping.

Her mother now feels relaxed with her and a mutually acceptable

relationship has been established.

COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The Museum Ward is a far cry from the situations which we

have described here but it would not be difficult for the post-

lobotomy patient to fit into the pattern of a Museum Ward.. The
degree of regression, of unpredictable assaultivehess, of verbal

sarcasm and hate which characterized the “old lobotomy ward”

in the first hospital is sufficient to make many hospital personnel

feel that only repressive measures wll bring control. In the early

stages of postoperative behavior, transfer to a Museum Ward
might well appear to be a reasonable solution.

Furthermore, the retraining program could have turned into a

Moving Ward situation. Although many of the patients ^vere not

able to leave the ward, the pressure of activity could have be-

come an end in itself, the schedule of events a rigid taskmaster.

That neither of these events occurred in our situations was due

to many factors, but here wc would like to emphasize only a few.

In the first place, the staff were willing to make an investment in

the patients as people. On the ward the staffand patients played,

planned, and worked as a uxii.t. The patients felt that their efforts

were wanted, that their contribution helped the whole ward. Vet

the work as a unit did not preclude the setting of individual goals
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Mrs. Doran’s mother was relieved at this suggestion and eager

to join the group. She first met wth the others when she began

taking her daughter out on an occasional pass. At this time the

general problems encountered with all postoperative patients

were reviewed with her, also problems encountered with Mrs.

Doran in particular and modes of handling them were discussed.

The nurses told her of the patient’s slowness in dressing, her

reluctance to get off the toilet, and especially her facetiousness

and sarcasm.

Mrs. Doran was then discharged to her mother’s supervision,

with the group meetings to be continued every week. There were

many problems. The daughter would not get up in the morning,

would not take a bath, or ifshe did, would refuse to get out of the

tub. She refused to dress properly and resisted being activated in

any manner. Bodily assistance was often necessary, to which she

retaliated tvith assaultiveness, so that on many occasions it be-

came necessary to call for outside help.

Hostility toward her mother reached the point at the end of

two months that Mrs. Doran would refuse to do anything that

her mother suggested, would not talk to her except to criticize or

nag, and refused to call her “mother.” It is hardly surprising

that the mother became anxious and upset, trying to push her

daughter harder and harder but getting fewer results. At this

point ii was suggested that the nurses see the patient in order that

suggestions for behavior wcfuld come from a third person, thereby
lessening the tension between the two women. Mrs. Doran came
to the hospital for a half-hour conference each week just before
the group meeting. She was most appreciative of the interest and
responded readily to suggestions made by the nurses. Each week
under the nurses' supervision she prepared a written schedule of
activities, which helped to motivate her and get her back into
social activities. The following week she would report on the
results, and the reasons she did not accomplish certain things
were discussed. Her mother was kept informed of these events but
asked not to become involved in pushing the patient, but rather
to be available as needed. Tltis procedure was continued for
several months, during which Mrs. Doran learned greater inde-
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pendence but relied less and less on her written schedule. The

prevaUing atdtude on the part of the hospital was that she was

capable of being self-sufficient and expected to be so.

The overt hostility toward her mother graduaUy diminished,

and six months after surgery it was decided that diey coffid on

their own to a greater extent. They moved to ^ sinall toivn wffich

both of them liked but they kept in touch with ffie hospit^ staff

by mail and visits every two or three months. Mrs. Doran took

S^iTnitiative in caring for her own appearance, v° ^e- d
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Mrs. Doran’s mother was relieved at this suggestion and eager

to join the group. She first met tvith the others when she began

taking her daughter out on an occasional pass. At this time the

general problems encountered with all postoperative patients

were reviewed tvith her, also problems encountered with Mrs.

Doran in particular and modes of handling them were discussed.

The nurses told her of the patient’s slowness in dressing, her

reluctance to get off the toilet, and especially her facetiousness

and sarc2ism.

Mrs. Doran ^vas then dischai^ed to her mother’s supervision,

^vith the group meetings to be continued every week. There ^vere

many problems. The daughter would not get up in the morning,

would not take a bath, or if she did, would refuse to get out of the

tub. She refused to dress properly and resisted being activated in

any manner. Bodily assistance was often necessary, to \vhich she

retaliated with assaultiveness, so that on many occasions it be-

came necessary to call for outside help.

Hostility toward her mother reached the point at the end of

two months that Mrs. Doran would refuse to do anything that

her modter suggested, would not talk to her except to criticize or

nag, and refused to call her “mother.” It is hardly surprising

that the mother became anxious and upset, trying to push her

daughter harder and harder but getting fewer results. At this

point it was suggested that the nurses see the patient in order that

suggestions for behavior would come from a third person, thereby
lessening the tension between the two women. Mrs. Doran came
to the hospital for a half-hour conference each week just before
the group meeting. She was most appreciative of the interest and
responded readily to suggestions made by the nurses. Each week
under the nurses’ supervision she prepared a written schedule of
activities, which helped to tnoiivalc her and get her back into
social activities. Fhc following week she tvould report on the
results, and the reasons she did not accomplish certain things
were discussed. Her mother was kept informed of these events but
asked not to become involved in pushing the patient, but rather
to be available as needed. Tliis procedure was continued for
wcral months, during which Mrs. Doran learned greater indc-
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pendence but relied less and less on her written schedules. The
prevailing attitude on the part of the hospital was that she ^vas
capable of being self-sufficient and expected to be so.

The overt hostility toward her mother gradually diminished,
and six months after surgery it was decided that they could be on
their own to a greater extent. They moved to a small toivn which
both of them liked but they kept in touch with the hospital staff

by mail and visits every two or three months. Mrs. Doran took
the initiative in caring for her own appearance, volunteered to

serve on the civil defense air watch, took up ivork in her spare
time as a Gray Lady, and attended classes for self-improvement.

She again found employment as a saleswoman and helped her

mother ivith housekeeping, preparation of meals, and shopping.

Her mother now feels relaxed with her and a mutually acceptable

relationship has been established.

COMMENTS AND CONCLUSiONS
The Museum Ward is a far cry from the situations which tvc

have described here but it would not be difficult for the post-

lobotomy patient to fit into the pattern of a Museum Ward.. The
degree of regression, of unpredictable assaultiveness, of verbal

sarcasm and hate which characterized the "old lobotomy ivard”

in the first hospital is sufficient to make many hospital personnel

feel that only repressive measures will bring control. In the early

stages of postoperative behavior, transfer to a Museum \Vard

might well appear to be a reasonable solution.

Furthermore, the retraining program could have turned into a

Moving Ward situation. Although many of the patients were not

able to leave the ^va^d, the pressure of activity could have be-

come an end in itself, the schedule of events a ri^d taskmaster.

That neither of these events occurred in our situations ^\'as due

to many factors, but here we would like to emphasize only a fctv’.

In the first place, the staff were willing to make an investment in

the patients as people. On the ward the staffand patients pJajcd,

planned, and worked as a umt. The patients felt that their efforts

were wanted, that their contribution helped the ^vhoIc ^va^d. "i'et

the work as a unit did not preclude the setting of individual goals
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for each patient, assigning activities that were in keeping with the
level of adjustment, pushing gently but not shoving. The indi-
vidual was not lost in the group effort but felt singled out and,
therefore, important.

In time the staff in all three of the situations came to realize
that the means or activities were not so important as the inter-
personal relationships between nurse or aide and patient. The
best examples of this are the “family room” experience and the
side-room treatment” where the activities were identical with

those on the rest of the ward, yet the social relations were much
closer and more intense. IVe could do no better here than repeat
part of a statement of one of the aides in this program: “It
doesn t matter what they try to do, it seems to me; they wantyom understanding and to know that you care more.”

’
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A Family of Elders

There is a hard core of patients in mental hospitals who have
resided there for years, some as long as forty years, some even
longer. These patients hy and large are now into old age, the
normal problems of aging complicated by the long history of
mental disturbance and the effects of continuous hospital exist-
ence. To this hard core of old folk must be added those over sixty
who are being admitted to the mental hospital for the first time,
a group whose numbers are steadUy increasing. Therefore, it
scents likely that among other things state hospitals must plan in
the future on a greater number of wards for the care of old-age
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Chronicity. The treatment of the senile patient may therefore be
one of the most unrewardingjobs in the hospital.

In spite of these difficulties the Survey found some impressive
examples of ward situations where the fears and anxieties of old
age %vere being allayed and the patients encouraged to reestablish

worthwhile social relationships. The situation which tve are about
to describe was not the only one that came to the observer’s

attention, and, indeed, there have been other reports about
successful geriatric tvards,^ However, this particular example
seemed to illustrate rather well the principles of remotivation

that we are emphasizing in this book.

THE WARD
The foUoNving account concerns a men’s ward in a large state

hospital in the Midwest where all but five of the no patients

were over sixty-five years of age, and the oldest was ninety-five.

Almost the full scope of diagnostic categories could be seen,

although the proportions of each were rather different from the

ward situations described in other chapters. Scliizophrenia con-

stituted about 8 per cent of the total, mainly “washed out” pa-

tients who had been in the hospital for many years. The largest

group by far, some 40 per cent, was made up of patients with

paranoid behavior, suffering from delusions and auditory hallu-

cinations, a cantankerous lot and readily incited to anger. A
quarter of the patients >vere depressed, disoriented as to time and

place, but having a relatively good prognosis. Many of them

were still hospitalized because there was no place for them in the

community or they could not get along with relatives. Five or

6 per cent ^vere classified as manic, \vere well preserved in

appearance, and could get along with an occasional electric

shock treatment to control their mischievous aggression and

fright. Dementia characterized a similar number of the men, the

“happy ^vandere^s,” as they were called, who would wander

restlessly, accompany other patients on refuse and paper collect-

ing details, and "get in the hairi' of the stronger paranoid pa-

* Linden, E., "The ^fi^acIe in #53.” Ciffr/ntr,January, 155* (P®"*

sylvasia Gdaens Association, Philadelphia),
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tients. Most of those with senile dementia were incontinent, some
could appreciate the call of nature but not the proper place for

it, using a shoe or tub or anything that was handy. Many were
“strippers,” taking their clothes off at every opportunity in much
the same fashion as a two-year old child. There were also a few
patients with epilepsy who showed little deterioration and got
along well on dilantin, some who were mentally defective but
were good workers, and an occasional one who was paretic.

Physical disabilities were in keeping with the expectations for
this age group, showing such things as edema of the legs and
restaction of joint movement. A few of them had difficulty with
their balance and would fall unexpectedly, although these falls
were not so frequent as they would have been on a ward with
Stans. A few patients were bedfast or chair-ridden, some got
around in wheel-chairs or tottered, but three-quarters of them
were completely ambulatory. There was some indication that the
number of ambulatory paUents depended on hospital policy, for

remotivation program, almost all
e patiente were bed- or chair-ridden, or on the verge of it. Two-
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were noisy, a fair number could be expected to sho^v occasional
aggression, some -wandered and disturbed other patients, but
only a very few resisted the ministrations of the nurses or aides.

The troublesome patients were usually controlled by the coopera-
tive ones, so that a kind of communal discipline existed.

Ward £nv/ronmenl and Geography

Most mental hospital wards are alike in their physical layout,

having dormitories, dayroom, dining room, and side rooms;
accordingly, one looks for exceptions in the physical environment
in other aspects of the living space. Arrangement of the furniture,

decorations, additions to the recreational and occupational

equipment can make considerable difference in the atmosphere

when compared to the traditional ^vard situation. These features

were distinguishing characteristics of the ward under discussion

when it was visited in the summer of 1954.

Furniture on the ward reflected a compromise bet%veen hope

and imancial reality; that is, there ^vere functional easy chairs

and tables in addition to the wooden rockers and benches. On the

>vall were Currier and Ives prints, railway posters, and calendar

pictures of hunting and fishing scenes. These had been glued to

the wall, then varnished, ^vluch meant that they could be ^vashed

easily but there was no danger of their falling and breaking. At

one time there were flower vases attached to the trail, placed jitst

out of reach of the patients. Hie success of this idea had led to

the use of flower boxes on individual window sills, and wide-

spread fear that the flowers w’ould be picked, hoarded, and eaten

was not substantiated to any noticeable degree. After that, metal

vases were used for the mantels and tables without mishap. There

were mirrors in numerous places, the corridors, dajTOom, and

dormitories. Said one of the aides, ^‘Mirrors help keep patients

tidy and even the shortest patients can look at themselves because

^ve have all sizes. Of course, they’re more important for women,

but men need them too.”

For the more alert patients who used books and writing mate-

rials, there \vere cabinet-type lockers in the hallway. WTicn space

permitted, there were bedside tables for the personal possessions
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of patients, because it was found that some of them could assume

the responsibUity of caring for their toUet articles, and thus

needed less supervision.

The surroundings seemed very fitting for the chronic elderly

patient. The dining room, for example, was the personal pride of

all the patients; it was painted in cheerful colors and had attrac-

tive wall hangings, a \vhatnot in the comer, and pretty checked

tablecloths. It was a cheerful place for eating as ^vell as a pleasant

room to entertain visitors.

Pride in the ward in general was fostered by allowing the more

able patients to have certain privileges in planning and decorat-

ing their own work area. The Clothesroom Man, \vho was re-

sponsible for the orderly appearance of that room, ^vas allowed

to paint “his” furniture and keep the place as he liked it. The
Linen-Room Man was good at repairing and painting, so that in

addition to his linen-room duties he was encouraged to fix up his

area according to a plan he worked out.

Pride was fostered in another way, too; by encouraging the

patients to wear their own clothing and to be neat. The relation

between good grooming and self-respect was emphasized; conse-

quently, when visitors came to the ward a patient would often

call attention to a new tic or some other special article of clothing

he happened to be wearing. The obvious pleasure of the visitor or

relative at this turn of events only served to boost morale a bit

higher.

To conclude tins seefion of orientation for the reader concern-
ing the patients and the ward environment, a word should be
said about geography, in the terms outlined in the first two chap-
ters. It will be recalled that arrangement of furniture often coin-
cides with informal divisions of the patients by certain social or
behavioral characteristics. In tWs ward the dayroom area ap-
peared to be divided according to the loss of time sense. Patients
who ^s’ere least in contact with reality and interested mainly in
mealtime, could be found sitting close to the wall by the dining-
room entrance. Their chairs were turned away from people
toward the Nvindows, Patientswho were more alert, more attuned
to the umc schedule of ward events, could be found in chairs
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facing the ^va^d office and entrance to the hallway, or gathered
around the long tables in the solarium. Figuratively speaking,
these two groups were worlds apart and illustrated some of the
difficulties in reraotivatton that changes in ward environment
alone could not overcome. This provides an appropriate place,
then, for us to turn to the details of the remotivation program in
its various aspects-

THE REMOTIVATION PROGRAM
Success with the retraining program on the habit training

ward, ^vhich was described in Chapter 3, depended in no small
measure on the personality and interest of the charge aide, Mrs.
Cosgrove. Similarly, the remotivation on the ward for aged
patients depended a great deal on the warm human interest

shown by the charge aide, Mrs. Harlan. A brief sketch of her

background is pertinent here because of certain similarities it

shows wth that of Mrs. Cosgrove, as well as the relevance ofher

background to her skills with patients.

Mrs. Harlan is now in her fifties, a Baptist minister’s daughter,

a former school teacher, and a pianist with a number of years of

study in music. She has taught country grade school and also

been a teacher of piano. Married in her early t%venties, she spent

some sixteen years as a farmer’s ^v^fe before both she and her

husband decided to work at the state hospital as attendants.

While living on the farm she was active in church work and

Women’s Club activities as weU as indulging in her chiefhobby,

horticulture. This she has developed to the e-xtent that she col-

lects bulbs and plants from all parts of the United States, and

work in her flower garden is a means of relaxation after a busy

and difficult day. After working in the hospital for a number of

years she attended the hospital’s dass for psychiatric aides, and

two years later she received the Psychiatric Aide Achievement

A\vard of the year. Shortly after her graduation from the

psychiatric aide class she was put in charge of one of the old age

wards, a place which we have called the Family of Elders.

Wffien the \\'ard was \'isited in 1954 as part of the Sui^'cy, the

remotivation of the aging patients was well established. Success
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of the program was due to a number of factors, not the least of

which was the ability of the charge aide, Mrs. Harlan, to give

personal attention to her hundred-odd patients, to treat them as

individuals in need of care. She knew every patient by name, and

knew something about his problems and his assets, and she used

this knowledge in her work. Whenever a newcomer arrived on

the ward she made sure that he was introduced to a number of

the other patients, that he knew where to hang his coat and hat,

where he could find the dally papers and other reading material,

and that he had cigarettes or pipe tobacco. Her greeting was

always the same: “We’re happy to have you join our big

family.”

Her emphasis on individual attention to patients appeared in

another way, in helping the patient who was upset over some

happening during the day, or over a letter from home, or some

slight that he may have received from another patient. These

incidents were as important to her as the disturbance of an
agitated patient who may do physical injury to himself or others.

When one of her patients was upset, her procedure was to tahe

him by the arm, walk around the ward %vith him; or if she had an
errand to do, take the patient along with her. For those who were
too infirm to walk she would take time to talk and to listen,

especially to listen, for she realized how important it was to the
aged men in her care to have someone they could depend on
and who would listen to their troubles.

Mrs. Harlan’s personalized care extended into other activities

as well. Knowing the importance of personal appearance to her
patients on special occasions, she would be careful to see that
their clothes were in shape and their hair trimmed at these
times. It is interesting that the barber shop, in an adjoining
building, had proportionately more patients from her ward than
from any other >vard. She enjoyed dressing her patients in their
Sunday best and sending them olf to church. When a patient was
ready for discharge she would wash his shirts, press his trousers,
and pack his belongings, even though, such service was not re-
quired of her. “Just like my old mother used to do,” one of the
patients said.
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Perhaps this persona) interest in each patient is the reason they
all called her “Mom,” even though many of them were old
enough to be her father, and some could even pass for her grand-
father, Remembering the worth ofeach person apparently helped
her avoid becoming hardened to the suffering that she saw each
day.

There are other qualities, closely related to that of personal
interest, that contributed to Mrs. Harlan’s ability to build an
emotional atmosphere like that in a family. One of these is that
she was a good observer, aware of subtle changes in behavior
that indicate improvement, of the necessity for some change in a
patient’s routine to reduce anxiety. Often she would get in touch
with the social service department when a particular patient

showed signs of sufficient rapport to be placed in a boarding

situation outside the hospital, or even return home. It is impor-

tant to note in this connection that, although she was always

eager to see her patients get well, she was saddened by their

departure and the ending of a pleasant friendship.

Then there was the ability to draw patients into any activity

that might be taking place on the ward. This did not always come
easily and she would often have to spend considerable time in

order to develop the interest ofa patient in somejob. Perhaps the

most important part of drawing out patients was her persistence,

for she refused to give up on the arousing of interest until the

patient was taking part in activities with the rest of the men.

Mrs. Harlan’s skill as a pianist stood her in good stead when

the patients as a group became upset or disturbed, especially

when there was a thunderstorm or high wind. Events of this kind

are always disturbing to mental patient^ making them fearful

and restless, hut in the Family of Elders music and group singing

proved to be calming agents. Of course, the piano playing was

important at other times as well, for parties and for general ^vard

recreation, bringing the patients out of withdrawal and fostering

the feeling of membership in a kin group.

These remarks sound much like a testimonial, and indeed they

are in many ways. However, our observation has been that the

remotivation of patients depends on the personal qualities of
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those who care for patients, not the least of which is the ability

to regard each patient as important and useful. Mrs. Harlan

exhibited this to a unique degree and in her relations with stall

and visitors this comment was often made: “The remarkable

thing about Mrs. Harlan is her ability to establish rapport with

anyone sh^e deals wth."

Family Acfivifies

There ^ve^e celebrations on every legal holiday and a party for

each patient on ins birthday, which is no mean task when one

remembers that the ward had a population of more than lOo

and that there are at least a half-dozen major holidays during the

year. Extra work was entailed but the obvious enjoyment shown

by both patients and visitors made it worthtvhile. Bingo was also

an excuse for an occasional party for those patients who had the

intelUgence and were in sufficient contact with reality to play

the game.

Once a week the hospital band came to the ward, an event

eagerly awaited by everyone. Some brought out their own instru-

ments to play along with the band, others sang and tapped their

feet, many just listened. It was a surprise, but a pleasant one, to

sec a mentally and physically handicapped man shaking his

rattle or simple toy instrument in time to the music, and to see

his facial expression change from blankness to enjoyment.
The homelike atmosphere on the ward, the big family that

Mrs. Harlan described to newcomers, was further enhanced by
the fact that the regular and occasional ward help (some 40 of

the patients) ate “home style’* in the dining room. Food was
served in big dishes and on platters from which each patient
helped himself, and passed on to his neighbor. The other pa-
tients had tray service at the table, but could look forward to the
day when they were sufficiently improved to join the “boarding
house gang.” Only the incontinent patients ate in a comer of the
room under supervision. On Sundays and holidays, or at the
birthday parties, the bright checked tablecloths were used.

Movies came to the ward every other week and four times a
year there was a party and record hop on the rvard to tvhich
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women patients from other wards ^ve^e invited. In addition,
eight or ten of the patients regularly went to the general hospital
dances in the auditorium, which were held each ^veek.

y/ork Is Also Necessary

Practically all large state hospitals depend on patient help for
a certain amount of the housekeeping activities on the wards. The
Family of Elders was no exception, but it ^vent one important
step farther and made the men feel that the ^vork they did %v’as an
important contribution toivard the well-being of everyone on the
ward. Patient work then came to have therapeutic value in itself,

m addition to its importance for the regular maintenance of the

ward.

Of the no patients, 20 or 25 could be regarded as regular ward
help. Mrs. Harlan was heard to remark concerning regular ward
helpers; “If conditions were favorable and people were more
understanding of old people, about 10 patients would be just as

satisfactory workers as those found outside; they are privileged

patients.”

In addition, another 25 of the men were classified as occasional

ward help. Again, in the words of Mrs. Harlan: "They ^viil do

errands for me and small jobs- My philosophy is that six senile

men can do the job of one healthy man, so I don’t need any

outside help to run the place.”

From the regular and occasional ward workers roles were

assigned that are reminiscent of those described on the habit

training ward. There were Patient Bathers, Bed Makers, Patient

Dressers, and Feeders. One was designated the Solarium Mopper,

another the Pantry Man. Much of the success of the "home style”

arrangement at mealtime was due to the willingness of the

Pantry Man to wash the extra dishes that resulted, the platters,

serving bowls, and side dishes. The Table IVasher was ver)' pfoud

of his simple task; the Clothesroom Man, to whom we referred

earlier, gloried in his place of work, not only because he could fix

it up as he chose but also because it made a real contribution

to ward morale.
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those who care for patients, not the least of which is the ability
to regard each patient as important and useful. Mrs. Harlan
exhibited this to a unique degree and in her relations with staff
and visitors this comment was often made: “The remarkable
thing about Mrs. Harlan is her ability to establish rapport with
anyone she deals with.”

Family Activities

There were celebrations on every legal holiday and a party for
each patient on his birthday, which is no mean task when one
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The second case concerned a seventy-year-old senile man who
had been laospitalized for a year prior to his transfer to the
Family of Elders. From a behavioral point of view he was a
difficult patient. He had delusions and hallucinaU'ons, was con-
fused and disoriented, noisy and resdess. He refused to walk but
could be induced to sit in a wheel-chair.

Shortly after his transfer he was sitting next to a fifty-year-old

epileptic patient one day when the latter pitched forward from
his chair in a seizure. The olderman showed considerable interest
in his neighbor’s misfortune, and on being asked to help, got out
of his wheel-chair and kept other patients away. The uvo be-

came friends and the older man began to walk again and showed
less difficulty with his speech. He took it upon himself to assist the

epileptic to the toilet at regular times. Also, he began to show an
interest in helping a mentally retarded boy who had been tempo-
rarily transferred to tlie ward because of overcrowding in other

parts of the hospital.

Projects and Planning

Remotivation programs can be hampered by the fact that the

staffwho are most interested in the effort and instrumental in its

success are concentrated in the morning shift. It was a happy fact

that in the Family of Elders the charge aide who was responsible

for the afternoon and evening shift was not only able but also

imbued with the point of view of remotivation. Like Mrs.

Harlan, she >vas interested in the patients as individuals and sa\v

work or projects as means to better adjustment rather than as

ways ofkeeping the patients busy or out of trouble. Furthermore,

she had an advantage in being on the p.m. shift, for Jess time was

needed to perform the service or housekeeping chores, and more

time could be spent on recreational prtyccts. Some of these seem

worth describing.

The “tire-doll project” utilized old inner tubes ^vhich u'crc

supplied to the hospital by a local fire store. These the patients

cut up and fashioned into baby which then were distributed

to crippled children.
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There was also a scrapbook project, in which patients cut pic-
tures and cartoons out of magazines and pasted them into books,
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chasing supplies and an occupational therapy instructor was
assigned to the ward once a week. With this help and encourage-
ment some of the patients became quite adept at quick-drying
pottery work, painting, and woodcarving. In reality, it was
through a group of inveterate patient “whittlers” that craftwork
became a regular part of ward activity, for they found in the
woodcarving and other handicrafts a release for their energy, as
well as a means of recalling forgotten skills. Fortunately, a side
room was available which could be made into a handicraft
center, and at the time of the Survey the relatives had taken over
pottery and art work with the patients.

Members of the H-4 Qub contributed in other ways to ward
activities. Some relatives took it on themselves to act as trustees of
money contributions for cake and ice cream at the parties held on
bit^days or hohdays. Before the special holidays some of the
Altars came to help the men make appropriate decorations, for
mtance, the Fomth of July flag party and the May Pole party.

f ^ Day. when idsitorsb ought m postcards to be shoivn to the patients, providing botha contact the world outside and a nostal^c return to boy-

timrrm?k ““^dion, dLated his
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terns was most valinM u
patient friendship pat-
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othcr.

common mterests and would like each
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COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS
An appropriate place to begin our comments about the Family

of Elders \vouId be in relation to the discharge pattern, for this
is one crucial test of the effectiveness ofremotivation efforts. T\vo-
thirds of the patients who were on the tvard three years prior to
the visit by the observer were still there. The discharges that did
take place were mostly in the sixty to seventy age group, but
these had been increasing during the last year. For the majority
of the patients tvard life was the end of the road. Another crucial

test of the effectiveness of remotivation is the adjustment of the

patients to ward life, for one would hope that if an individual

cannot carry on life in the community at least he can have a

relatively happy and satisfying life Avithin the hospital. One can-

not support the success of adjustment to hospital life with sta-

tistics like discharge rates but must depend on more subjective

evaluations from staff and relatives. In this respect the Family of

Elders was deserving of praise, for those inside and outside the

hospital felt that the men were much improved and happier

under the remotivation program than in the traditional senile

ward organization. Certainly one fact in support of the worth of

activities in the Family of Elders is that senile problem patients

Were being transferred there from other wards for help. There

were fewer dramatic changes on this ward than those which

occurred in the other situations we are describing in this book,

but the subtle beneficial changes ivere very noticeable.

The important factors in the remotivation might be summed
up in the contrast benveen the terms “senile ward’* and the

“Family of Elders.” A senile ward has connotations of apathy,

deterioration, and incontinence. Although one csnnat^y that

such characteristics of behavior were not present in the Family

of Elders, the staff made every effort to minimize and eradicate

them.
^

Staff efforts were tvell reflected in the title of this chapter, for

the Family of Elders utilized the best features of the Family

Ward, which we described in Chapter 2, trithout fostering the

dependence on the ^^'a^d situation that could easily preclude an

interest in wanting to leave the hospital environment. TIic family
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atmosphere was evidenced in many ways; by the fact that the

men referred to Mrs. Harlan as “Mom”; through joint efforts in

food preparation and “homestyle” service in the dining room;

through the making of useful and decorative objects for each

other and the ward as a whole; in the flower keeper and the

enjoyment of his efforts by all the men; also in the mutual

assistance pacts, or the “sick help the sicker” pattern; and

finally, through the sharing of visitors in the H-4 Club.

One must also not forget that in the family setting each indi-

vidual has worth and a place in the scheme of things. Both Mrs.

Harlan and her afternoon counterpart had the ability to interest

themselves in the problems of individual patients, and to use

patient groups for work or recreation in such a way that each
individual felt he was contributing to the whole. Most important
of all, they and their staff never lost sight of the fact that the main
goal was eventual discharge and sought continually to bring
evidence of the ^vo^ld outside into the ward environment.



. Ward Mothers

The preceding three chapters have dealt with examples of
remotivation on wards where the problem of care of mental
patients is quite dramatic; that is, where patients have minimal
contact with reality, show childlike behavior in terms of body
functions, and are unpredictable in relations with, other patients

and staff. There is another kind of patient who is found in sizable

numbers in large mental hospitals. This patient does not show the
grossly abnormal behavior of the regressed patient but has not

improved sufficiently in getting along ^v'ith people to make an
adjustment to life outside the hospital. He constitutes the bulk of

the patient working force, without which most state institutions

could not continue to operate. Various hospital industries, like

the farm, dairy, shoe shop, or mending room, depend on the

skills and efforts w’hich the patient workers, or industrial patients,

as they are called, have to offer. In addition, the major house-

keeping activities are carried in part by patient workers.

Work can be a valuable therapeutic tool ifit is used to strengthen

the resources which the patient needs for establishing normal

social relations in the community. Too often, however, this treat-

ment goal has been lost by hospital personnel, ^rith the result that

patients who are well enough to work but not for discharge, fall

into a routine that is far more custodial than therapeutic.

Fortunately, there are encouraging attempts at remotivation

among industrial patients, one of which is the subject of this

chapter. Our description will differ from that presented previ-

ously not only in the type of patient discussed but also in the

"before and after" situation which we have been able to recon-

struct. The observer talked at some length with the charge aide

who had been responsible for an industrial ward, \vhich we ha\-c

1*5
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called Oi, prior to a remotivation program. At the time of

Survey visit the remotivation procedures had been in operation

for tsvo years but the former charge aide was still on the hospital

staff and, in fact, was in charge of another industrial ward. There

is every indication that the ward she was administering at the

time of the observer’s visit was similar to Ward C-i before remo-

tivation. Her present ward regime and attitudes toward patient

care seem to us, therefore, to constitute a valid “before” situation

against whichwe can contrast die “after” situation, the remotiva-

tion program on C-i.

The hospital in which these situations were found is located in

the western part of the United States, in a ^va^m climate where

the emphasis is on agriculture. Although it is a large hospital,

many of the buildings arc only one story high and are called

cottages. In keeping tvith western architecture, there is a patio

outside each tvard, with a tvall surrounding the patio, a tvall high

enough so that one can sit on the patio without being seen from

the outside, yet low enough so that one can look out when he
stands up. The one-story type of construction with patio was most
useful in certain of the patients* activities on G-i when the “new
program” was instituted.

LIFE UNDER THE OLD REGIME
Ward C-I was labeled a contiimcd treatment, open, industrial,

adjusted ward. The designation indicated that the door to the
ward was not locked; that the patients had reached a level of
adjustment that was predictable; that most of the patients were
engaged in various jobs throughout the hospital; and that it was
a treatment situation rather than merely a custodial one. In fact,
the stated aim for G-i was long-term adjustment of the patient
through the tvork routine.

This happened to be a women’s ward. Of the no patients, 75
per cent were over forty-five years old and 27 per cent were over
seventy. Actually, the age range was from twenty to ninety-one,
vviih the mean age somewhere around sixty. The striking feature
Nvas the length of hospital residence, which ranged bctiveen three
and forty years, niih the average at twenty years.
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tasks at the end of the day. There was always dormitory work to

be done, and an endless round of cleaning. Once a week the
radiators and mop boards were cleaned and the basement floor
scrubbed. Once a month all windows and woodwork were
washed. Once a day all rooms and hallways were made neat in
appearance, and all soiled linen and clothes were sorted and put
in proper place. Also once a day the stairs, washrooms, toilets,
and porch were mopped. In all these activities, and many others
that were necessary to good housekeeping, the main burden of
\vork fell on the patients, with staff supervision to make certain
that the jobs were done correctly. The regular or occasional ward
workm were not able to perform all these tasks; hence some of
the off-ward industrial workers were utiliaed.

according to a detailed schedule,

Ldl Tb referred to by the charge

the r “P *o ‘lie schedule invited submission of

ItCreM supervision; for example, checking on
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Staff to patient care was similar. The emphasis on order and

quiet, on strict routine, on training for conformity, is the pattern

of a Museum Ward. Under this unimaginative regime the tvard

Staff felt secure.

THE REACTIVATION PROGRAM

Remotivation on C-i was possible in large part becaure of the

effort which the administration and ward personnel had ex-

pended on a remotivation project in certain regresse
^ ^

few years earlier. A grant from the state legislature had enabled

the hospital to institute a pilot project on selected chronic wards

to test the idea that reraotivational procedures of the "e

have described in this book are truly beneficial. The results of the
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previous ward group and transferring more from other ^va^ds in
the hospital. Of these ne\v patients who were transferred from
other wards, about one-third came from the acute, intensive
treatment building. They had not responded well to the somatic
therapies after a three- to four-month period, but were no longer
grossly disturbed and \vere judged ready for hospital industry.
The rest of the transfer patients came from a variety of closed and
s^-open wards for either disturbed or convalescing patients.
They had been patients in the hospital for a longer time and their
overtly psychotic behavior had subsided, although their skUl in
social relationships had not improved sufficiently for return to the
community.

These patents appeared at first glance to be well. However,
nearly one-h^ of them had had no contact with the outside

de^l o?'®
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previous ward group and transferring more from other wards in
the hospital. Of these new patients who were transferred from
other wards, about one-third came from the acute, intensive
treatment building. They had not responded well to the somatic
therapies after a three- to four-month period, but were no longer
grossly disturbed and were judged ready for hospital industry.
The rest of the transfer patients came from a variety of closed and
s^-(^en wards for ei&er disturbed or convalescing patients.
They had been patients in the hospital for a longer time and their
overtly psychotic behavior had subsided, although their skill in
social relationships had not improved suificiently for return to the
community.
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in tlie kitclien; others would work part time in the beauty shop

and part time in the garden. Different jobs for a given patient

were related in that they had similar skill requirements and were
selected because they were congenial to her. Work variety tended

to relieve the monotony as well as to prevent a patient from
becoming obsessively attached to one type of job, as in the old
days on the ward.

As patients improved in their social and work adjustment they
were shifted to other jobs in which they had both skill and
interest, but which required that they take correspondingly more
responsibility. This \vas a direct attack on the trend of the hospital
to become too desirable a place for a psychotic patient, because
of the emph^is on dependency. For many patients the growth
of responsibility was painful, yet a necessary step in their recovery-
job rwponsibiiity was also transferred to the ward situation,

where^ all patients had certain housekeeping work and where
ward improvement projects brought a sense of working together
or common goals. For the housekeeping duties, groups of five,

closM hf
patients worked as dormitory helpers, hall and linen

d^rit W? I" •
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the ward proved to be very useful. A “Patio Dance” was held, to

which men and women from other wards were invited, an event

which was so successful that it became an institution and a

favorite activity of the patients during the summer months.

The growing enjoyment of soeial activities and increased will-

ingness to take responsibility for both work and recreation made

it possible for the staff to shift much of the planning of activities

to patient groups. In terms of time sequence, this level of patient

improvement was reached about a year and a half after the

reactivation program was first put into operation. T^vo patient

organizations which developed gradually were especially instru-

mental in planning activities. The first was called simply Pa-

tients’ Meeting. It began as a tnontWy gathering of all the pa-

tients on the ward for singing or looking at slides or a similar

activity, but more and more it took on the aspects of a patient

government orgamzation. An extension of the Patients’ Meeting

soon appeared, called a Planning Committee, which met once a

tveek and was composed of a group of approximately 20 patients.

They met with certain of the ward staff to make plans for weekly

ward activities and had as their specific aim to reduce patient

stagnation in social interaction and to counteract the familiar “do
it for me” attitude. The Planning Committee became one of the

most important of the patient groups and the main agency for

planning and carrying out ward activities.

At tins point we should interrupt our chronological account of

the reactivation process on Ward G-i to provide some illustra-
tions of patient activities. A sample of ward activities for October
of 1954 is a good beginning, the month that C-i was studied as
part of the Survey. This is shown in Chart 3.

^

Note should be taken of the fact that each month the charge
aide on ward G-i prepared a monthly report similar to that in
Chart 3. It was then discussed and evaluated with the rest of the
warf staff and the physician in charge of treatment.

1C outstanding feature of the activities during October was
the organizing of classes in ballet and classical music. In each^ a patient started the project, recruited her class, and plannedme procedure for each session.
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CHART 3. SAMPLE OF ACTlvmES
ON WARD ^^WOCrOBE^
— Partiapatioa

Activity
Remarks

Sunshine Qub

Poetry
Reading

Plai.im.g Patio" plannmg for ".-“Uy

Committee ^v!lrd activity

Ltirdynmamlgovcrarfjby

padenB. 0“?"°““'^
^rmhinenB. Pramt project,

nccdIc^vork

A weekly group who rcad^

?2je?St.Sor“a^e^r.
Group pr^^h^omiB^^

“vSyed“the Verse Speakiog

&TiSveryoiceess-

SiSoTW-
^JiamctersforHallo

Table ga»rr.

plaotiogMS”^^ patieoo

Held »»
i»"'"lJ’

from ‘'th'f " ^„lsiocIuded.
guaa,o>alrpa „ „ao>-
tjoder spoosfBhrP o

lioual j and taughti

S Rl«rd con^
i-ti-roretco

literature

Reading

Patients’

Meeting

Ward Activity

Party
Rehearsal

Informal
Recreation

Gardening

Folk Dance
(With patient

orchestra)

Classes under
Leadership

6o

*4
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More detailed examples of recreational activities are to be

found in the description of a barbecue held during August and an

Hawaiian party in July of 1954. The barbecue took place in the

evening on the patio adjoining G cottage. There were “hot dogs”

with mustard and relish, punch, and potato salad, all prepared

by patients on the food committee, and toasted marshmallows to

finish the meal. Portable charcoal stoves had been set up on the
patio, over ^vhich all the cooking and toasting ^vas done. Back-
groimd music from the phonograph provided a pleasant atmos-
phere throughout the evening. After supper the recreational
therapist supervised games, such as table tennis, badminton, ring
toss, horse shoes, volley ball, and croquet.

Altogether 60 patients enjoyed the barbecue, 35 ofthem played
the games, ^vhile 1 2 could be counted as a participating audience.
Many comments were heard from thewomen to the effect that they
loved thewholeaffair and wanted to have another barbecuesoon.^e Hawauan party entailed greater responsibility, initiative,
and ^agination on the part of the patients than that required for
Ae barbecue. As patients from Ward Oi gathered, and guests
from other \vards and the administrative staff began to arrive,
they heard soft Hawauan music. One of the patients was respon-
sible for the operation of the record player and aU background

program. Another patient sang greetings to the

assemhf
and placed leis around their necks. When aU were^sembled one of the women opened the program by reading a

Iftime’ C-. 4thm band

rh\nhm band tlf
record. The nine patients in the

“Dream Island”
Speaking Choir to read

mime plav “u" by a panto-

as the narrator . u patients

music. After the
>^bythm band provided more

dance, P—ed a hula

An invitation to =‘PP™P"“‘'=>y called luau.

costumed hostess a natient
c-xtended by an authentically

cricss, a pat.ent, who asked the guests to come to the
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A ’th flowers and fruit,

dining room, magnificently who also put on a

Refreshments were served by the h eating. At

spontaneous fioor show for ‘hef^““;tting! the party ended

nine o’clock, an hour and a

and the patient clean-up commi paUents,

All the work for the Hawaiian p y patients made

assisted and directed by the aides * instruments,
leis,

the hand-painted costumes, *e rhyb^ e

programs, and scenery. T^Xgether e4 P^'-nts played

provided by the hospita

an active part in the P™Se^“;‘Xation program was
be^n nn

^^-^f^^^dtil‘ora:-^ fo^ tr/heChrue
C-i, much of the deta

, .{gnts themselves.
..soonsi-

recreation was handled y pi^s of the
j. ,his shift

and Hawaiian P";‘y;''“ifraccept. One
‘

“^bers
bUity which they

I'®
^

onsibiUtyw^^^^^^^hocametothe
toward greater social P community increase

of hospital staff and vis
,• nts. In turn, t e Another

ward at the Itivitadon of pat-nts^^^.

in the number of pat
J? csponsibUity

wa
j ,his corn-

result of the increased^ Pc ^33 the fun^-_^ ^^p^ced of

Patient Reception C
.

patient what ^ f ,he women.

mittee to esplain ‘o each new P^^
«!o„sibility. a shht

her on the "’‘‘‘'d and t

^ult
growth . P ^^^e toward

There was a third ward from
_ ooplied to each

in the control function o
Pon'cerof control ra*er

the patients, most
important s staff,

other became by
fiw

^ bestowed rew rd
j

jenships could

than the reprimand and^C
^3,,* m organisation

The final result °f P
fdt that th= ^ not in keeping

be found in the W, and at>=adanh The tradi-

of the ward, charge the P patient; y;ct th

remotivation
program
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Step 3: Ward Mothers

The II aides who comprised the total for C-i on both the

morning and afternoon shifts were designated Section Leaders,

each one being made responsible for lo patients. The suggestion

for utilizing the aides in this manner originally came from the
ward charge aide, who had noted that many of the patients
called her “Mom” and frequently came to her for advice. The
physician in charge of the ward accepted the idea on an experi-
mental basis and the 1

1

patient-groups were formed. Each aide
was to be responsible for the daily life of her patients, to see to
their bathing and dressing, to help them select their clothes, to
assist ^em in making decisions about social events, and to help
them in plans for ward activities.

When the observer visited C-i the Section Leader system had
been in operation for only a short time, and all its therapeutic
implications were not yet apparent to those on the staff who were
closest to the situation. However, by talking with various staff
members as well as many patients, and carefully observing ward
activity, he was able to gain a picture of the chain of events
folloiying the introduction of Section Leaders and also to make
certain interpretations as to the meaning of the Section Leadersor Ward Mothers,” as he quickly came to call them.

almostTm d*-

f

in ward administration followed

l^ant in
=‘«“'^hment to a well person,

pressed Wirn .,

Personnel, now could be openly e.v-

around its leaderThir^ "°''d'fied .

not only was there Ic ferif"”'
“"='«°"'P“n!od by anxiety, for

mon fcclinir in it

^
^ permanent attachment, a corn-

turnover inthenr’ remembmnee of

nfraid that they mLhT P'^^t't'nl- Mnny patients were

fears ma^ng them hv'
‘>’0^0 desertion

'Hierc was a tcndenrv'^r‘^''*'“i!''
’he ward.

•Iteir Section Leader Ld tTl'"'’
behavior of

left tlie ward oT^moved loi
"P"'” '^hen slicmoied toward another section group. Tl.cjealous
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feelings were also directed

don.thcnlatertorvardm^b-ofcto^^^^^^^

developed between patients.

each other and other groups
anxiety and jealousy, m-

With the diminishment of sep maturity. They
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their ability to
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shfre activities with
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In the major problems of
ms, or in the mimy

responsibtiity for ^““
af'^each day, the role of the

minor irritations and
seemed roost helpful. Not o y
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was more attention given to the P ^ diat they had to

but the patients were «”“^^^"eir appointments,
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^ work, or to rec
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An interview with the young physician who tvas in charge of

C-i brought out another feature of the Section Leader program
by pointing to a problem that had been created by the reactiva-

tion program. Although the majority of patients had benefited
from the job evaluation and increased responsibility for tvard
events, some had not been able to take the pressure for improved
social adjustment. Their adjustment became worse and it was
necessary to transfer them to a more conservative ^vard. Although
the number of discharges to the community had nearly doubled,
the number of transfers to the closed wards had also increased.
Such a turn of events \vas a matter of some concern to the staff
and the psychiatrist looked to the Section Leader plan ^vith the
hope that it might help the more anxious patients increase their
social stability wthout frightening them appreciably. He sug-
gested that the feeling of belongingness engendered toward the
Section Le^er was one of the most important aspects of the
situauon. patient no longer need feel that she was just

adviser on whom she

or a nas/f
when the question of grounds privileges

her sLeLn
'^P. Pahent would first discuss it withher Section Leader and then vvith the doctor.

psycWaMlund'™!^
*

1

!'^ reactivation program in general, the

units patient
* combination of patient-aide group

indus«alacti'4fe°covere“““' staff-planned

ing exnerienre Tt 1, / u
^ areas of ego-strengthen-

on t^outside of tb \
advantage of coming close to what life

ofprot~F “ttain amount

peLn:iTe;s^’:t™k:d“ *1= development of inter-

could get help in hanging them.“^™'
tndividual

thf^ei«?oTrf concerned

emphasis on this not n l v.
psychiatrist laid special

staff were pleased with^b
’tecauK he and others on the medical

also because of the effect
the aides had done, but

theirjob attitudes- Firtjt „

uecause of the cfTert r^r, tC • • , .
aone, out

noticeable increase in tlip;
attitudes. First, there was a

longer would they sav »T I
interest in their job. No'y say, I have nothing to report,” at the sveekly
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* V Furthermorej the sides
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their social relationships, yet for the industrial patient member-
ship in the group had much to teach about the sharing of affec-

tion, the meamng of emotional support from friends, and the
reality of group pressures to conform to socially acceptable
behavior. Furthermore, the groups or “families” on C-i were in
daily contact, and for much longer periods each day than in
regular group therapy sessions. Indeed, they \vere more like
families than any other kind of group.
The reactivation program on G-i showed some of the problems

that must be faced in devising remotivation programs for indus-
tri^ patients. One of these concerns patient jobs. It was difficult
at fim to get hospital departments to accept patient workers on
less than a full-time basis and to analyze their job requirementsm terms of two patients to every weU person needed. Administra-
ve penonnel m the various departments were still inclined to

view jobs as jobs and not as means toward patient discharge or

set the ward staff to

Z "T ” in hospital industr>'.rae^bit patterns that stress a neat and shining ward as one of*0^portant variables in patient care do not change easily

proW^^ -di'-idual patient. These

that woA can
attitudes of hospital personndso

J^t ^wtX meaningfd to the individual rather thanjust a way of getting certain tasks done

patients one \ remotivation of mental

Onthe^rh^n™
patients. If they are 00*!

trying to move too fast with

be wasted. On the oth^hJ T efforts can
when one solid nain k ’ encouragement, for

changed a^d bofHa^
been establUhed the whole situation isboth pauents and staff tiiink of new things to try.
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all kinds of wards. The idea of a “flow chart’* in which all wards

in the hospital have a specific place, expresses the concept of

overall hospital remotivation from an organizational standpoint.

Large state mental hospitals have been concerned for so long
with the exigencies of the physical care of patients that it has been
next to impossible to organize the staff for a complete remotiva-
tional effort. For one thing, the number and quality of personnel
required has been a severe obstacle. For another, rigid attitudes
toward patients as exemplified in the Legend of Chronicity are
not easy to change. It is not surprising, then, that the Survey did
not find ^ pample of total hospital efl'ort directed to\vard
remotivation in a large state institution. However, there was one
situation that appeared to the observer to have the basic in-
pedients for a hospitalwide program of planning and actionm the social remotivation of patients. At the time of visit in

,
° ^ ^34 there were few staff members who saw the possi-

ities or an integrated effort on all levels. However, when the
^ different wards in this hospital,

'r
^ ^ pattern that was of broader scope

tient-s
the personnel who were caring for pa-

nortlt therefore, to be an im-

natient r
of its implications for long-range planning inpatient care in mental hospitals.

<= s l' s

United Stm
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” would desire. Yet in
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these tivo factor-
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existing treatment programs. It was most fortunate that the First

Assistant Head Nurse realized her primary task was to build

strong rapport with the ward staff, including the ward physician

and the aides. Rather than criticizing the latter group for their

handling of the “untidy” patients, she attempted to see the
problem from their point of view and act accordingly.
The other strength lay in the fact that many ofthe occupational

therapy activities had fallen to the nursing department. There
was no director of occupational therapy for some months, and
when one -was appointed she found nurses carrying on many of
the occupational therapy activities on the wards. Bringing these
activities to the ^vard situation facilitated the remotivation activi-
ties on closed \vards.

The decision to utilize Wards B-i and B-a for an intensive pro-
p-am of habit te^ning was made originally by the clinical direc-
or of the hospital, the chief nurse, and the chief of the women’s
s^ice &ey had consulted wth the physician in charge of

AssUtant Head Nurse acted then as the

the
sdveen the top administrative staff and those onthe wmds who were directly responsible for patient care.

patients m that is, in March of 1952. the

themselves Tt, ^
“any instances unable to feed

although
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*° train the patients to take baths
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tmpg a minimum level of cleanliness

In spite OfremT •
® time.

uncomformble!^c dayrooni appeared rather bleak and
were provided on oceasinn'”

*" “*°t- Although magazines
oceaston, no other touch of the outside world
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that success of the program of habit training was only fleeting.

Many of the patients who had been transferred to better wards
were returned because they had become “untidy” again. The
elinical director of the hospital explained this process when he
said that the patient who is transferred to a “tidy” ward easily

gets lost in the crowd. In a short time she is found once again on
the floor, feet drawn up, head down, incontinent, and desperately
trying to escape from the world. Here was a crisis. As later events
proved, it was a fortunate crisis, for out of it grew the next
important step in remotivation at St. Charles Hospital.

Changes in Remotivctlon: The Sequence of Events
The change in emphasis of remotivation activities on B-2 w'as

not planned carefully in advance; rather, it developed as patient
mterest was aroused and the ward staff saw new ways to channel

e achvities of patients. The initial factor in the change was
premeditated, however, this being a careful survey of aU the

n''
?“’ in January,

® Head Nurse and the ward physician

“ alphabetical order,

fold^^-fc
Aerapeutic possibUiUes. They utUized a three-
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wards, but had relapsed and been returned to B-s. For tho^ io

Group 3 a longer trial period of obscrv'ation was necessary
^ ^

making a more accuratejudgment about thcrapcuticposii 1

1

At the same time that the patient survey was being con
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\

for patients over and above the demands of ph>'sica care

be increased.
. _ , ^
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j
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fort of the ward. For example, drapery material was obtained

from the occupational therapy department. With the help of the

aides, the patients made the draperies and hung them, and from
the material left over made a number of cushions.

We ^vili come back to a fuller discussion of the activities around
the long table after we have described the sequence of events in
the second stage of remotivation at St. Charles Hospital. A word
is in order at this point, however, about the activities of the First
Assistant Head Nurse, concerning the concentrated care for the
group of 10 patients. As mentioned earlier, one of the difficulties
to be overcome on both B-i and B-2 was a rigidity of attitudes by
ffie aides regarding potentiality for patient improvement. The
First Assistant Head Nurse was wise enough to know that she
CO d not change these attitudes by quoting theories, but ^vould
nee to emonstrate in a nonthreatening manner certain prac-
tical ways of working \vith patients. Group efforts at personal
hygiene and grooming and group work around a table on a com-mon project were practical ways ofdealing ^vith the patients, and

furnishings could be appreciated by
decision of the nurse to use practical

ine^r 'I!
counteracted staff

seeing it^
^ project the staff took the initiative forseeing it completed,
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The second factor was a grotving awareness on the part of the

hospital administration that they could shift the basic habit train-

ing procedures more and more to the A area of the hospital. This

was the great reservoir of regressed and imtidy patients and,

therefore, the logical place for initial steps in toilet training,

cleanliness, and feeding. When the patients had reacted favorably

to the habit training, they could be transferred to B-i and B-2,

or other wards of a similar nature in the B area. Here they could
be given the group reactivation as practiced around the long
tables, which hopefully would then lead to added improvement.
Ho^veve^3 before carrying the implications of this decision any
farther we should describe in more detail the group work around
the long tables.

"Tfie Ladies of the Long Tafa/e"

The distinguishing feature of "long-table retraining’’ ^vas that
the activity to be performed, be it making a quilt, or a doll, or
simple utensils for the ward, was broken down into its component
parts. Each part, or step in the process, would then be given to
one or Uvo or three patients. The end result of the step-by-step
process nas a fimshed product. The advantages in this approach
o activity ere that more individual occupations could be
ci^t

^ , patients could get a task that fitted their present level of
betm^or or interest, and they could see that out of a series of
activities a good result could come.

the
observer thought about long-table retraining,

efforts nt h
something in common \vith the earlier

move alnntr

^ for it was similar to training patients to

plete meal°It
counter in line and assemble a com-

bed bv the ^
natural that the term which had beenSa ”Th procedure, ‘cafeteria

Ubte
be applied to the work around the long

training” w^^the^n^
"'Wch was broken down into “cafeteria

consisted of pulling
from burlap bags. Step i

threads were tied L, apart by threads, then therrc bed together m a long string. In Step 3 the string
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was rolled up to form a ball. In Step 4 it was covered ivith some
Kind ofmalerial to keep the string in place, and, finally, the edges
of this material were sewa together to keep it firm. The product
was a ball which could be used for \vard games ^vithout the danger
of hurting anyone, if it accidentally (or purposely) hit her.

Obtain aspects of pulling burlap were most beneficial to a
particular type of patient known as the Fringer, tvho constantly
unraveled her own clothes. Unraveling burlap bags provaded an
outlet for the energy that had formerly been directed to^vard her
otvn apparel and, in addition, directed Jt to a useful end that the
patient could appreciate.

A different example could be found in paintingpaper plates. In
cafeteria training this became: (r) overall painting of plates, (2)
cutting out pictures for decoration, (3) pasting of pictures on
plate, (4) outlining picture with white art paint, (5) shellacking

plate for durability. The end result was decorative and added
color to the dayroom ivithout danger of breakage and injury.

Further illustration of "cafeteria training,’* as seen through the

eyes of an aide on the ward, came from an interview with the

observer. The follo%ving statement docs not constitute her exact

words but is a reconstruction of the main points she made.

We use it [cafeteria training] for rolling up and weaving strips for

rugs, cutting patterns, and so forth. We permit regressed patients to

use scissors, dull tips you know, but we’^’e had no bad accidents, even

wherv a patient gets disturbed. We were scared edl right when we
started this, but now I don’t know why we were. I think of the time

Avhen I satv a patient make a sharp knife out ofa spoon and cut him*

self; that ts'as %vhen tve used spoons and no kni\-es and forks, for

safety sake. Well, it’s less dangerous to use scissors. ^Vlien you don’t

hold patients dotvn too much they pay >^u more mind and bchav’c

better, I belie%'e.

^Vell, the regressed patients cut up strips of cloth at the tabic, and

a couple of other patients at the table cut them into tiny pieces and

put them in a box. They arc the angry patients, they like to cut it

seems. Then a bunch of other patients at a table nearby make doth

dolls or animals, using the cut-up material for stuffing. Each of them

has a different job, too, cutting out tlic patterns, basting, sc\sing,

stuffing. Thesejobs arc changed now and then, so no one gets bored.

Even the “cutters” seem pleased when ihc>'src the finished product.
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There have been several of them who after a while shifted to the

other table and actually made the dolls.

One final illustration miglit be cited of the kind of work that

was done by the Ladies of the Long Table, as the ward, staff

dubbed them- The project under consideration was the making of

decoratedjars and bottles. In Step i a patient would sort different

colored paper strips into piles of the same color. In the next step

two patients sat opposite each other, across the table. One of

them had a hand drill, to which a paper strip was attached. The

second patient held the other end of the strip while her com-

panion turned the drill, rolling the strip into a cord. When each

cord ^vas finished they exchanged jobs. Then two patients took

the cord and ^vrapped it tightly around a glass jar. Two more

patients glued the strip on, two more varnished the jairs, and one

checked the finished product for flaws. The completed jar was

used for a vase or other decorative purposes on the ward, or as a

gift for a patient at a ward party.

Some idea of the manner in which individual patients pro-

gressed through different stages in “cafeteria training” came from
an interview the observer had tvith an aide who had been on the

staff of B-i from the beginning of the remotivation program. The
following comments are again a reconstruction of the interview

rather than a direct quotation.

%Vhen wc started we sort of had to feel our way along. I started
with ten patients at a time when I was asked if I would like to try my
hand at doing things with patients. The chief nurse told us we could
and that it would make our work with patients more interesting and
easier in the long run. When I think back it did so all right.

At first I just tried making old string rugs to get the patients’
fingers moving. The big problem was to keep the patients interested
long enough. I started some of them with tearing and rolling the
string into a ball. After a wWlc, about six iveeks or so, I started them
On.long wooden frames that some other patients in the receiving
building had built. We used waxed string and the operation was
simple. The patients could do counting, “under—over,” “under

—

o\cr, and that got them going. Sometimes we used strips of old bed
s eels that other patients had made, and turned them into bath
mats for the shoivcrs.
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Then I started reed ^veaving. First we did potholder weaving, and

when we mastered that we tried basket u'eaving. Then we did
leather ^vo^k and notv a year and a quarter after I started, thej'^re
really quite arttsde. I let them do copper %v'ork; some like chair
wearing better. All the stuff they make goes to make the ward look
nicer and some ofthesmaller things theycan takemth them \vhen they
arefurloughedortransferrcd to a better ward, I fry to let the patients
pick ^vhat they like, once they get an idea of what they can do.

Since I started this I guess w'e’ve furloughed about sec patients
a year of the hventy*fivc or so patients I get a year, although I won’t
say they are restored to what they really Nvere, but they were good
enough to go back home. About another six of this group get pro-
moted to a more advanced ward, where they have more ground
privileges and do more shop work off the ward. Another half dozen
or so I send to another tvard that’s similar to mine and we do that

just because I think a change, even if they’re not ready for promo-
tion, does them good- The rest stay on a bit. Most ofthem %vill never
make it and they get transferred to a custodial ^v'a^d for a ^vhile and
then they are put through again. Actually, most of them make good
ward ^vorkers and some have become good in hospital industrj',

while before they did nothing but warm the benches and maybe
weren’t housebroken. So you se^ the patients that once were untidy,

even if they don’t go home, become better adjusted. That’s some
gain any^vay.

The effect of the habit training and ‘‘cafeteria training” on an

individual patient is rather graphically portra)'ed in the following

case history which was described to the obsen'er by the charge

nurse for B-2. Janie, as she was called, was quite a problem. She

had been in the hospital for eighteen years without deriving any

benefit from the somatic therapies. She had hallucinations but

was mute except for occasions when she would have a %'iolent

outburst. She hoarded things, even chewed and ale string, and

was really dirty and urinated in the comers. She was transferred

to B-2 and put through the routine ofhabit training, much as has

been described above. Tlie charge nurse commented that once

she got started she improved quite rapidly, and at the time of

interview she was taking more interest in her appearance, not

hoarding any more or “acting up.” She Jeamed to make attrac-

tive string dolls and do errands for the ward staff, wth the

prospect ofsoon being transferred to a better ward with a regular
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occupational therapy room. It was a source of much satisfaction

to the charge nurse that she had disproved the remarks often

made about Janie’s not being suitable for occupational therapy

remarks that had been made previously about other patients.

Her final comment was as follows: “We try things out as we

tbink of them and if they work, good; if not, we find other ways

of getting to the patients. I’ve learned a lot. I no longer try to

rush patients, and I don’t try to fit the patient to what she ought

to do but ^vhat she can do comfortably.”

The Daily and Weekly Rouline

Perhaps a good way to summarize this material on habit train-

ing and “cafeteria training” is to outline the daily and weekly

routine on B-i and B-2 at the time of visit in April, 1954. The

reader will remember that this was about fifteen months after the

^va^d patient surv’ey by the First Assistant Head Nurse and

twenty-four months after the original transfer of regressed pa-

tients from the A area to the B wards.

The first two hours of the morning, from 7:30 to 9:30, were

devoted to washing and grooming. This consisted of training in

putting on shoes, brushing teeth, washing face, hands, arms, and
other areas of the body, putting on clean clothing, combing hair,

and applying lipstick and powder (for those who liked cosmetics).

The basic principle utilized in carrying out this routine was that

the patient do these things for hers^, regardless of the time
involved. If she ^^'as not able to do some or all of them for herself,

the aides tried to teach her. The process ^vas repeated day after

day in the same way so that a habit pattern could be set up.
From 9130 to 10:40 there were long-table activities: se^v4ng,

coloring, pulling burlap, cutting out pictures, putting puzzles
together, stringing beads or macaroni, looking at magazines,
listening to the radio, and so forth. There were group activities
in the form of g^es, like Fanner in the Dell, or Ring Around
the Rosy, marching to music, dancing, throwing the bean bag or
ball, and various kinds of physical exercise.

Preparation for lunch began, at a quarter to eleven. The tables
ncrc cleared and the patients helped in the lunch preparation by
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filling cups or soup bowls and carrying platters and dishes. Each
aide tried to get several ofher patients to help at this time even if

it meant placing the platter in the patient’s hands and, guiding
her to the tabic where she was to put the platter. After the tables
had been set, each aide seated her patients at the table assigned to
her, and only one aide seated her patients at a time. The object
^vas to help the patients become accustomed to sitting at the same
table each day with the same aide, ft contributed to the feeling
of belonging somewhere with someone.

Following lunch the patients washed and went to the toilet (for

the incontinent patients toilet training was carried out every
hour). From 1:30 until 3:15 there was more Jong-table retraining,

and at 3:30 the preparation for supper began. When weather

permitted there tvas a period of exercise outdoors, walking or

playing simple games.

Weekly activities consisted of the following events. Tuesday
and Friday were shower days, with each aide supervising her otvn

group of patients. Monday rooming was reserved for recorded

music and guided activities like marching, dancing, and various

games, under the direction ofthe music therapist and the occupa-

tional therapy aides. Wednesday afternoon was devoted to a

strictly feminine institution, the beauty parlor. At the very begin-

ning of the habit training program this period on Wednesday had

to be devoted to basic scalp treatment in order to counteract the

neglect engendered by long residence on the “untidy” wards.

Later, the time was spent on shampoos, wave sets, permanents,

and the varied activities of the beauty parlor that are a delight to

women. It is interesting at this point to note that the staff

originally used soft music to cut down excessive movement of

patients. However, too many patients fell asleep on the chairs and

benches. Boo'^ie Woogie was then introduced, with some mis-

givings by the staff, but instead of disturbing the patients it pro-

vided the desired atmosphere. With improvement in the phj’sical

and social aspects of the patients the beauty shop hour was put on

a biweekly basis, and alternated with a record hop, to which male

patients were invited. Finally, there were morics every' other

Friday afternoon.
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The observ'er was told that plans for the near future included

the use of the hospital orchestra and chorus for ward entertain-

ment on special occasions. At Christmas, or on important holi-

days, it was felt that patients could be further activated by this

contact with social forces other than those directly connected

with the ward.

Summary
Up to this point in our description of St. Charles Hospital we

have tried to show ho^v the pressure of a large number of chronic,

seriously disturbed patients led to efforts at basic habit training,

made possible in part by the remodeling of certain hospital

wards, and in part by the interest of the administrative personnel

and cooperation of the ward staff. Success in the habit training

program precipitated a minor crisis, in that many imprcfved

patients who were transferred to better wards failed to sustain

their improvement, and had to be returned to the chronic wards.

The outcome was a groiving program of intensive patient care,

not only in habit training but also in the improvement of skills in

sodal interaction through group activities, such as long-table

retraining or “cafeteria training.” At the time of the Survey there

was a tendency to shift the basic habit training procedures back
to the A wards, which constituted the reservoir of regressed pa-
tients, and to utilize Wards B-i and B-2 more for the improve-
ment of skills in social interaction through group activities.

There were other wards, however, which \vere concerned ivith

the social remotivation of patients, and the picture of St. Charles
Hospital will not be complete without a description of activities

on those wards. To that end we now turn our attention.

PREPARING FOR LIFE ON THE OUTSIDE
C-7, the Ward with the Rehobi/ifafion-Recreofion Room

AspartoftheremodelingatSt. Charles Hospital, certainchanges
\%ere made in the G building wluch had eventual significance for
patient remotivation. We are interested in one ward in particular
in tins building and in the actirities that centered around the
room that had once been a dining room. During the remodeling,
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friends. Thus, the patients knew that their work was being

appreciated; also they sa^v t<mgible results in the continued large

size of the Patient Benefit Fund.

Other activities around the table included crocheting and se^v-

ing, making decorations for the walls and for special parties. One
group, for example, might sew buttons together one day to make
checkers for one of the wards in another building; a different

group might se\v together cloth samples from a store to make
bedspreads for themselves.

Every day there ^vere activities such as dancing, ball playing,
or ^valks for patients on the grounds, weather permitting. Music
was frequently played, on the piano or record player, fast and
slo\v music being interspersed for the patient’s moods. \Vhen
playing ball, jazz seemed to be just the thing. Every ^veek there
was a record hop, to which male patients ^vere invited, and to
prevent “wall flowers” at these functions the ^va^d staff and
nursing students rotated around the dance floor.
Succ^ of remotivation on C-7 was due in large measure to the
^ ® aides and to the fact that nursing students were as-

signed there for training. Each aide was assigned to a particular
group of patients, usually to or 12 but sometimes more. Eachpoup was mixed, in that some patients were easily handled,

actWt."T.^
™=“bers of each group followed the same

activity at the same Ume. The aides seemed to like this plan, asseen in the comments one of them made to the observer^
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assigned to special patients. One of their activities with these
special patients was reading sessions, for many of the women had
really never learned to read well. As the charge nurse put it,

You see, some have to be reeducated from scratch so they can
appreciate ^vhat to do with their leisure time ^vhen they move
out of here.”

In brief, the “cutting table,’* group activities with one aide,

supervised recreation, activities with patients from other wards,
and the experience of talking and working with the student

nurses were the staples of the remotivation program on G-y.

D-}, ihe Occupafiona! Theropy /?oDm

Occupational therapy was as old as St. Charles itself, but this

occupational therapy room differed from its predecessors, in that

all patients from the open activity wards were free to participate.

Previously, patients had been selected by the staff; now, they

could walk in as they pleased. D-i, as we have called this par-

ticular occupational therapy room, was located in the ne^v

women’s admission and intensive treatment building, and was

directly adjacent to several ward areas. It was a big room, with

many windows, a connecting bathroom, and supply closets. Any
visitor 'could not fail to be struck by its attractiveness. Even

the window ledges were always decorated \vith beautifully

arranged flotvers and potted plants. There were three sofas, a

half-dozen cushioned chairs, many straight chairs, large tables,

looms, rug frames, sewing machines, ironing board, piano, and

an organ. One could not ask for better equipment.

Results of the activities in D-i could be seen in the three show-

cases. Here were cusliions, tablecloths, potholdcrs, scarfs, hand-

kerchiefs, aprons, ceramics, stuffed animals, rugs, and many,

many other useful articles %vhich had been made by the women.

Individual patient experiences ivcre less routinized than on the

wards we have described at St. Charles Hospital. Tlierc was

considerable freedom of choice of activities as ^vcII as more re-

sponsibility. Many of the patients who came to D-t worked part

time in hospital industries and Itdpcd to run the activities

through a patient government organization. Although there were
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fewer staff members here, the patients experienced a wide range

of interpersonal relationships. D-i was used as a training area for

nursing students and %vas a major anchor for the volunteer pro-

gram at the hospital. The patients were therefore able to have
more contact ^vith people from the outside world and thus pre-

pare themselves for eventual discharge. Both recreational and
occupational activities were directed toward the same end,
resumption of life in the community, and organizing a party,
doing thin^ for another group of patients, or making plans for

ward activities, all gave experience in normal social skills.

PATIENT MOVEMENT
A look at Figure 2, on page 153* show the informal treat-

ment chain that existed at St. Charles Hospital. It was informal
because few members of the staff saw movement from the A
wards to B-i and B-2 to C-7 to D-i as a continuous process or
succession of logi(^ steps that a given patient might take toward
recovery. In addition, some patients were transferred from any
one of these ^va^ds to a domiciliary type of ward with less organ-
ized activity but more hospital industry, gardening, and occupa-
Uon erapy. Direct discharges to the community had also

^ informal treatment chain.

r»f
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parent movement successively through these

beha\^n^
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turbed and incontinent patient has learned continence and clean-

liness, he needs to go to an environment where there will be

reenforcement of the new skills, as well as training in the elements

of cooperation and group behavior. The ward personnel of the

new ward must be prepared to accept his limitations, to take him

as he is and support him, meanwhile directing his energies in new

areas of social interaction. Staffon semi-open rehabilitation wards

must not forget that some patients may find the new responsibili-

ties overpowering, and must be prepared to help the patient by

providing some staff member with whom he can form a close,

supportive relationship which will carry him through this painful

period. In short, a conscious recognition of the steps in remotiva-

tion, all the way from marked regression to discharge, must be

kept in mind and incorporated into total effort. St. Charles

Hospital had all the basic ingredients for a total program. There

was interest on the part of both the administration and the aides;

there was a successful habit training program in operation which

was being extended to all the “untidy” wards; there was the

assignment of one aide to a specific group of patients; there was
an integration of occupational and recreational therapy work
with basic nursing care right on the wards.

That a total program had not been devised was due in no
small measure to the fact that overall, or long-term rehabilitation

programs in state hospitals represent a change in traditional ways
of thinking. Staff members have for so long been burdened with
immediate ward problems that they have not been able to look
beyond their own wards. Indeed, where the Legend of Chron-
icity has operated, staff had no reason to make long-range plans
for their patients. However, with new approaches to patient care,
with tlic utilization of social remofivation, mental hospital per-
sonnel can legitimately expect the necessity for devising a pro-
gram that provides for the movement of the patient through a
series of ward environments with cver-incrcasing social responsi-
bilities. The staff at St. Charles had not yet fully adopted the
frame of reference of an integrated program, yet all evidence
indicated that it was soon to come.



O Social Self-Renewal
* and Community Volunteers

The successful treatment of patients with mental disease can-
not be divorced from the interest and activities of people in the
general community. This is true for two reasons. In the first

place, the social adjustment of the discharged patient depends in

large measure on the attitudes and actions of family, friends, and
others in the community. Whatever beneficial effects have been
rendered by the hospital can be undone quickly by rejecting or

fearful people, or they can be reinforced and extended by ac-

ceptance and interest. The reintegration of the ill person into

normal society can thus be thought of as an extension of the

treatment process.

In the second place, the ability of the hospital to provide ade-

quate care and treatment for those residing within its walls is

intimately related to the recognition by people in the community

of the need for both their legislative and moral support. WTicn the

mental hospital and its patients are pushed out ofsight and out of

mind by the ordinary citizen, it is difficult for elected representa-

tives and administrative officials to pay much attention to re-

quests for adequate budgets and competent staffs. The history’ of

neglect in our public mental institutions is tragic evidence of the

truth of this idea.

Mobilization of the extra hospital ^vorld, tJiercforc, can be con-

sidered logically both a direct and indirect factor in the remotiva-

tion of patients. As such it is pertinent to the purpose of ilus book;

indeed, it is necessary for a complete picture of encouraging

efforts in the remotivation of mental patients.

*55
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An excellent example of one way in which involvement of

people outside the hospital may be brought about is through a

program of ward visiting by volunteers from the community. The

volunteer movement has direct remotivational features to the

extent that the visitors bring some of the “outside” into the

patient world, enough so that many patients are encouraged to

reestablish some of their channels of interpersonal relationships

and interests in the activities of others. It has somewhat more

indirect remotivational features to the extent that it changes

attitudes in the community toward the mental patient, making

him feel less conspicuous when he goes out “on visit” and less

rejected when he is discharged. Furthermore, the volunteer move-

ment may have important side influences on legislative programs,

to say nodung of the value for the individual participant in giving

himself emotionally to a worthwhile cause. This chapter de-

scribes the growth of a volunteer movement in a southern town,

where these features were indeed realized and the remotivation

of patients was greatly facilitated.

Central State Hospital, located on the outskirts of Doville, a

to^vn of about 6,000 people, and across the river from Sandria, a
small southern city of over 50,000, is a mental institution caring

for some 2,900 patients. Twenty-five years ago the superintendent

stated in his biennial report to the Board of Administrators that

it should never be allowed to have more than 1 ,500 patients.

Like many similar institutions, Central State Hospital is a com-
munity within itself. It has a dairy, bakery, laundry, butcher
shop, canteen, cannery, shoeshop, barber shop, broom shop, sew-
ing and mending room, greenhouse, farms, and recreational
center.

At the time of the Survey in May of 1 954, somewhat more than
1 ,000 patients were living in four buildings that were constructed
between 1902 and 1907. These three-story buildings had brick
walls with wooden inner structures which had deteriorated to the
point of being almost beyond repair. Only patching and repatch-
ing for the past Uvcnly years had prevented their complete
breakdown. Their toilet facUutes, especially, were inadequate
and outmoded.
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These buildings housed the average type of state hospital
patient, with four very disturbed wards and two incontinent
wards where many old and debilitated patients \vere to be found.
In one of the buildings there were more than 300 white women,
divided info floors of residence according to the severity of their
condition. Two open wards were located on the first floor %vhere
yo-odd patients tvere allowed freedom to come and go on the
hospital grounds. The two locked wards on the second floor were
occupied by 135 mildly disturbed patients, while on the tliird

floor no highly disturbed or ‘"untidy” patients were housed in

two locked wards. As a rule, the limited ward stalf found it

difficult to manage these patients, necessitating the occasional use

of some form of wrist restraint to prevent them from harming
themseives or others. Frequently, there was only one attendant

and never more than three on a ward.

The rest of the patients were housed in newer buildings. Even
here the ^vards were in need of major repairs, with the exception

of one new building for reception and intensive treatment of

female patients. This meant that by necessity rather than choice

the hospital had to have large maintenance crew’s. Even so,

repairs in the institution ^vere about ten years behind schedule.

The sewer system ^vas completely inadequate and deteriorated,

with one of the hospital lines emptying into one of the fines of the

town of Doville. This fine frequently ruptured and overflo^ved

into a low area ^vithin the town limits, bringing numerous com-

plaints. For many years this odor was an oft-taffced-about s>Tn6of

of disrespect for the hospital Itself.

The medical staff"was limited both in number ofph>’sicians and

nursing personnel. With only sLx phj’sicians there was a patient

quota of more than 490 per man, and each of them was respon-

sible for the ph^’sical care of patients as well as their mental treat-

ment. There were only 1 1 registered nurses in the institution, who

were limited to >v’ork as supcr\'isors or on wards in the female

patient section or the medical and surgical building. The 226

aides were evenly divided between the male and female sections.

At the time of visit, occupational tlicrapy was awiilablc for

some of the white women patients and a smaller numljcr of the
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^vhite men patients. Except for the men’s occupational shop, the

activities were conducted by nurses and specially trained aides

on the wards or in large rooms connected with the wards.

Most of the Negro patients and the majority of white men

patients who did not work in some hospital industry or go to the

occupational shop spent their days in dosed wards just sitting on

the floor or hard benches. Their main form of recreation was an

occasional movie shown on the ward. As a rule, they were not

allowed to attend church in the low-ceilinged wooden recrea-

tional building. The softball games and other sports events were

not on their schedule because there were insufficient attendants

to supervise them while they were outside. Their only “com-

forts” were their narrow white cots, which occupied most of the

space on the wards, and a few hard chairs. At one end of each

ward were some crude wooden tables and benches where the

meals were served.

Instead of being tempting, their food was often unappetizing

and cold. Before the macaroni, red beans and sausage, corn bread

and milk could reach the scattered tin plates and cups at the

tabic where the closed-ward patient sat, it had to be brought by a
bucket brigade of open-ward patients from the main kitchen

some distance away. The open-ward patients ate in the main
dining room, but this was located in a building ^v^ng that had
been declared unsafe inasmuch as its foundations were sinking
and the walls cracked both inside and out.

This institution presented a giim picture of adverse conditions
for patient care, the kind calculated to dampen the initiative of
even the most enthusiastic worker. Yet, contrary to expectations,
the hospital slafT exhibited high spirits and much resourcefulness
in the performance of the daily routine. Their strength and pride
seemed to stem from two major sources. One was a wcU-acccptcd
and cfTcctivc volunteer program; the other was the fact that
owmg to widespread public pressure some of the deplorable
ph>-sical conditions were about to be eliminated with the help of
nc\vly granted state building funds.
There was also a third reason for the high staff morale. The

observer was told repeatedly dial in die post two years, and
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especially since the more widespread use of volunteers, the per-
centage of patient turnover had noticeably increased, and the
length of stay for first admissioits had been reduced.
The air of optimism about the future was coupled with a sense

of past achievement, A patient library, even though not yet
adequate, was functioning where there was none previously.
More patients had grounds privileges than ever before, a hos-
pital chapel was under construction, foundations for new receiv-
ing and treatment buildings had been laid, and a salary increase
was in the offing.

The Beginnings of a Volunteer Movement

A more startling contrast between a largely antiquated hos-

pital plant and severe personnel shortages on the one hand, and
high staff morale, sense of purpose, and active community inter-

est on the other is hard to find. Actually it all began almost by
accident sometime in 1952. The Musical Club ofDovUlc, through

its president, Mrs. Markham, received an invitation from Dr.

Schroder, the superintendent of Central State Hospital, to bring

its music to the institution. The invitation was unexpected. Tlie

townspeople did not recall that anyone at the state hospital had

ever tried anything comparable to this before. Mrs. Markham
and her friends considered the request, knowing from their ex-

perience at a Veterans Administration hospital that there would

be value in music for the healing of the mentally ill. She decided

to discuss it further with Dr. Schroder, with whom she was well

acquainted socially, for he and his family lived outside the institu-

tion and had during the past few years mingled freely \Wih the

townspeople. She kne^v, therefore, that he must have given Uic

request careful thought and had weighed the aloof attitude of the

town toward the hospital. In the course of their discussion she

suggested a further approach: why not help the patients form

their own chorus? Dr. Schroder was especially pleased with this

idea, and appointed Dr. Hansen, the chiefpsychologist and Mrs.

Bates, the chief social worker, to prepare the hospital staff for

the initiation of a choral project.
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With the assistance of the Reverend Mr . Morris of neighboring

Sandriaj Mrs. Markham gathered a small group of patients and

began to hold weekly rehearsals in the hospital recreation hall.

As one might expect, there were difhculues. Many of the patients

came at more out of curiosity than because of their vocal

ability. Also, there was the problem of noise interference, for

while the chorus was practicing at one end of the room other

patients tvere playing pool at the opposite end. In spite of these

drawbacks both the patients and hospital staff seemed interested

in the project and appreciative of the efforts in their behalf.

At about this time another event occurred that ^vas to assume

importance in the development of the volimteer organization.

This \vas the observation of National Hospital Day. The hospital

staff prepared for openhouse, but only six people came, two of

whom were from out of tosvn. Mrs. Markham, who was conduct-

ing the patient chorus that day, suddenly realized the extent to

which the hospital was rejected by the to\vn. However, those at

C.S.H. were not surprised*, they cited records to show that one
patient had not had a friend or relative visit him during his

twenty-sbe years at the hospital. The town, indeed, had been
aloof from the hospital. Mrs. Markham recalled later that “faced

with such a small attendance at openhouse something had to be
done.” The result was a determination on her part to stimulate

community interest in this institution of forgotten people.

Meanwhile, news of the patient chorus spread through the
hospital grounds and beyond. The local newspaper brought out
news releases of the Musical Club activities at the hospital in its

regular local ntnvs column. As more patientsjoined the group the
caliber of the singing improved. Some invitations were even re-
ceived to sing at churches in the Sandria and Dovillc area, hap-
penings without prcccdcnl. During the months following, through
the friendship of tltc assistant manager of a local radion station,
tape recordings of the chorus were made for local broadcast.
Occxisionally they were even broadcast on a statewide basis.

n^c request for the Nlusical Club to come to the hospital and
Mrs. Markhams reaction to a hospital devoid of visitors on
. 'aiional I lospital Day were the key starting points in community
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interest in the hospital. Had it not been for this lady, with her
high social prestige and her strategically placed friends in the
community, to say nothing of her initiative, things might have
been quite different.

Two other events occurred during the summer that helped to

prepare the way for the beginning of a volunteer group. The
first of these was a party, late in August, which ^vas given jointly
by patients and the occupational therapy department in honor of
Mrs. Markham and a newspaper friend, Mrs. Harrison. It was
held on one of the wards in the women’s admission building and
was featured by gifts for the two honored guests, which had been
made for them by the patients. Several members of the Musical

Club and their friends from Sandria and Doville participated, as

did Dr, Schroder and many invited staff members from other

wards. This did much to cement better hospital-community

relations.

The other event was the initiation of a hospital newspaper,

which greatly facilitated the dissemination of news among hos-

pital staff and patients. This monthly journal was launched with

the help of several patient reporters from different buildings and

the encouragement of the psychology department. As \vill be seen

later, it contributed in no small measure to the acceptance of the

volunteer program.

On August 31, 1952, the first formal meeting to discuss the

possibility of a volunteer program was held at Mrs. Markham’s

home in Doville. Dr. Schroder, Dr. Hansen, and Mrs. Bates

represented the hospital, and representatives from 10 churches

and 18 civic and fraternal organizations in Sandria and Doville

were present.

In terms of general principles all agreed that hospital volun-

teers should be drasvn from all religious faiths and from all the

organizational groups in the two communities. It should not be

an exclusive movement. Furthermore, the purpose of a group of

volunteers should be twofold; to use the social resources of tlic

community for the rehabilitation of patients and to familiarirc

the public with the overall hospital program. \^oruntccrs could

help patients by bringing some of the outside world into the hos-
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pital, providing “UtUe extras” that they would not ordinarily

have, and supplying a home atmosphere for an otherwise drab

instimtional setting. It was understood that volunteers would not

be expected to perform the duties of hospital personnel but could

arouse new avenues of interest in the patients for which regular

hospital personnel did not have the time or the talent.

The group then discussed ways in which some of these general

ideas might be implemented in their particular community situa-

tion. It ^vas felt the volunteers could be effective in urging many

of the musically inclined and artistically accomplished patients

to perform for other patients. The Musical Club could be espe-

cially valuable in this direction. Furthermore, it was deemed

feasible for classes of church schools, women's church groups, and

civic clubs, to consider some kind of project at the hospital for the

coming year, in accordance wth tiie general aim of bringing

some of the outside world into the wards. To further this idea it

was suggested that each person in attendance discuss the matter

with his particular church or club and seek to stimulate interest

there.

Two organizational steps were taken: first, the formation of a
Hospital Adnsory Committee, which ^vould inquire into patient

needs, and formulate both immediate and long-range objectives

for the volunteers; second, the selection of a Survey Committee
wWch ^vould study volunteer groups operating in other institu-

tions. Together the committees would consider the practical
problems of forms of suitable entertainment, development of pa-
tient and volunteer talent, and ways of ward visitation. They
would also consider the present and potential facilities of the
hospital which might be made available to the volunteers.

Tlic meeting concluded on a most encouraging note, brought
about by the spontaneous remark of a member of the Exchange
Club. He said that he had lived in Sandria for forty-seven years
and had never once been inside the hospital. Feeling that it was
time for a change, he invited a member of the hospital staff to
address a meeting of his club, for projects like the volunteer
mo\ ement were in Hue with the covenant of the dub. Other club
representatives quickly followed his lead in asking the hospital
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Staff to give orientation talks to their organizations and another
step was taken in the improvement of hospital-community
relations.

Formation of iho Paiteni Service Organization

On September 15, 1952, more than 125 representatives of all

faiths and civic cJubs in the two communities met at the Sandria
Community Center to organize the Patient Service Organiza-
tion, ^vhich soon came to be known as the P.S.O. Dr. Schroder
and Dr. Hansen from the hospital opened the meeting by telling

those present about hospital Jife, and especially the role that

volunteers might play in breaking down the barriers for patients

who had become involved in the institutional ^vay of Jife

and introducing them once again to the realities of the world

outside.

After a question and answer period the group came to agree-

ment on the kinds of volunteers needed, noting that both men and
women should be included in the organization, inasmuch as

patient status was no respecter of sex. First >vouId be the indi-

vidual willing to visit patients in a ward setting. This type of

volunteer, because of his particular skills and experience, would

be qualified to lead patients in educational or recreational activi-

ties. Also, this category included those who ^vould organize arts

and crafts classes, hold religious meetings, organize music pro-

grams, and work on various prcyects that might be planned for

holidays or other special occasions. The second type of volunteer

would direct his activities toward the club, church class, or other

group to which he belonged. This role would involve providing

the necessary resources for giving parties or other programs for

the patients and lending support in any way possible to com-

munity aspects of P.S.O. projects. Implicit in the role of the

second type of volunteer was tlie necessity for keeping himself

informed about the work of the mental hospital and of passing

this information on to others.

It is important to note that the need for this second t>-pe of

volunteer category \vas stressed from the beginning by those ivho

participated in the original planning, nicy ivcrc convinced of die
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need for a broad base of commumty support, and realized that it

^^’ouId be necessary to make a special appeal to those who Ukc to

give and want to be charitable but hesitate to mingle \s'Uh the

mentally ill. It was hoped that they would get as much out of die

actirides of the organization as those who were to work with

patients direedy.

A note of reassurance was inteijcctcd into the meeting through

an announcement by Dr. Hansen that a volunteer orientation

course and tours through the hospital had been scheduled for

each Tuesday and Thursday during the coming month. For those

unable to attend at these hours special tours were to be arranged

for nights and on Sunday. The purpose of these tours was in part

to relieve natural anxieties about mental illness, as well as to

acquaint prospective volunteer workers with the best methods for

meeting patient needs.

Dr. Hansen followed his first announcement with another well-

timed statement, to the effect that the first organization to begin

functioning in the new organization w’as the Lions Club of

Doville. Under their auspices a box had been placed at the Do-
ville fire station on Main Street where books and magazines
could be deposited for the hospital’s library'. There was a round of

expressions of approval and indications that those present would
see to it that the box ^vouId never be empty.

Colonel Gates, influential Sandria citizen and member of the
Hospital Advisory Committee then spoke: “There’s another
need, too. In the occupational therapy Nvard the patients are
often idle for lack of materials for making articles that would fill

their empty hours. When I inquired ^vhy these things rveren’t
supplied, the answer w’as that the state budget doesn’t include all

the little extras.” Many of those at the meeting were surprised to
hear this but promised action in their respective clubs and church
groups.

A digression is necessary here to discuss this problem pertaining
to economic support, which is usually acute in state hospitals.
'Htere is no money in the budget for extras and as a rule occupa-
tional therapy is put on a production and self-support basis. For
the same reason, the hospital sewang and mending room is often
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At the same time, Dr. Schroder and Dr. Hansen initiated a
training program at the hospital with a personal orientation to
all ward staff about the use of volunteers. They believed it desir-
able to build up substantial staff interest before the formal organ-
izauon of the volunteers took place. Their motive was to keep
conscious frustration among hospital workers to a minimum and
hereby preclude an outburst of negativism when the volunteers
began to arrive m numbers.
Through the orientation program they became aware that

occupational and recreational therapy workers showed more

they seemed to feel that their skills were too specialized to per-
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belong the hospitalized mental patients. Those
at the Central State Hospital have fared far better, and tvill do so at
lute time, than patients in manyother hospitals, for our toivnspeople
are beginning to realize the field of service open to the volunteer
^vorker at such institutions.

This quotation not only gives some idea of the effect of the
Thanksgiving efforts, but points as well to the manner in which
news of the volunteer effort was disseminated to the commimity.
The importance ofgenerous newspaper support cannot be under-
estimated in making the volunteer movement a success. Much of
the credit for the strong response of the local community to the

call for volunteers must go to this staff writer and friend of the

hospital, Mrs. Harrison. In many ways she succeeded in making
P.S.O. work not only a series of important community social

events but also an enjoyable form of welfare activity.

As a result of the P.S.O. interest a great amount of material

support began for the patients. For example, a church group
from a neighboring to>vn became one of the largest contributors

ofmoney, books, and clothing for patients. Because of these many
gifts and the more favorable community attitude engendered by
the volunteers, a greater number of patients began to attend

church in the community. The local newspaper reported this

succinctly.

Volunteer gifts of normal wearing apparel enabled a patient to be

inconspicuous at church. No longer did he have to feel self-conscious

and stared at as a museum piece. ^Vithout these gifts patients would

have to continue to wear their blue jeans and jumpers.

Since many totvnspeople had come to associate mental pa-

tients with ill-fitting, state-supplied clothing, and had often com-

mented on the fact that you cannot be seen \vith them outside the

hospital, the P.S.O. clothing program was, indeed, a vital first

step toward achieving community acceptance. By thus removing

a symbol of disrespect for the hospital, many P.S.O. members

were able subsequently to convince reluctant (owmspcoplc th.it

mental patients were not necessarily people who have to be

locked up Instead, tliey could point with pride to tliosc paucnis

who had freely mingled with them when they w'cnt to cliurch.
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Religious life -vvitHn the hospital was not neglected

Each Sunday the rector of the Do\dUe Episcopal Church held a

morning worship service at the hospital. Similarly, two members

of the Doville Baptist Church conducted a Sunday school class

for a large ward of senile patients. Not content with spiritual

efforts alone, they initiated ajoint patient-aide ward redecoration

project. This was much needed, for the ward was located in one

of the four oldest buildings on the grounds.

Musical and recreational events also received emphasis. The

patient choir, which Mrs, Markham had organized, joined with

the Musical Club to present recitals in the Methodist churches of

Sandria and Doville. This was so successful that invitations were

soon received from other churches. Under the direction of some

members of the Musical Club, the patient chorus gave many con-

certs for patients on the wards, A music appreciation class was

begun, and a member of the Sandria Methodist Church group

started weekly piano lessons. Before long she had six regular

patient students.

Two weeks before Christmas, a group of students from a local

college staged a full dress rehearsal of a Broadway stage hit at the

hospital. During the following week the Doville Lions Club gave
a rehearsal performance of its yearly minstrel show. In addition,

a patient-volunteer program of folk dancing was held every
Thursday on the white women’s convalescent ward.

After the beginning of the new year a great effort tvas made to

extend the volunteer program to the Negro section of the hos-
pital. No one underestimated the problem of overcoming racial
barriers and a slow response at first was expected. However, Mrs.
Markham, by being the first to establish contact with members
of a Negro congregation, set a decisive example for other white
P.S.O, members to follow. As in the original development of
volunteer activities, the first effort was made with music, and a
Negro patient choir performed for a mixed audience, including
l>oth Negro and white patients and to\\T:\spcopIe, in the hospital
recreation hall. From here it was not too difficult to expand
P.S.O. activities gradually into some of the better Negro wards
and later on into other wards.
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had matured sufficiently to be able to handle work in more dis-

turbed wards. Thus, if the ward adoption system had been re-

tained, fewer volunteers would have decided to try to help the

more difficult patients.

In conjunction 'wnth the adoption of the ward rotation plan

came the realization that a better volunteer orientation program

was needed, especially for those who ^vished to -work on the

disturbed wards. This led to plans for an elective ten-hour orien-

tation course in addition to the informal talks and hospital tours.

The course was scheduled for twice a year, in the fall and spring,

allowing time for the new groups of volunteers to become adjusted

before the next ones branched out to the locked wards.

At about this time an unwiitten mode of operation was

adopted. The hospital staff and volunteer leaders joined forces in

subtly discouragiag all persons whose desire to help seemed mo-
tivated mainly by the need for sodal prestige or “do-goodism.”

Although they were discouraged from \vorkmg directly %vith

patients, an earnest attempt was made to persuade them to be-

come active organizational members in their otsm clubs. In spite

of some resentment of this policy, the vast majority of P.S.O.

members ^%•e^c ^vell satisfied.

The organizational changes culminated during the summer of

*953 'rith the appointment of a volunteer coordinator, Mrs.
Bales, the clucf social worker. She had functioned as an outstand-
ing informal adriscr from the beginning of the movement; her
immediate contacts in the community were numerous; and she
was highly respected at the hospital for herjudgment. Her selec-
tion was, therefore, an ideal one.
Her role as the integrator of hospital and volunteer servaces

mvolvcd a number of responsibilities. It was her job to reconcile
differences about time, date, and place of activities, to organize
a rccord-kccping s^’stem, and to establish a central location in the
^ building for volunteer equipment and supplies. In
a ition, she w as to hold monthly inservice discussions with ward
personnel to review current N'oluntccr and staff problems and
nc^v patient needs.
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OecQniralizQflon of the P.S.O,

With the task of integrating hospital and volunteer effort in the
hands of Mrs. Bates many of the formal committees of the P.S.O.
'vere no longer necessary, and were discontinued in September,
^ 953 *

Mrs. Markham and others considered this decentralization
rtiost appropriate. Their view was that a formal constitution,

many officers, and committees provide too many opportunities
for time to be wasted on administrative maneuvering and un-
necessary paper work. In addition, those at the top often might
emphasize improperly their loyalty to their own club or church
group, or forget the real purpose of the volunteers. Mrs. Mark-
ham expressed herself in this fashion:

We do just as we please. We found that designated committees,

when we tried to m^e them formal, did not work out so well. It

worked better just letting the volunteers from the different clubs

^vork as they wanted to. When we have something to discuss, ^ve call

each other up and have a tea and talk things over. After all, the

many clubs have P.S.O. as just one of their important functions.

Again, here was an awareness on the part of those responsible

for the program ofhow originally good needs can lead eventually

to bad ones; in this case an original emphasis on organizational

details leading to possible misdirection of effort. Had tlie volun-

teer organization remained unchanged, tt is probable tiiat a

leveling off, or even a deterioration of volunteer \vork and com-

munity response might have taken place. Indeed, ^vhcn the hos-

pital was visited in May of i954» '^as the observer's opinion

that the change to autonomous functioning of the various P.S.O.

affiliated clubs had contributed to the expansion of volunteer

activities at the hospital.

The superintendent of the hospital in particular was pleased

with this shift in emphasis, feeling that sterile programs of

“canned joy” had been avoided by the organizational changes,

especially in ward rotation and in decentralization. It seemed

to him that many volunteers had begun to shift from the quantiia-
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live to the qualitative aspects of their work, being concerned less

about the number of volunteers from each club and the number

of hours spent in routine ward visitation. Instead, they discu^ed

more often the different ways in which they could contribute

their services to the individual needs of patients.

The Second Phose of Achievemenf,

Under fhe Volunteer Coordinator

Much of the subsequent development of volunteer work at

Central State Hospital depended on the action of the volunteer

coordinator, Mrs. Bates. Though she had few precedents to

follow, she attempted to find impartial answers to the varied

problems, and did not hesitate to discard an apparent solution if

it did not seem to be working. An example of her liaison behveen

hospital personnel and volunteers was shown in her decision to

have ward staff indicate the type of activities they felt most appro-

priate for particular padents, also to evaluate every month the

volunteer programs on the wards. Both staff and volunteers ap-

preciated this procedure, for they realized the necessity of an
objective check on the direction of volunteer efforts.

Another illustration of Mrs. Bates’ activity could be seen when
cooperation from the recreational therapy department lagged
despite much informal pressure. The volunteer coordinator then
concentrated her effort in securing more cooperation in schedul-
ing from the occupational therapy department and the nursing
service. It was not hard to persuade occupational therapy to co-
ordinate its efforts with those of the volunteers. The persuasive
force of a continuous and large supply of raw materials from the
P.S.O. was not to be denied. These materials included coat
hangers, scrap lumber, books, clothing, old hats, map linen,
flower bulbs and seeds, gift wrappings, and various woodworking
materials. Especially appreciated were graded pieces of rags of
many colors and ^veaves.

cooperation of occupational therapy became even more
TOllmg when it became known that some volunteers had spent
hours ^gether to sort the rags and grade them. Indeed, the
Lions Uub rag collection tvas doing so well that some local rag
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live to the qualitative aspects of their work, being concerned

about the number of volunteers from each dub and the number

of hours spent in routine ward visitation. Instead, they discusse

more often the different ways in which tliey could contribute

their services to the individual needs of patients.

The Second Phase of Achievemenf/

Under the Volunteer Coordinator

Much of the subsequent development of volunteer work at

Central State Hospital depended on the action of the volunteer

coordinator, Mrs. Bates. Though she had few precedents to

follow, she attempted to find impartial answers to the varied

problems, and did not hesitate to discard an apparent solution if

it did not seem to be working. An example of her liaison between

hospital personnel and volunteers was shoNsm in her decision to

have ward staff indicate the type of activities they felt most appro-

priate for particular patients, also to evaluate every month the

volunteer programs on the wards. Both staff and volunteers ap-

preciated this procedure, for they realized the necessity of an
objective check on the direction of volunteer efforts.

Another illustration of hlrs. Bates’ activity could be seen when
cooperation from the recreadonal therapy department lagged
despite much informal pressure. The volunteer coordinator then
concentrated her effort in securing more cooperation in schedul-
ing from the occupational therapy department and the nursing
service. It -was not hard to persuade occupational therapy to co-
ordinate its efforts -with those of the volunteers. The persuasive
force of a continuous and large supply of raw materials from the
P.S.O. was not to be denied. These materials included coat
hangers, scrap lumber, books, clothing, old hats, map linen,
flower bulbs and seeds, gift \vrappings, and various woodworking
materials. Especially appreciated -were graded pieces of rags of
many colors and weaves.

cooperation of occupational therapy became even more
wlUng when it became knotvti that some volunteers had spent
houre together to sort the rags and grade them. Indeed, the
Lions Qub rag coUecdon was doing so well that some local rag
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tive to the qualitative aspects of their work, being concerned Iks

about the number of volunteers from each club and the number

of hours spent in routine ward visitation. Instead, they discussed

more often the different ways in which they could contribute

their services to the individual needs of patients.

The Second Phase of Achievemenf,

Under the Volunteer Coordinator

Much of the subsequent development of volunteer work at

Central State Hospital depended on the action of the volunteer

coordinator, Mrs. Bates. Though she had few precedents to

follow, she attempted to find impartial answers to the varied

problems, and did not hesitate to discard an apparent solution if

it did not seem to be working. An example of her liaison bet^veen

hospital personnel and volunteers was shown in her decision to

have ward staff indicate the type of activities they felt most appro-

priate for particular patients, also to evaluate every month the

volunteer programs on the wards. Both staff and volunteers ap-

preciated this procedure, for they realized the necessity of an
objective check on the direction of volunteer efforts.

Another illustration of Mrs. Bates* activity could be seen tvhen

cooperation from the recreational therapy department lagged

despite much irfformal pressure. The volunteer coordinator then
concentrated her effort in securing more cooperation in schedul-

ing from the occupational therapy department and the nursing
service. It was not hard to persuade occupational therapy to co-
ordinate its efforts ^vith those of the volunteers. The persuasive
force of a continuous and large supply of raw materials from the
P.S.O. ^vas not to be denied. These materials included coat
hangers, scrap lumber, books, clothing, old hats, map linen,
flower bulbs and seeds, gift ^vrappmgs, and various woodworking
materials. Especially appreciated were graded pieces of rags of
many colors and weaves.

cooperation of occupational therapy became even more
wUling when it became kntnvn that some volunteers had spent
hours together to sort the rags and grade them. Indeed, the
Lions Club rag collection was doing so weU that some local rag
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pickers felt their business was threatened with extinction, which
led them to complain to the Better Business Bureau in Sandria of
unfair competition. Finally, an agreement was worked out where-
by the volunteers sold only a small part of their graded ra^ to
raise cash for ward projects, and donated the larger part to occu-
pational therapy at the hospital.

Mrs. Bates knew that it would be a slow process to coordinate
the regular recreational therapy program ivith volunteer efforts,

especially when it became evident that recreational therapy had
instituted a saturation program of activities on particular \vards

that made it difficult to find free time for volunteers. She there-

fore turned to Dr. Schroder, the superintendent, who, after not-

ing that coordination had tvorked w'ell in other departments,

made two rules. First, any special volunteer program would have

preference automatically over the regular recreational therapy

programs. Second, any regular volunteer program, so designated

by the physician or volunteer coordinator, would have condi-

tional preference over recreational therapy. He asked the recrea-

tional therapy staff to consider that volunteer activities were a

part of the normal patient day, and that it was desirable, there-

fore, to assist the volunteers in every way possible. With this

decision overt resistance collapsed.

Covert resistance was only overcome as some of the more ex-

perienced volunteers began to draw one of the three recreational

therapists into their activities on a consulting basis. The volun-

teers then began to notice that at those events where consultation

had been deliberately sought the amount of ambulatory patient

participation and enthusiasm increased considerably. They also

began to realize that the experience of recreational therapy per-

sonnel was helpful to them in planning their actiritics. TIius, the

way %vas opened for an eventual complete coordination of efforts

benvecn recreational therapy and volunteers, comparable to that

experienced in other areas of the hospital program.

Sidelights of the Volunteer Undertaking

We have presented, in essence, the dironiclc of events in the

birth and growth of the volunteer movement at Central State
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Hospital, up to the time of the Survey visit in May of 1954. It

would not be complete, however, without a fuller description of

various volunteer activities and innovations with the patients, for

of such things excitement and enthusiasm are made.

Men often like to go fishing, but being a patient in a mental

hospital rather precludes such a pastime, at least, in most places;

however, not at Central State Hospital. The volunteers provided

the supplies and the encouragement for making equipment, all

the NS’ay from the fUes to the rods, reels, and baskets. Ward per-

sonnel made it clear that this was a “manly” activity which

would not only be fun but also help them get well. Indeed, it did.

After a patient group had completed their equipment, they would

go on a fishing party wth the volunteers to the pond that was

located on the hospital grounds. The outing was completed with

an outdoor fish fry and group singing. The patient response was

gratifying and the ^va^d staff were pleased to see many patients

who had previously been withdra\vn now show an interest in

social activity.

Cooking and pastry-making parties were initiated for women
patients in a convalescent ward, with a ward kitchen the scene of

operations. The cooHes, sandNviches, or other food were then
used as refreshments at a party of their o\vn or at a surprise party
for the volunteers.

Plans were under ^vay to extend patient food preparation to the
hospital canteen service, for the volunteers thought it desirable
that the patients sell at least some of their products to other
patients and visitors, and above all to the staff. The proceeds
from such sale were to be turned over to a special patient fund
for the tvard rcdccoration projects which the volunteers had
sponsored. The appropriateness of this plan and of the other
projects as part of an o\’crall effort to rcmoti%’ate patients realis-
tically cannot be denied.

Patient government was introduced on a limited scale in the
\vomcn’s conval«ccnt and acute treatment building. The rudi-
ments for a patient organization already existed there on an
informal basU, for die paiicnls themselves kept the building clean,
did their mvn ironing, and prepared and scived the food. With
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the advent of many volunteer-sponsored activities the need for
further organization became evident. As a result, patients on this
ward undertook to plan and present their own entertainment
progra^, given for guest patients from other wards. From here
It was just a step to more self-discipline, patient initiative, and
some self-government.

Volunteer stimulation was behind the formation of a patient
rhythm band, which came to be known as the Roving Rhythm
Band. Help was forthcoming from the occupational therapy de-
partment, enabling patients to make their own instruments from
scrap lumber and other leftover materials, instruments such as

tub-a-phones, frying pan banjos, and nail keg drums. Without
very much practice it was possible to produce simple folk tunes,

and the fact that the instruments were homemade meant that no
one was apprehensive about his musical skill or about breaking

them. The band provided a good many hours of fun for patients

who seldom left the closed wards.

Still other volunteer activities were in promising stages of de-

velopment at the time of the Survey in 1954. For e.xampJe, visits

of selected patients to Dovilie and Sandria homes had begun at

the suggestion of Mrs. Markham, who had been the first to

invite a patient from the hospital choir to her home. The po-

tential value of the practice was illustrated in the case of a young

woman with advanced degrees in music who had completely

ignored her training since becoming a patient. Mrs. Markham
invited her to her home each week for afternoon coffee and a

visit. After they had become well acquainted, Mrs. Markham one

day produced her cello and began to tunc it; the young ^^oman

soon found herself at the piano, and gradually the long spell of

withdrawal from music was broken. Althougli fc'V cases %voijfd

ever be as dramatic, the value ofhome visits was u-clJ recognized

at the hospital, and the idea bad progressed to tlic point ivhcrc

the volunteer cooidinator wtis working out a regular home vdsit

plan.

A hospital gardening program, especially for elderly patients,

had been launched by the Dovillc Garden Qub, appropriately

enough at a special garden party'.
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One final but most important illustration remains to be given.

A special effort was made to interest the \«dows and \vidowers

of the community in the plight of the mental patient. Mrs.

Markham pointed out that “ifyou get to them just a little before

they all but retire to the rocker and lavish their affection and

care on a pet, a cat or a dog, you will have the most enthusiastic

and earnest workers for the P.S.O.” Her common sense psychol-

ogy was, indeed, validated by at least a dozen of these persons.

In particular, they devoted themselves to the patients at such

times ^vhen other volunteers were normally occupied with home-

making, professional, and business functions. They were espe-

cially welcome\isitors to thewards on longholidayweekendswhen

the other volunteers had family obligations and could not come.

Like the efforts of the volunteer coordinator, all these projects

were characterhed by the eacperimenlal outlook, by the ^villing-

Ticss to try something new, to be unafraid of trial and error and of

mistakes. As we have pointed out earlier, such an approach

undoubtedly contributed to the success of overcoming the ever-

present danger of reaching a plateau of therapeutic effort. In
addition to the spirit behind the project was the result, a vital

contribution to the overall hospital effort to remotivate patients

realistically, to lead them to a better hospital adjustment, or to

prepare them for resumption of regular life in society.

Unexpected Results

A volunteer program may have certain practical results that
were not expected explicitly at the beginning. There were two
consequences of this kind in the story of the Sandria and Doville
volunteers, one related to the patients, one to politics.

l\^cn the six-month period, July to December, 1952, was
compared with the same period a year later, it was found that the
patient turnover rate changed from 68 per cent to 79 per cent.
There was thus an 1 1 per cent increase in patient movement in
one year. The superintendent attributed this increase largely to a
more active treatment program, inspired by the community
volunteers. The number of hospital personnel had not increased
during this time.
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The P.S.O. \vas recognized by the State Department ofMental
Health when the Director of Mental Health on September it,

'953) advocated adoption of the program in other state institu-
tions. Furthermore, he recommended that before organizing
their programs other institutions might study with much profit
what had been done at Central State Hospital.

1954 the state legislature approved a bond issue, which
listed over ttvo and a half million dollars for the hospital. This
meant that eight 66-patient dormitories could be constructed,

which would permit moving to them about half the patients ^vho

were presently housed in the oldest buildings on the grounds. The
importance ofa well-run and influential P.S.O. can be seen ifone
notes that the bond issue in question ^vas approved after the

legislature had voted 40 ratlHons for roads but could not make up
its mind on the support for institutions. A letter campaign and
personal contacts by heads of the various organizations in Sandria

and Doville helped to overcome the inertia and the issue ^vas

voted. It augured well for favorable action on subsequent re-

quests of the superintendent for an increased budget, rebuilding

of the sewer system, and further construction of ne\v buildings.

The effect of the volunteers was stated Ijy the superintendent in

these words: “Community interest means community pressure

for good institutional care.”

COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS
From the history of the P.S.Q. at Doville we can draw certain

general conclusions about volunteer programs that arc applicable

to other places.^ In essence, our remarks can be divided into

three sections: the influence of the program on mental hospital

patients, the effect on the volunteers themselves, and the effect

on the community.

Today we know that, in general, patients improve in their

social relationships if people work intcnsi^'cly with them. Con-

‘ For a comparative interpretation ofwtuntwr «,« the

Grccnblatt, hffton, Otto von Mmw, J- Uwrence
“Tl.e Use of Voluntcert and Other Communjtjr Rwurtrt in P'
Affntal Hotpila!, edited by hJillon GreenWalt and Ricliard Wdham*. tree Vrrtt,

GJencoe, JU., 1957, chap. 35.
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versely we realize that a patient’s iUness generally increases in

severity wth the degree of his isolation from normal human

contacts. A patient’s personal feeling of isolation is compounded,

and the perpetuation of patterns of self-defeat becomes more

cert^, the longer he remmns exclusively confined with his

fellow patients. The existence of volunteer services for a hospital,

therefore, provides at least a partial solution. Volunteers do not

replace the essential services of the basic hospital staff, but their

presence can lead to a higher level of total care for a majority of

the patients.

It is important to realize that many of the benefits to the pa-

tients at Central State Hospital were due to the fact that the

volimteers did not try to fulfill all the patients’ needs by indis-

criminate giving and loving. Rather they tried to set goals that

patients in various stages of restoration could handle, and pro-

vided the appropriate rewards for this. The close association of

ward staff and the volunteers in the planning of activities is a

credit to the foresight of both the hospital management and the

leaders in the volunteer movement.
Individual volunteers do not remain unaffected by their work.

Here is an opportunity for the fulfillment of the basic human
needs to give and receive, especially to give without stressing the

importance of a measurable return. Fe^v would deny today that

tins in itself is one of the cardinal principles of mental health.

Some workers must also have experienced a reawaVpning of

social consciousness, of the value to be found in tackling prob-
lems on a community basis rather than shifting them to a gov'em-
mental agency.The progressive industrialization and urbanization
of American society, and the simultaneous rise of centralized
governmental functions has made it more difficult for the com-
munity of individual citizens to accept responsibility for problems.
The experience in Sandria and DovUle reversed that trend for one
community. This has two important results; first, an increased
identity trith the social welfare of the community as a whole; and
second, an improved ability to tackle other community problems.
The pride and satisfaction of each volunteer as a citizen cannot
be overlooked.
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It IS but one step from here to the effect on society. Community
volunteers can m^e their totvns or cities aware of pressing social
problems, and of equal importance can mobilize this concern for
pressure on legislative action. The effect on the state legislature
in the description we have given is a good case in point.

Perhaps the most important effect on society comes in the
changed attitudes toward mental disease. The immediate result

IS to make the mental patient on visit or after discharge more
acceptable in the community. The examples of church attend-
ance and home visits in Doville are pertinent illustrations of this.

Although deep-seated fears about mental disease still e,xist, and
will for some time, one of the first breaks in this rigid pattern can

comefrom'associatzonwiththosewhoareiJl and acceptingthemas
a part of the community. Another sign of this effect in die com-
munities around Doville was the increase in the number of visitors

to the hospital. In 1954, more than600 visitors came to the hospital

on National Hospital Day,including some from out of state,which
is quite different from the six on the occasion that prompted Mrs.

Markham to do something about the forgotten people.

We cannot close this account without a final word about the

hospital administration. The staff of Central State Hospital

demonstrated by their actions t\vo important principles of patient

care. First, they operated on the basis that the \vorld of the hos-

pital must be regarded as a transitional social reality for the

patients. Second, they devised policies that rested on the belief

that a controlled approximation to community living must exist

if patients arc to be remotivated realistically, and that this can be

achieved through the presence ofan active volunteer mo%'cmcnt.

Most important of all, the volunteer mov’cment showed thnt

change in a positive direction at a state hospital is possible; and

that it is primarily a matter of emotional rather than inteJicctiwl

understanding. The changes that were nought in the community

and at the hospital were not achieved because the means em-

ployed were cither new or different in them.«c!vc5. Tlicy came

about largely as a result of reaffirmation of community social

consciousness and of foresightful hospital administration beliefs

and practices.
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Beyond the Legend

• of Chronicity

The main theme which we have tried to present in this book can

be summed up in a quotation from an article by Galioni.

The institutionalized patient is perhaps more a social problem

than a psychiatric problem. Therefore, a treatment program should

be aimed primarily towards a remotivation of his interest in the

environment and a reeducation in his basic techniques of social

adjustment,^

Up to this point we have presented our main theme in the form of

descriptive material, case examples of social remotivation in

action. Although there have been some interpretive comments at

the end of each case, there has been no systematic endeavor to

pull together the varied factors that arc involved in remotivation

programs. To that task we now turn our efforts. The reader will

note as this chapter develops that we have not attempted to put
our descriptive material in conceptual or theoretical form. We
feci that behavioral theory is not appropriate for this book and
have concentrated our efforts on organising the diverse factors in

social remotivation of mental patients, and generalizing about how
change such as wc have described can be achieved. Accordingly,
our summarization is divided into three sections: first, a con-
sideration of the philosophy which is basic to remotivation;
second, pathways, procedures, or techniques in remotivation; and
third, a discussion of administrative problems which must be
faced if rcmotivaiional endeavors arc to succeed.

* Caljoni, n. r., “Intensive Treatment of B-ickAVartl P.iticnU,” VA Ir/ormation
Ijqit. ol Medicine and Surgery, l’i>xhiatry and Neurology Service,

IB io-i3, Icbniary, t9j4.p. 43.
t.j >

iCo
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the philosophy of remotivation
At the outset we owe the reader an explanation for the use of

the term ^'social remotivation,” rather than resocialization or
rehabilitation. These latter two terms imply a process of making
the patient acceptable to others, or fit to live among members of
society once again. As such, they do not go far enough, for the
Hitrmsic factor in the change from emotional retreat or ^dth-
dratval to social awareness is an emotional commitment to values
about life, and the place of the individual in the life scheme.

Remotivation of mental patients, as a philosophy, goes deeper
than surface techniques, and implies the acceptance by the pa-
tient of a set of values which makes him important and worthy
as an individual and also as a member of society. The aNvareness

ofa value system of this kind and commitment to it by the patient

is implied more fully in the term “remotivation” than in resociali-

zation or rehabilitation.

Bask Assumptions

The philosophy of social reraotivation has certain basic as-

sumptions which can be stated rather simply. First, the patient

must be accepted as a person of value, who has the potentiality

for improvement in the future regardless of the degree of observ-

able psychological deterioration. Second, he must be regarded as

an individual who through a process of shared interpersonal trust

and acceptance on the ward can learn not only to tolerate stress

better, but also to use it creatively. Finally, the patient must be

given the right not only to have as acth'c a treatment as possible,

but also to be alone at times, }'ct be respected.

The Process of Remofivalion—Growth Within Protection

In addition to certain attitudes toward the palicni, the phil-

osophy of social remotivation also emphasizes certain attitudes

toward the process of treatment. In brief, these arc somewhat as

follows In the course of his ward life the paiiem should experi-

ence a mobilization of whatever latent energies he pcKse<i<cs,

which should be channeled into a variety ofactiviucs that repre-
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sent graded levels of achievement. These actmties should be

geared not only to his progressively reawakening resources ^
sHllSj but also to the needs of the ward as a community, and to

the eventual goal of living again in society outside the hospita .

By this process the patient can be led slowly to the rediscovery o

himself, and particularly of the inner satisfactions and social^ re-

wards that lie in the exercise of choice and of purposeful action.

Gools—Replacing the Principle of least Effort

As was implied in the basic assumptions, one of the goals m
social remotivation is a changed staff-patient relationship. The

anticipated relationship can be described in a number of ways.

For example, one might say that the goal is a transfer of the

efforts of ward personnel from a primary concern vvith control

measures and ward housekeeping duties to a concern with thejob

of helping patients. Essentially this goal seeks a release of energy*

freeing the power which is tied up in carrying out the ward

routine, so that it may be invested in the lives and problems of the

patients. Once this transfer of energy has taken place, the ward
routine can be utilized for therapeutic purposes, the “musts” of

the daily schedule can be changed from monotonous drudgery to

a valuable learning experience.

One might look at the goal of a changed staff-patient relation-

ship in another way, that of the change from a contractual rela-

tionship to a personal one. In the former case the obligations of

the nurse or aide toward the patient are thought of mainly in

terms of relationships such as those which might be stated in a
union contract, of carrying out certain procedures of care and
control toward the patient which are largely invariant regardless
of the particular personalities ofgiven patients. Patients come and
go but the obligations of the job remain the same. In a personal
relationship the needs and feelings of particular patients domi-
nate the obligations of staff members within, of course, the reali-

ties of an administrative framework. As patients come and go the
demands of the job change. To use a colloquial expression, the
personal relationship can be thought of as operating “above and
beyond the call of duty,** ifduty is thought of as thejob descrip-
tion in the civdl seivicc personnel book.
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^

Another set of goals pertains to the future of individual pa-
tients. It is the hope that all patients might eventually be dis-

charged to the community, but for some patients this may be
expecting the development ofa level ofcompetence of which they
are not capable. In this case the principle oflimitedgoals comes into

operation. Although a particular patient may not be able to

handle the stress of living outside the hospital, he can be brought
to the level of a better adjustment within the hospital commu-
nity. In the description of the Habit Training Ward or “Cafeteria

Training” there were many patients who could be helped from
the stage of severe psychological and physiological regression to a

stage where they could become useful members of hospital so-

ciety, taking a share of social responsibility and establishing

meaningful contacts with other patients and the staff. For these

patients the concept of a limited goal was important.

One could describe the principle of limited goals in terms of a

dual discharge system, discharge of the patient to the community,

or discharge to a better ward within the hospital. Acceptance of

this philosophy dignifies the work of the staff and provides a

potent source of motivation for patients to give up inappropriate,

self-defeating behavior.

By way of summary, the philosophy of reraotivation is the

antithesis of the Legend of Chronicity. It cannot accept the

interpretation of chronic that means an inability to improve, that

bespeaks a hopelessness for any and all therapeutic efforts, that

releases the staff from a feeling of personal obligation to lead

their charges back to sanity. Furthermore, the philosophy of

remotivation is not to be confused irith one that emphasizes space

and person manipulation. Techniques that move patients around

are of little value unless the patient has a sense of personal par-

ticipation and choice. They arc also of little value without a

personal investment in their success by those who administer

them, plus an abiding belief that tlic patient can improve.

PATHWAYS IN REMOTIVATION

One of the essential ingredients for a successful rcmodv.iiion

program is the training and ulilizaUon of meaningful propic for

patients. TIic importance of Utis is dear in the pliilotopliy lli.it
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underlies remotivation and it has been demonstrated in each of
the case histories that have been presented in this book. No more
unportant factor could be chosen to begin a discussion of path-
ways in remotivation.

Aides and Others

Any remotivation program over the long run or with large
n^bere of panents wiU not succeed rvithout the training of good
aides. Those on the hospital staff who have the closest and most
contaiung contact with patients are the aides. Therefore, poten-U^y they are the greatest source of help, or hindrance, in the
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was described in Chapter 6. Here the aide had the opportunity
to form close relationships with a small number of patients and
was encouraged to help the patient utilize this relationship as a
testing ground for improved relationships with other patients on
the ward or people in other parts of the hospital.

It will not be possible to establish programs comparable to the
Ward Mothers on many wards, for patients of a relatively good
level of psychological integration are necessary and the number
of staff required may be prohibitive. Nevertheless, it is a proto-

type of the highest utilization of the energy and abilities of aides

and should not be pushed out ofmind, even on regressed ^vards.

Closely associated with increased responsibility for aides is a

new conception of the place that occupational therapists, physical

therapists, recreational therapists, and other ancillary personnel

can take in the ward situation. Too often there is rivalry bet^veen

the ward staff and the ancillary services. For e-xample, members
of the occupational therapy department may feel that only they,

as professionals, are capable of working with patients in arts and

crafts and other activities associated with occupational therapy.

Furthermore, these activities too often take place in special sec-

tions of the hospital, making it difficult for many patients to

participate.

T/if second principle or technique oj remotivation can then be stated

as broadening the role of members of the ancillary services to moke them

consultants to individual ward programs^ resource persons who possess

special skills and information that can contribute to a more elective treat-

ment program. This has t>vo advantages, raising the status of those

in the ancillary services, and giving them a share in the responsi-

bility for patient improvement in a much broader sense than

they usually possess.

In each of the case studies presented in this book there wns an

effective utUization of O.T., R.T., P.T., as fficy arc called, but

perhaps the dearest illustration was in the description of “cafe-

teria training.*’ The reader will remember that as soon as some

success was achieved in habit training, activities were organized

around the long tables. At first these were simple (burlap b.igs

^vcrc taken apart and step by step made into soft balls), but
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graduaUy the activities became more complex (cloth was cut up

Sr Stuffes and toy animals were made). The skills of the occupa-

tional therapy department were essentialm planning these acUvi

tics in securing the materials, and in helping to move on to more

complex tasks. Members of the ward staff could handle the cel-

lar supervision of the patients around the long tables, but de-

pended a great deal on the consulting activities of the regular

members of the occupational therapy department.

One of the keys to successful remotivation is the bringing of

meaningful circuits of activity within the social setting of the

ward) \vhere \vard staff can work in these circuits as important

persons for the patients. To this end the members of the ancillary

services can play a most important role in planning and design,

as well as ongoing consultation and evaluatioti.

Breaking ffie D/sfonce Borr/er

One of the problems on a psychiatric ward is the emotional

distance between staff and patients. In the traditional Museum
Ward atmosphere the distance between staff and patients is

great, and it is not easy to break the emotional barrier that

separates them. Yet it is crucial to remotivation that members of

the ward staff become meaningful people in a positive sense in the

lives of patients. The third principle or technique of remotivationy there-

fore-, is ihai all the ward Ua^ should be used to 6reafc sta^-patieni distance,

by having the staff participate in the patient society, by having them portray
socially acceptable and *‘normar* standards of behavior on the ward. To
accomplish this end patients must also be brought into the sphere
of responsibility for their actions and must plan with staff for
ward life. For example, formal and informal meetings of patients
and personnel need to be held to increase the feeling of ingroup
idcntifieation, or group solidarity. The difference between rvhat
is a staff person” and what is a **patient person” can thereby be
diminished or deemphasized. The important by-product will
often be a consensual validation of standards ofconduct, meaning
that energy spent on control measures can be shifted to energy
spent on patient work.
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first change was the introduction of cosmetics, which altered per-

ceptions sufficiently so that it was felt necessary to obtain brightly

colored head scarfs, then attractive dresses. PatienK were very

much aware of these changes and reflected them in improved

social behavior, less soiling, and increased social interaction with

Other patients and staff.

Acceptance of the fact that patients arc members of a social

structure has another important implication, directly related to

the therapeutic process. The primary group of the moment to

which a person belongs has much meaning to him, whether this

meaning be of a positive or negative nature. If the meaning is in a

positive, supportive direction there is always the potentiality

within the group process for the binding up of emotional wounds

and the strengthening of the individual against future stress.

Therefore, we can state the fifth principle of remotivation by say-

ing that remotimtional programs should utilize the idea that the sick can

help the sicker and that within patient groups themselves there are potential

sources of help toward more mature social interaction.

We hiustrated this principle at some length in the description

of the Family of Elders, showing how regressed and incontinent

patients could often be helped toward improvement by the in-

terest and support of other patients. This was true not only for

incontinent patients but also for those who were cantankerous or

resistive to the efforts of ward personnel in trying to bring them
into ward activities. The reader will remember that the charge
aide for the Family of Elders fostered these helping relationships

among patients ^vhenever she saw common interests arising or
the growing concern of one patient for another relative to aspects
of the ward routine. A clinical director of one of the hospitals
visited by the observer remarked to him that there were sound
learning possibilities in the "sick help the sicker” pattern.
Patients can be helped to a more realistic awareness of their
ONvn problems when they realize that others are more disturbed,
or regressed, or unhappy than they are, that someone else has
a cross harder to bear. Tins is a form of teaching by contrast,
a technique long used by educators, and by psychotherapists.
In addition, the mobilization of energies toward helping another
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individual is valuable in that it activates an outgo of emotional
effort, and thus starts a reversal of the narcissistic overconcern
tvhich is so characteristic of the mental patient.

Turning more toward the individual patient, it is important to
remember that patients differ in terms of their experience and
their problems. Although this statement may appear only to ac-
centuate the obvious, it has implications for patient improve-
ment. The observer noted the recurring fact in hospital after

hospital that patients got better doing many different things. The
next principle can then be stated: specific media in remoUvaiion are

not so important as the purpose behind the techniques and the interpersonal

closeness oj staff and patients in shared activities.

We do not mean that one can ignore specific techniques, for

the assignment of ward responsibilities must be dovetailed Nvith

the patient’s past performance and the significance of the role he
plays in the social structure of the ward. Our main emphasis here

is that one approach will work for one patient that ^wll not work
for another; therefore, one cannot rely on techniques alone. Suc-

cess will depend on finding an activity for the patient that is

meaningful in the light of his position in the social structure, and

on implementing such an activity through dose interpersonal

support by ward personnel and other patients.

A final point needs to be made in considering the implications

of patient social structure. Mental patients have withdra^^Ti from

the vicissitudes of life in normal society; hence, their social struc-

ture is directed to^vard an equilibrium that shuts out contact with

and thoughts about life on the outside. The process of social

remotivation attempts to change the focus of patient social

structure by orienting it toward social relations as they exist out-

side the hospital and toward an equilibrium that seeks contact

with society on the outside. To sum flits up in the seventh prin-

ciple of remotivation: ere^ attempt should be made to introduce aettri-

lies on the ward that are as normal aspossible and oriented taicardfuture

life outside ike hospital.

Insistence on the necessity of close relationships between staff

and patients is in support of this principle but it alw implies a

changed attitude toward relatives and other people from (fie
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community. Too often relatives are regarded as people for the

social workers to handle. If the ward staff are oriented toward

control and maintenance, as on the Museum Ward^ relatives can

be disruptive influences, for they stir up patients and throw the

ward routine out of balance. In contrast, the process of social

remotivation utilizes relatives, and others, as resources for treat-

ment by providing a continuous background of normal social

relationships against which the patient can better see his ovm

distorted relationships. In each of the ward situations that have

been described in tins book relatives have been used as resource

persons for treatment. In some cases they helped to plan parties

or other forms of entertainment. In other cases they worked with

patients on planning changes in the physical environment of the

ward, and helped the patients do the work, or they brought in

furniture, clothes, food, and other things that helped make the

ward seem less like an isolated society and more like an extension

of the normal community. The volunteer movement is a direct

application of the same principle and the extensive descriptionwe
gave of one volunteer organization should not make it necessary

to repeat examples at this juncture. We should reiterate one
point, however, that the therapeutic use of relatives and volun-

teers not only helps patients but is important to the long-range
goal ofchanging public attitudes toward the mentally ill. In other
words,use of relatives and volunteers has therapeutic value for the
communityas well as for the patients,aad in the long run changed
attitudes in the community may be one of the most important
factors in facilitating the care of people who have mental illness.

P/onning—Over and Under
When the ward staff begin to think about the problems of

individual patients and the ways in which they can facilitate
changes in patient behavior they have automatically gone into
the stage of planning. There are dangers and fears inherent in
planning, however, wWch need some discussion and clarification,
for it is easy to ovcrplan (and lose the patient in the process) or to
concentrate too much on interpersonal relationships and not be
ready for the patient when he reaches a new growth plateau.
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Oyerplanning results from the phobia that you cannot leave any-
thing to chance and as such can represent a defense against
insecurity in interpersonal rdadonships on the part of the staff.

To a certain extent the master plan and continuous process on the
Moving Ward illustrate the danger of overplanning and the
ease with which planning can become a defense. On the hfoving
Ward there is little time for dose staff-patient involvement,
thanks to the master schedule.

The process of social remotivation requires an alertness to

situations as they arise, a flexibility of approach that allows

changes in activities, an imagination that welcomes new ideas

and new relationships. Furthermore, we suggest that there is

value in realization by patients that the staff are not alwa>'s

completely secure or omnipotent, or all kno^ving. Part of the

process of gro\ving up, whether from childhood to adulthood, or

from patient to nonpatient, lies in the awareness that others do
not always have the answers and that one must sometimes look

within oneself for a decision about the right direction to take.

Realization by both staffand patients that the physician or nurse

or aide does not always know the ansu’er can contribute to\vard

growth in becoming a regular member of society.

Danger at the other end of the planning process occurs when

there is not a ready reception for the patient at his new level of

adjustment. One could characterize underplanning in this sense

as a stalemate at plateaus, whereas social remotivation empha-

sizes the existence of a gradient within the ward comple-x and

within a set of wards. Activities on the habit training ward pro-

vide an illustration of gradient, the first plateau being toilet

training, the next being ward worker, and finally that of patient

helper and supervisor. The chapter on '‘cafeteria training

showed how the gradient can be extended bc>-ond the complex

of a specific ward by transferring or discharging a patient from

wards B-i and B-s to AVard C-7, and c\-cntually to the D build-

ing, the process shown in die figure on page 153. We might

summarize these ideas by stating anoUicr principle of rcmotiva-

tion. Flexibiliiy and irnaginatwa, plus a tvUlmsness to admit that siaj

are not omnipotent, are essential to rmotiration and ccnr.tereet cseiplsn^
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nine. At the same time utilization of a gradient of adjustment and social

roles within and between wards prevents stagnation at plateaus of achieve-

meni and counteracts mdeTplanmng.

The topic of planning cannot be left without one final com-

ment. Almost any treatment plan that is new soon becomes old,

a maxim that is so obvious that it easily becomes forgotten. Thus,

an essential ingredient in the planning process is a periodic reas-

sessment of changes brought about in new treatment processes.

Regular evaluation of progress was essential to the success of the

volunteer program which we described in Chapter 8 and ^vas one

of the impormnt factors in preventing stagnation at plateaus of

achievement.

RemotiVaf/on as an Experience for Staff

Realizing the ever present danger of boring the reader with

repetition or causing him to diink that we are reflecting on his

intelligence, we tvould like to discuss some of the potential effects

of remotivation programs on those who care for patients. Much
of what we will now say has already been implied; yet its im-

portance for both administration and patient care cannot be
overemphasized.

On a ward where a program of social remotivation is in opera-

tion the nurses and aides can learn to live with patients in terms
of ward reality and not just in terms of a superimposed set of

controls. Through the utilization of meaningful and purposeful
ward activities personnel have the opportunity to learn some-
dung about the art of casual conversation, that is, to listen to
patient complaints, tolerate and be comfortable with silences, and
practice different tactical approaches to difficult patients. Fur-
thermore, awareness of ward reality means that a direct and
immediate access to patients is present and it is more difficult for
patients to become lost or forgotten and left to their o\vn devices.

Staff on a remotivation ward have a different status in the eyes
of patienu. They are not regarded merely as personnel paid to
give scrv'icc, mete out punishment and kindness, but rather as
interested representatives from the outside world who have a
stake in the emotional life of the patient. Under these conditions
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The description of the process of social remotivation which has

been presented in the case histories and in the previous section

of this chapter easily fits the idea of a luxury and may raise ques-

tions in the minds of many on the administrative staff. Is it

feasible to support active remotivation programs in large state

hospitals? Will the cost disrupt the budgeting of money and per-

sonnel and disturb the precarious balance that now exists? These

questions have to be answered by those who make the adminis-

trative decisions in individual hospitals; we can only discuss

certain issues that are relevant to the problem.

At the outset, it must be admitted that any long-term success

with remotivation programs requires both the philosophical and

material support of the hospital administration. In many hos-

pitals, attempts at remotivation are “grass roots’* affairs at first,

starting on one or two wards where some of the aides, or a

physician or nurse, feel that something can and needs to be done
to turn patients toward more mature social relations. In some
cases there may be tacit approval from the medical and adminis-

trative staff, but it is in the form of a “wait and see” attitude that

puts pressure on those running the program to succeed or else

lose the possibility of trying again. In tacit approval of this sort

there is the idea that enough rope will be given for the remotiva-
tion people to fashion a worthwhile program or *‘hang them-
selves.” If, indeed, the remotivation program in a particular hos-
pital is a “grass toots,” affavc, it may bring about some amdous
moments for the administration. Not having thought it feasible to
do something to change patterns of patient care, the administra-
tion may ask themselves why they did not think of the idea, or
may feel that if it does not work out they will be in an embarrass-
ing position as far as the public or other hospitals arc concerned.
Furthermore, if apparent success is in sight for the remotivation
program it may bring about an agonizing reappraisal of the
whole pattern of patient care in the hospital.
The first stage of success of a remotivation program is crucial,

for if it do« not have the pWlosophical and material support of
the administration at that point it may wither atvay from “ad-
ministrative malnutriUon.” The importance of firm and con-
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tinued bacWng by those in the hospital responsible for policy and
the allocation ofgoods and personnel cannot be overstressed.

Stating the importance of administrative support does not
avoid consideration of problems that administration must face.
Perhaps the most pressing of these vvilJ be related to pei^onnel.
Initiation of remotivation programs requires the judicious redis-
tribution of personnel. It may appear at first that it also requires
the addition of siaable numbers ofnew aides and nurses. Indeed,
m the programs that have been described in the preceding chap-
ters a concentration of ward personnel was required to establish

the habit training ward or the procedures on the House of

Miracles ward. However, once a reraotivation ward had been in

operation for some time two things happened. In the first place,

the energies of staff were less tied up in the requirements of con-

trol and housekeeping and increasingly freed for tvork with

patients. One nurse put it this way: "\^^en I don’t have to be
busyjust keeping the lid on the ward or keeping it clean, I know
what I can do.” Personnel thereby become more efficient in

terms of the utilization of their ability for therapy. In the second

place, patients come to take more responsibility for maintenance

and household tasks as part of the therapeutic process. Not only

is this a positive part of their improvement but it relieves hos-

pital staff of some of their duties. To sum up, the initiation of

remotivation programs requires a concentration of hospital per-

sonnel in certain areas, but once the programs are well estab-

lished a redistribution of personnel can take place and they can

be employed more efficiently.

An important aspect of the personnel problem lies in the utili-

zation of aides. Wc have noted that the process of rcmoti\'ation

gives higher status to the aide and makes him an itnpori<’int part

of the therapeutic program. Kctraining of aides is therefore an

important step that can be undertaken by the administration.

Any hospital can institute aide classes in ^vhich aides can be

taught to understand better the reasons behind patient bchawor

and the implications ofdifferent kinds ofstaff-patient interaction.

The reader will remember that Mrs. Cosgrove, the charge aide on

the habit training u-ard, was a member of Uic first aide class at
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Lynwood State Hospital, and that she attributed much of her

success withher patients to the learning experience in aide classes.

Inservice education for aides can improve their ability to work

rvith patients, can make them more useful, and can be an impor-

taut first step in raising their status. Furthermore, once a remoti-

vation program is under way, the participating wards can be the

training ground or the laboratory for the aides in training. Train-

ing and utilization of aides in remodvation becomes an expanding

process, the more that are trained the more energy there is

released from control and maintenance functions for patient help.

Increase in the number of personnel and improved physical

facilities by themselves ^viU not produce proportionately greater

or more lasting results. Furthermore, this is unrealistic for many
of our large state hospitals. Instead, existing resources need to be

reexamined, existing patterns of care reappraised, and present

facilities more effectively utilized. Some of these things will not be

easy or convenient from the administrative point of view, but as

patterns of expedience are broken and a positive philosophy of

remotivation adopted there will be solid gain.

EPILOGUE
Lest we lead the reader into believing that the process of social

remodvation as it has been described in this book answers all the
problems of care and treatment of mental patients it should be
emphasized that the basis for therapeutic efficacy does not exist.

The social self-rencNval and remotivation of a patient is a slow
learning process that is based on six rehabilitative ingredients,
some of which have been discussed at length, others only fieet-

ingly in this book.

The first of the rehabilitative ingredients is verbal therapy^

exemplified in the term, “the word doctor,*’ and having its

clearest exposition in close interpersonal psychotherapy. Verbal
therapy occurs on the ward also, in relations between the nurse,
aide, and patient. It occurs when the aide and nurse learn to be
good listeners, when they can tolerate silences by the patient,
when they can help the patient reestablish channels of communi-
cation with others through casual conversation. The good “word
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doctor” is one liie Mrs. Cosgrove, or Mrs. Harlan, and many
others, whose tvords with the patient are appropriate to the
ongoing situation, to his needs at the moment, and arouse
tvithin him the need to change.
Next comes sofftatic therapy^ c-xemplified in the term, "the touch

doctor.” Somatic therapy is a most important part of the treat-
ment of the mental patient, for electric convulsive therapy or
insulin coma can frequently hasten the shift from withdrawal and
regression to contact with others. The tranquilizing drugs are
useful in controlling agitation and free anxiety, thus making the
patient more amenable to the efforts of staff to establish more
mature reactions to stress and improved social interaction. We
have not discussed somatic therapy further in this book because
its beneficial effects are well known, yet it must be made dear
that often it is essential for the improvement or recov'ery of the

mental patient

Third, there is work therapy, characterized by “the ^rork doc*

tor.” We have shown that occupational therapy and industrial

placement within the hospital can contribute a great deal to the

healing of the mental patient, to the extent that the w'ork has

meaning for the patient and is not just drudgery. The phrase

“meaningful circuits of activity within the ward setting’* illus-

trated this third rehabilitative ingredient for the disturbed or re-

gressed patient. For others, the activity was related to an environ-

ment beyond the ward, and eventually to life outside the hospital.

Then comes play therapy, seen in the term, “the play doctor.”

Recreation is part of mature social life and is essential to Iicaling.

The recreational therapist, as a consultant to ward programs, or

as director of activities off the ward, piap a key role in rcmoii\'a-

tion. The example of the Hawaiian party, described in connec-

tion with the industrial ward (Chapterfi, U'ard Mothers) shoued

how recreation could eventually be taken over largely by p.a-

dents. Activities of the volunteers uwking with (he rccrcnt{on.aI

therapist on closed wards showed how it could be infcgr.iicd into

the ward complex. When a withdrawn schirophrcnic p,nicnf,

whom no one liad been able to reaeJt, responds to .i mmic.il

concert by tapping his feet and swaying in time to the music, one
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Lynwood State Hospital, and that she attributed much of her

success withher patients to the learning experience in aide classes.

Inservice education for aides can improve their ability to work

with patients, can make them more useful, and can be an impor-

tant first step in raising their status. Furthermore, once a remoti*

vation program is under way, the participating wards can be the

training ground or the laboratory for the aides in training. Train-

ing and utilization of aides in remotivation becomes an expanding

process, the more that are trained the more energy there is

released from control and maintenance functions for patient help.

Increase in the number of personnel and improved physical

facilities by themselves will not produce proportionately greater

or more lasting results. Furthermore, this is unrealistic for many
of our large state hospitals. Instead, existing resources need to be

reexamined, existing patterns of care reappraised, and present

facilities more effectively utilized. Some of these things will not be

easy or convenient from the administrative point of view, but as

patterns of expedience are broken and a positive philosophy of

remotivation adopted there will be solid gain.

EPILOGUE
Lestwe lead the reader into believing that the process of social

remotivation as it has been described in this book answers all the
problems of care and treatment of mental patients it should be
emphasized that the basis for therapeutic efficacy does not exist.

The social self-renewal and remouvation of a patient is a slow
learning process that is based on six rehabilitative ingredients,
some of which have been discussed at length, others only fleet-
ingly in this book.

The first of the rehabilitative ingredients is verbal therapy^
exemplified in the term, “the word doctor,” and having its
clearest exposition in close interpersonal psychotherapy. Verbal
therapy occurs on the ward also, in relations between the nurse,
aide, and patient. It occurs when the aide and nurse Icam to be
good listeners, when they can tolerate silences by the patient,
when they can help the patient reestablish channels of communi-
cation with others through casual conversation. The good “word
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doctor” IS one like Mrs. Cosgrove, or Mrs. Harlan, and many
ot ers, ^vhosc words with the patient are appropriate to the
ongoing situation, to his needs at the moment, and arouse
tvithin him the need to change.

Next comes somalic therapy, exemplified in the term, “the touch
doctor.” Somatic therapy is a most important part of the treat-

nient of the mental patient, for electric convulsive therapy or
insiilin coma can frequently hasten the shift from wthdrawal and
regression to contact \vith others. The tranquilizing drugs are
useful in controliing agitation and free anxiety, thus making the

patient more amenable to the efforts of staff to establish more
mature reactions to stress and improved social interaction. We
have not discussed somatic therapy further in this book because
its beneficial effects are well knotvn, yet it must be made clear

that often it is essential for the improvement or recovery of the

mental patient.

Third, there is work therapy, characterized by “the ^vork doc-
tor.” We have shown that occupational therapy and industrial

placement within the hospital can contribute a great deal to the

healing of the mental patient, to the extent that the work has

meaning for the patient and is not just drudgery. The phrase

“meaningful circuits of activity within the ward setting” illus-

trated this third rehabilitative ingredient for the disturbed or re-

gressed patient. For others, the activity was related to an environ-

ment beyond the ward, and eventually to life outside the hospital.

Then comes play therapy, seen in the term, “the play doctor.”

Recreation is part of mature social life and is essential to healing.

The recreational therapist, as a consultant to ward or

as director of activities off the ward, pla)’s a key role in remotiva-

tion. The example of the Hawaiian party, described in connec-

tion with the industrial ward (Chapters, Ward Mothers) showed

how recreation could eventually be taken over largely by p.i-

tients. Actirities of the volunteers working with the rccrc.'Uional

therapist on closed wards showed how it could be iniegrafcd into

the ward complc-x. a withdrawn schizophrenic patient,

whom no one had been able to reach, responds to a mtisical

concert by tapping his feet and swajing in time to the mude, one
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Lynwood State Hospital, and that she attributed much of her

success with her patients to the learning experience in aide classes.

Inservice education for aides can improve their ability to work

with patients, can make them more useful, and can be an impor-

tant first step in raising their status. Furthermore, once a remoti-

vation program is under way, the participating wards can be the

training ground or the laboratory for the aides in training. Train-

ing and utilization of aides in remotivation becomes an expanding

process, the more that are trained the more energy there is

released from control and maintenance functions for patient help.

Increase in the number of personnel and improved physical

facilities by themselves will not produce proportionately greater

or more lasting results. Furthermore, this is unrealistic for many

of our large state hospitals. Instead, existing resources need to be

'reexamined, existing patterns of care reappraised, and present

facilities more effectively utilized. Some of these things wall not be

easy or convenient from the administrative point of vietv, but as

patterns of expedience are broken and a positive philosophy of

remotivation adopted there will be solid gain.

EPUOGUE
I>est we lead the reader into believing that the process of social

remotivation as it has been described in this book ans\vers all the
problems of care and treatment of mental patients it should be
emphasized that ike basis for therapeutic efficacy does not exist.

The social self-renewal and remotivation of a patient is a slow
learning process that is based on six rehabilitative ingredients,
some of winch have been discussed at lengffi, others only fleet-

ingly in this book.

The first of the rehabilitative ingredients is verbal therapy,

exemplified in the term, “the word doctor,” and having its

clearest exposition in close interpersonal ps>’chotherapy. Verbal
therapy occurs on the ward also, in relations bet\veen the nurse,
aide, and patient. It occurs when the aide and nurse learn to be
good listeners, when they can tolerate silences by the patient,
when they can help the patient reestablish channels of communi-
cation with others through casual conversation. The good “word
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doctor” is one like Mrs. Cosgrove, or Mrs. Harlan, and many
othere, whose words tvilh the patient are appropriate to the
ongoing situation, to his needs at the moment, and arouse
^vithin him the need to change.
Next comes somatic therapy^ exemplified in the term, “the touch

doctor.” Somatic therapy is a most important part of the treat-
ment of the mental patient, for electric convulsive tlierapy or
insulin coma can frequently hasten the shift from withdrawal and
regression to contact ivith others. The tranquili^ing drugs are
useful in controlling agitation and free anxiety, thus making the

patient more amenable to the efforts of staff to establish more
mature reactions co stress and improved social interaction. V\^e

have not discussed somatic therapy further in this book because
' its beneficial effects arc well known, yet it must be made dear

that often it is essential for the improvement or recover)' of the

mental patient.

Third, there is work therapyy characterized by “the work doc-

tor.” We have shown that occupational therapy and industrial

placement tvithin the hospital can contribute a great deal to the

healing of the mental patient, to the extent that the work has

meaning for the patient and is not just drudgery. The phrase

“meaningful circuits of activity within the ward setting” illus-

trated this third rehabilitative ingredient for the disturbed or re-

gressed patient. Tor others, the activity was related to an environ-

ment beyond the ward, and eventually to life outside the hospital.

Then comes p/qy therapy, seen in the term, “the pla)' doctor.”

Recreation is part ofmature^social life and is essential to healing.

The recreational therapist, as a consultant to ward programs, or

as director of activities off the ward, pla)'s a key role in remotiva-

tion. The example of the Hawaiian party, described in connec-

tion with the industrial ward (Chapter 6, Ward ^fothc^s) sho\»ed

how recreation could eventually be taken over largely bj' pa-

tients. Activities of the volunteers wxjrking with the recrc.ational

therapist on dosed wards shotved how it could be integrated into

the ward complex. U^hen a wthdrawn schizophrenic patient,

^vhom no one had been able to reach, responds to a mtisic.il

concert by tapping liis feet and swa>nng in umc to the music, one
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sees how play therapy as a rehabULtative ingredient is important

for therapeutic efficacy.
;r.

Another rehabilitative ingredient isfood therapy, exemplified in

the phrase, “the food doctor.*’ Eating is often a symbolic experi-

ence, indicative of emotional closeness and the family board,

hallowed by sacrament and dignified by tradition and social

gathering. In the Family Room experience the use of food went

beyond the mere satisfaction of essential physical need to the

gratification of everyday emotional needs for sharing and belong-

ing. Too often a neglected aspect of patient care, the preparation

and serving of food, can no longer be omitted from therapeutic

planning for the mental patient.

Finally, there is spirit therapy, faith in individuals plus grace,

shown in “the spirit doctor.” Religion has always been an inte-

gral part of man’s life, a way of answering the perplexing ques-

tions of existence, of pain and suffering, of death, and of the

place of the individual in the design of things. Mental disease

does not mean that these questions disappearj indeed, they are

frequently intensified, and hospitals are coming more and more

to realize the contribution of the priest, minister, and rabbi to the

process of groping back to sanity. In the chapter on volunteers we
showed that one way in which the community can be brought to

the lives of patients is through religious services and hymn sings

on the wards, patient choirs, and the participation of patients in

worship serviees off the hospital grounds.

The six basic rehabilitative ingredients can be effective only
insofar as they exist in a system of action that goes beyond the
Legend of Chronicity. The undergirding common feature to their

effective use is the philosophy of social remotivation as we have
outlined it in these pages. In the spirit of that philosophy the in-

dividual patient is regarded as a person ofworth and promise and
the staff seek to develop in their patients controls from within to
replace those Nvhich they at times have found necessary to impose
from without. Finally, in the spirit of that philosophy, the staffseek
to replace authoritarian (proceeding from status and tradition)
approaches with the utilization of authoritative (proceeding from
knowledge and understanding) patterns of patient care.
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